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ABSTRACT

Queer Baroque: Sarduy, Perlongher, Lemebel
by
Huber David Jaramillo Gil

Advisor: Carlos Riobó
Abstract: This dissertation analyzes the ways in which queer and trans people have been
understood through verbal and visual baroque forms of representation in the social and cultural
imaginary of Latin America, despite the various structural forces that have attempted to make
them invisible and exclude them from the national narrative. My dissertation analyzes the
differences between Severo Sarduy’s Neobaroque, Néstor Perlongher’s Neobarroso, and Pedro
Lemebel’s Neobarrocho, while exploring their individual limitations and potentialities for
voicing the joys and pains of being queer and trans in an exclusionary society. As I analyze the
literary works of each artist, I also explore non-traditional forms of literature and non-literary
objects found in their individual oeuvres. In doing so, I examine various forms of bodily
sovereignty, representation practices, embodied forms of resistance, and dynamic forms of queer
and trans living and survival. My investigations provide evidence that, in spite of dictatorial and
neoliberal systems of power, spaces of creativity and exploration emerge through which artists
reject imposed ideologies, embrace resistant aesthetics, and exercise political innovation. By
recovering the Baroque, these artists denounce heteronormativity, phallocentrism, and normative
sexualities while recognizing the place of sexual and gender minorities in Latin American
culture and politics.
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CHAPTER 1
QUEER BAROQUE
Introduction
This dissertation addresses the relationship between queer and trans subject formation and
the recovery of the Baroque by focusing on three literary figures of late twentieth-century Latin
America: Severo Sarduy, Néstor Perlongher, and Pedro Lemebel. This dissertation, in part, speaks
to ongoing conversations and debates on marginalities, sexualities, and queer theories, while
predominantly examining ways in which certain authors have reformulated the Baroque to
understand queer and trans subjectivity. This study views the reconstitution of the Baroque as an
aesthetic response to heteronormativity, phallocentrism, and normative sexualities. It suggests that
through their engagement with the Baroque, certain authors have developed dynamic theoretical
and critical paradigms for exploring intersectional identities, challenge master narratives, and
politicize sexuality. By focusing on three particular authors, each developing their work across
distinct sociopolitical contexts, we are given an opportunity to trace productive tensions, changing
attitudes, and expansive possibilities for exploring queer and trans subjectivities in Latin America.
This dissertation examines the ways in which the works of Severo Sarduy, Néstor Perlongher and
Pedro Lemebel portray and explore queer and trans subjectivities through baroque elements. The
selection of these three authors is not random. Sarduy, Perlongher, and Lemebel fully demonstrate
the connection between the Baroque and queerness. Also, when considered together, they explore
a variety of queer and trans experiences while keeping in mind their cultural context. As one forms
a concept of queer and trans subjects, the other recognizes its limitations and further develops it.
By thinking of them collectively ―an approach that has not yet been taken by other critics― we
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are able to better understand the queer and trans subjects and fully grasp their place in the Latin
American imaginary.
Rationale
Queer and trans people continue to face barriers towards equality, even in the most
progressive parts of the Western Hemisphere. Due to social and political limitations that are not
present in European and North American contexts, Latin America presents itself as a dynamic area
of study for queer and trans expression. When looking at contemporary Latin American literature
written about queer and trans subjects, it is inevitable to stumble upon authors whose work has
been understood as Neobaroque. While the term has been used in various ways, it is important to
look at the ways in which its prevailing principles have brought forward the exploration of queer
and trans subjects in Latin America.
By focusing on three Latin American authors whose work is produced in differing
sociopolitical contexts, we are able to trace evolving attitudes about queer and trans people which
have led to slow yet significant progress towards their vindication and rightful place in Latin
American society. At the same time, as queer and trans people are given a space from which to
speak, these neobaroque authors examine not only their sociopolitical limitations (multi-layered
marginality, transphobic violence, the power of the State and the Church, fear of Western
ideological imperialism, etc.) but their coping mechanisms. All in all, we are provided with an
understanding of how queer and trans people have been viewed by others and by themselves within
the Latin American context. As a result, this dissertation reflects on important concerns regarding
queer and trans experience which bring into question Latin American society’s values and
principles regarding gender, sexuality, and human rights.
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State of the Matter
For many critics, the recovery of the Baroque in Latin America takes place with aesthetic
and political purposes in mind. Amongst these, this dissertation looks into the work of Alejo
Carpentier, José Lezama Lima, Bolívar Echeverría, Samuel Arriarán, and Lois Parkinson Zamora.
Regarding queer and trans subjectivity and identity, this study keeps in mind foundational queer
and trans theorists such as Sandy Stone, Kate Bornstein, Judith Butler, Marjorie Garber, Jay
Prosser, and Viviane Namaste. Nevertheless, I focus on the Latin American experience of these
individuals by looking into the work of Nelly, Alexandra Perkins, Javier Guerrero, Marta Segarra,
Vek Lewis, Paul Preciado, Josefina Fernández, Denilson Lopes, among others.
While I am attentive to multiple vectors of identity (such as sexuality, class, and race), my
focus is oftentimes placed on the multiple embodiments of gender. I am particularly interested in
trans identities and expressions that transcend and question the conventional definitions and
notions of men and women. Moreover, for the purpose of this study, I prioritize trans feminine
identities and expressions, which may include trans women as well as effeminate men. In other
words, I focus on those who explore their femininity or identify with their femininity to a greater
extent than with their masculinity. Moving forward, to study the intersection between Neobaroque
and trans subjects further, I will review the work of Ben Sifuentes-Jáuregui’s The Avowal of
Difference (2014) and Krzysztof Kulawik’s Travestismo lingüístico (2009).
Ben Sifuentes-Jáuregui
In Transvestism, Masculinity and Latin American Literature: Genders Share Flesh
(2002), Sifuentes-Jáuregui questions essentialized masculinity by using the figure of the
transvestite. Instead of exploring the lives and experiences of trans people, he recognizes that his
“book is about transvestism as a figure and a metaphor” (5). For him, “transvestism is a
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performance” (2) that allows for the “denaturalization of genders” (4). As a result, for his own
interests, trans people are used loosely to blur the “fundamental dichotomy: Self/Other.” (4) The
performance of otherness, which the trans subject is seen as an epitome of, provides a space for
subverting or resisting machismo and patriarchy. Sifuentes-Jáuregui looks at the transvestite as a
natural metaphor that embodies questions of crossing or crisis- unable to identify and recognize
its subjectivity. He refuses to look at the trans subject directly, ignoring its lived experience,
observing it only as symbolic.
It is important to note his coining of the term homobaroque, which stems from “Sarduy’s
interest in the Baroque as a queer imperative.” (120). Introduced in the fourth chapter of his text,
in which the relationship between Sarduy’s theoretical work, Derrida’s deconstruction and
Lacan’s psychoanalysis is analyzed, the term homobaroque indicates an urge to “debunk all
expectation of normalization” (135) through (baroque) reconfigurations which are driven by
homoerotic desire. By redirecting the reader, through a critical maneuvering of this sort, Sarduy
provides both confounding and transcendent rereadings of what we identify as the norm.
With this approach in mind, to form a concept of homobaroque, Sifuentes-Jáuregui reinterprets
the story of young Narcissus: when looking into the waters, instead of falling in love with his
own reflection, he falls for his father’s image, which is embodied by the water (him being the
river god Cephissus). Thus, Narcissus is presented, not as an example of excessive attraction
towards the self, but of homosexual and incestuous desire of the son towards the father.
Sifuentes-Jáuregui compares this type of rereading, which is exemplified by Sarduy, to the
transvestite’s redrawing of gender limits. As he attempts to interpret the place of the trans subject
within Lacan’s mirror stage, he proposes that:
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the transvestite, like the child who first sees himself in his mother’s eyes, sees
herself erecting and doubling the image of the (m)Other… literally identifying
with the mother, by radically calling into question her performance of femininity.
(137)
On one end, by using the feminine third-person pronouns, Sifuentes-Jáuregui identifies the trans
subject as female. On the other end, while he views the Mother as the object of the trans subject,
he does not view them as equal. He equates the Mother as the trans subject’s Other- the image
being mirrored but never embodied. The trans subject’s simulation of the gendered Other
exposes the performative conditioning behind a person’s masculinity or femininity. Their ability
to replicate and distort standards and norms, makes trans people useful entities for questioning
identity and essence, whether individual or collective. However, Sifuentes-Jáuregui does not
accentuate the importance of subjectivity and experience and, as a result, disregards these in the
same subjects being used to conceptualize his study. As he analyzes the place of trans subjects to
rethink Western understanding of the self, he disregards the subjects themselves and their
position in the world. Sifuentes-Jauregui sees them as having an “anamorphic relation” to culture
that “hinges on the fact that the transvestite stands in the position of the Symbolic.” (137)
However, it is not that the trans subject randomly stands in this position, but it is forcibly placed
there to serve as a metaphor on which Sifuentes-Jauregui relies on for his analysis. Instead of
seeing trans bodies as subjects, he views them as ideal metaphors. By placing them in the realm
of the Symbolic, he indirectly ignores their truth- unintentionally departing from reality in the
process.
Twelve years later, Sifuentes-Jáuregui publishes The Avowal of Difference: Queer Latino
American Narratives (2014). Here, he begins by recognizing the act of coming out as a narrative
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of great importance to queer studies. It is through this act that a person identifies, accepts and
proclaims their queerness- making it public and therefore bring it into the sociopolitical realm.
Sifuentes-Jáuregui argues, however, that coming out is solely an Anglo-American and European
experience. After all, it is from this cultural realm where the term emerges from. On the other
hand, he proposes that in Latin America queer subjects express their queerness through silence.
He is, thus, interested in discussing “Latin American texts that narrate queer sexual desires from
the place of silence… from a conscious position of unspoken knowledge, an assertive refusal to
name that desire.” (5; emphasis added) In other words, when it comes to their queerness, Latin
American subjects demonstrate “self-knowledge with the need for privacy.” (5)
However, after making such an intriguing claim, as Sifuentes-Jáuregui speaks of sexual
desire he fails to differentiate it from gender identity, bringing forward inadequacies that devalue
the presence of trans subjectivity. In the fifth chapter, titled “La Manuela’s Return:
Transvestism/ Identification/ the Abject in Lemebel’s Loco afán”, Sifuentes-Jáuregui interrelates
Donoso’s and Lemebel’s work by analyzing the desire of Sergio for la Manuela and of Pancho
for la Regine. On one hand, he recognizes in both an effort to silence the desire that they each
have for these women; a desire that is presented to the reader as homoerotic. By silencing it, their
masculinity is reconfirmed in the eyes of their community while being questioned by the
informed reader. On the other hand, I argue that both authors materialize, even if it is for a
moment, not the desire that can exist between homosexual men, but between a cisgender man
and a transgender woman. By seeing all as homosexual men, Sifuentes-Jáuregui ignores the
complexity of, not only their sexual orientations, but of their gender identifications. He
constantly equates cisgender homosexual men to transgender heterosexual women, validating the
existence of the former and dismissing the possibility of the latter. In addition to equating them
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to gay men, he does not note a difference between drag queens, transvestites, transsexuals,
transgenders, etc; seemingly using terms interchangeably at times (as with drag and transvestism
or marica and loca), building amalgamations out of them without regards for their dissimilarities
(as with drag queer). What I propose is that the desire that can exist towards trans people is
presented momentarily to capture the possible embrace of these long-standing marginalized
entities within a masculinist and patriarchal order. However, since their very presence dismantles
androcentrism and heterosexism, they are forcefully asked to recoil back to their inferior social
position through acts of excessive violence: death, as in la Manuela, or erasure, as in la Regine.
What is more, focused on identifying a Latin American queerness that is expressed through
silence, Sifuentes-Jáuregui dismisses the outspokenness of trans subjects that, throughout the two
novels, claim and embody their identity while having a place in the social and economic stability
of their community (as with la Manuela) and in the historical and cultural makeup of their
country (as with la Regine).
Moving forward, when speaking of drag queens’ names, Sifuentes-Jáuregui returns to his
inquiry about the baroque. He views the names of drag queens as floating signifiers, onto which
many meanings can be attached. As a drag queen’s persona changes, so too can her name. In
addition, a name can be passed down from one queen to the next, each personifying it in their
own interpretation of it. Quoting Lemebel, he views a drag queen’s name as a “baroque allegory,
the act of extending the name metaphor ad infinitum, to twist and turn the name so that it gets
baptized continuously.” (122) A drag queen’s name, in unceasing renovation and reenactment,
homologous to baroque fragmentation and decentering, alludes to an unstable and open-ended
identity. This idea, while appealing to some, it runs the risk of presenting drag queens’ bodies as
solely performative. In inheriting a name, drag queens pass down skills identified with the
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associated persona. In the way parents teach their child a family recipe, drag queens pass down
knowledge from one to the next. Together, they build a lineage of drag queen mothers and
daughters. To minimize that lived experience and archived knowledge to solely performative
acts, Sifuentes-Jáuregui disregards one the most important assets of the drag queen community:
their kinship and sorority. More damaging still, is his association of la Manuela’s and la Regine’s
names to drag queens’ names, as if the experiences of the transgender duo were the same as of
those in drag.
In the eight chapter, titled “On the Homo-Baroque: Queering Sarduy’s Baroque
Genealogies,” Sifuentes-Jáuregui delves into the ways in which the baroque is used to render
queer expression. As he reads El barroco y el neobarroco (1972), Sifuentes-Jáuregui focuses on
the three rhetorical figures used by the baroque to displace meaning and produce artificialization:
substitution, proliferation and condensation, as identified by Severo Sarduy. In their own way,
the three rhetorical figures create distance between the signified and the signifier, refusing the
opportunity to decipher meaning, placing the reader in the realm of baroque uncertainty and
inexactness. Following his interest in identifying Latin American queer expression as stemming
from a place of silence, Sifuentes-Jáuregui recognizes in the Neobaroque a tacit language that
helps conceal queerness within an especially heteromasculine society. As he puts it, since the
Latin American queer subject is “revealed uneasily through leaks, elliptically, through
periphrastic approximations… the reader may only locate the queer subject in a roundabout way,
always elusive and on the move.” (177) Through substitution, proliferation and condensation,
queer subjects dodge the need to explicitly state their sexuality or gender, elusively insinuating
or indicating their queerness, forcing the reader to decipher their truth through arduous forms of
reading.
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While recognizing a possible link between queerness and the baroque is of importance to
this dissertation, Sifuentes-Jáuregui focuses much of his reading of Sarduy on the displacement
of meaning, ignoring the simultaneous and equally important accretion and augmentation of
meaning which the baroque brings about. For Sarduy, the baroque does not only throw the reader
into a state of uncertainty and tension because of its ability to disguise the signifier, but because
it allows the signified to be multiplied ad infinitum. Linguistic order and unity is lost, not for the
sake of concealing the signifier, but for the purpose of revealing a progressive evolvement of the
signified. As a fundamental ability of the baroque, it brings the reader to question the natural
state of man, revealing its increasing complexity and infinite fragmentation. What neobaroque
seeks is not to hide the marginalized subject, but to expose the atypicality and instability of every
individual, moving away from a supposed norm, decentering social values, as an inclusionary
and denormalizing force.
Moreover, as Sifuentes-Jáuregui searches for queer subjects that speak from a place of
silence, he overlooks those who, without vagueness or ambiguity, express their queerness.
Sarduy, instead of turning its readers’ attention away from queer subjects or making their
queerness something private/silent, his work normalizes the place of queer people. He goes as far
as presenting sadomasochism and paraphilic practices as common and expected. Sarduy does not
explore these unusual behaviors for the pleasure of being extravagant or shocking. He, instead,
does away with the normative binary limits of gender, sex, and sexuality, opposing the social
structures and moral principles of the time, to present ambiguous bodies that have lost that which
had traditionally given them a sense of identity, harmony, and logic. In doing so, he reconsiders
that which make bodies legible to present them as ever-evolving and unrestrained- bodies that
are able to be placed in irreconcilable areas of the human experience. By presenting bodies that
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without being socially constructed and contingent can freely modify themselves, he deconstructs
the norms that have limited and consumed the self, refocusing the ways in which the reader
thinks about sex, gender and sexuality.
Krzysztof Kulawik
Krzysztof Kulawik, on the other hand, demonstrates awareness of this phenomenon. In
his Travestismo lingüístico (2009), Kulawik explores the presence of gender nonconforming
subjects in the work of various neobaroque authors. His study focuses on Severo Sarduy,
Diamela Eltit, Osvaldo Lamborghini and Hilda Hilst- commenting on the work of Néstor
Perlongher and Pedro Lemebel in the process. In doing so, he brings forward a set of writers that
together explore gender identity through baroque artificiality. As he justifies his selection, he
goes on to define neobaroque as part of postmodernist and neovanguardist movements yet
distinct by its artifice and exuberance. He then scrupulously examines the concepts
(destabilization, simulation, metamorphosis, fragmentation, in-betweenness, multiperspectivity,
parody, erotism, pleasure, etc.) and techniques (verbal ingenuity, unusual metaphors, metonymic
proliferation, condensation, permutation, trompe-l’oeil, intertextuality, metafiction,
superabundance, etc.) that define the neobaroque; an approach that seems unfinished in
Sifuentes-Jáuregui.
He, as a result, is able to recognize in the neobaroque a series of simultaneous and
contradictory impulses: a tendency towards discursive expansion and transgression is
counteracted by concealment and disguisement. Neobaroque, after all, is paradoxical: as the
signified excessively expands, the signifier seems to gradually disappear. Yet, it is the very
ability to proliferate and metamorphose which allows for it to transgress and evolve. Having this
in mind, Kulawik recognizes how certain subjects, through their ability to exceed and contest
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norms, are able to defy and transcend the status quo. As with neobaroque, he views certain
people as politically productive, capable of destabilizing the patriarchal, capitalist, and bourgeois
order. Amongst these, Kulawik is particularly interested in examining trans people, since it is
they who seem to embody the politics of transgression. He, with this in mind, is not surprised at
the fact that trans people frequently appear in neobaroque literature. For Kulawik, one
exemplifies the other: “el travestismo y el neobarroco, se complementan y se explican
mutuamente.” (307) In the same way that neobaroque disrupts discursive order, trans people
upset the sociopolitical landscape.
However, as he underlines the apparent relationship between trans subjects and
neobaroque literature, a sense of uneasiness arises. After all, his argument rests on comparing
people, who have a personal identity and a sense of personhood, to a literary movement. He
recognizes, as a matter fact, the metaphorization of trans people: “los personajes funcion[an] a
modo de metáforas con sentido de un orden superior: el del travestismo como signo de
transgresión.” (129) It is this which allows for him to perceive them as neobaroque in nature: “La
acumulación de todas las características sexuales transgresivas de los personajes… adquiere
pleno valor semántico cuando se complementa con una simultánea experimentación (narrativa).”
(132) Kulawik, in other words, takes highly structured knowledge (neobaroque literature) to
comprehend that which seems to him as abstract (gender variance).
Indeed, throughout his study, he does not look into the experience of trans people.
Instead, he is focused on what they can provide for his study-. seeing them productive for being
able to transgress norms- and only that. While he does seem them as political subjects, he does
not explore their particular societal perils. At the same time, while he sees them as defying
institutions of power and regulation, he can’t help but place them in the realm of simulation and
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performativity. As trans subjects are able to overstep and defy cultural and societal expectations,
they are only able to do so by emulating what is considered to be the other. They do not develop
a sense of individuality but are defined by superficiality. By overlooking their lived experience,
Kulawik dehumanizes trans people. He, after all, is only interested in seeing them as malleable
surfaces― the same way in which neobaroque authors view the literary text. By doing so, he
makes generalization about trans people: not all trans people change their bodies, not all trans
people are politically transgressive, not all trans people contest norms. Some may argue that
Kulawik is simply noting what is presented in the text. I, however, propose that he views trans
subject representation uncritically, without looking for instances in which neobaroque literature
speaks more comprehensively and thoroughly about the trans people.
Theoretical Background
Neobaroque
The Neobaroque movement has been identified in the works of renown Latin American
writers such as Nicolás Guillén, Alejo Carpentier, José Lezama Lima, Haroldo de Campos,
Reinaldo Arenas and Fernando Vallejo, among others. While some have directly participated in
the development of the neobaroque movement, critics have found elements of the Baroque in the
work of others.1 Neobaroque is recognized for its self-reflexive character, its exuberance and
formal excess and, to a certain degree, its political opposition towards traditional identities and
discourses. In general terms, it presents both dissonance and imbalance, the cessation of uniformity
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Apart from those mentioned here, in Jardim de Camaleões (2004) Claudio Daniel identifies the
Neobaroque in Haroldo de Campos, Horácio Costa, José Kozer, José Lizama Lima, Josely Vianna
Baptista, León Félix Batista, Mario Eduardo Arteca, Néstor Perlongher, Osvaldo Lamborghini, Paulo
Leminski, Raúl Zurita, Reina Maria Rodríguez, Reynaldo Jiménez, Roberto Echavarren, Roberto
Picciotto, Rodolfo Hinostroza, Tamara Kamenszain, Victor Sosa and Wilson Bueno; in Barroco y
neobarroco en la narrativa hispanoamericana (2008) Cristo Rafael Figueroa Sánchez identifies the
Neobaroque in Alejo Carpentier, Julio Cortázar, José Lizama Lima and García Márquez; in Los sentidos
de la distorsión (2019) Pablo Baler identifies the Neobaroque in Jorge Luis Borges, Xul Solar, Severo
Sarduy and Ana Mendieta; etc.
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and homogeneity, the loss of totality and absoluteness, and the potential for mutability and change.
Some of these writers have also been identified as authors of kitsch, pop art or camp for their use
of parody, irony, sarcasm and humor; displaying scenes in which the limits between Eastern and
Western cultures are blurred; unhesitantly presenting homosexual and trans subcultures; and
combining both high and low art forms.
It is of importance to identify how the Baroque has been reemployed in Latin America
since its arrival from the Spanish Empire to the New World. The Baroque is a term that refers to
the art forms adopted during the Renaissance at the second half of the 17th century. It is marked
as much by its incorporation of ornamental elements, as by its grandiosity and dramatism. It
deviates from the classical ideals of symmetry, naturality, musicality and balance. The Baroque,
faced by exhausted and overworked classical art forms, amplifies and reformulates them into an
expression that is enigmatic and convoluted, unconventional and distorted. It is an art of
complexity and deformity, of exuberance and chaos, of tension and distress, of exhilaration and
perplexity.
While some have viewed the emergence of the Spanish Baroque as a symptom of social
crisis within the Spanish peninsula others have recognized it as a propagandist style that emerges
from the Council of Trent. In either case, as part of the dominant culture of the Spanish peninsula,
the Baroque reaches the Americas thanks to the great masters of the Spanish Golden Age: Miguel
de Cervantes, Lope de Vega, Francisco de Quevedo, Mateo Alemán, Baltasar Gracián, Luis de
Góngora, Tirso de Molina, Pedro Calderón de la Barca, etc. While in Spain the Baroque loses its
vigor towards the end of the 17th century, it is embraced in the Latin American colonies up to the
first half of the 18th century, providing further development to its artistic forms, adapting them to
reflect the splendor of the New World. Upon its arrival to the colonies, the Spanish Baroque
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transforms itself and, together with African and Indigenous cultural influences, provides an artistic
expression that is strictly Latin American. Instead of being considered a cultural imposition on the
subjugated colonies, the Baroque is presented as an expression of American consciousness.
This aesthetic that arises, better known as the Baroque of the Indies, encompasses some of
the most notable Spanish American writers of the time: Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, Carlos de
Sigüenza y Góngora, Bernardo de Balbuena, Juan Ruiz de Alarcón, Felipe Guaman Poma de
Ayala, Juan de Espinosa Medrano, Juan del Valle y Caviedes, Silvestre de Balboa, etc. These
authors, in one way or another, present the heterogeneity of the colonial cities. They are authors
that assimilate the cultural influences of the New World and transform and renovate them with
undeniable creative authority. Being successors of the Baroque, they make use of its artificiality,
excess, disharmony, accumulation, integration and exuberance to show a dynamic, dramatic,
chaotic and permutable world. Mindful of their unusual multiculturality, they present an artistic
expression of their own, consolidating an American reality that, in a way, dissociates them from
the Spanish Empire. It becomes, as a result, an early expression of Latin American autonomy and
self-definition.
Baroque excessiveness, superabundance and disorder are disapproved of by the second half
of the 18th century. The principles of rationalism and empiricism of enlightened thinking called
for purity, balance and didacticism. Baroque gained, as a result, a negative connotation: an art of
bad taste. A recovery of the Baroque, therefore, was no easy task. Only until the arrival of the
Modernist movement did we begin to perceive a resurgence of the Baroque. It is the Spanish poets
of the Generación del 27 (Federico García Lorca, Rafael Alberti, Dámaso Alonso, Jorge Guillén,
Gerardo Diego y Luis Cernuda, among others) who ultimately assimilate, upon the third centenary
of Luis de Gongorá’s death, the influence of the literary masters of the Baroque. In Argentina,
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anxious to renovate the figurative language of the time, Jorge Luis Borges demonstrates an interest
in baroque authors. At the same time, the catalan philosopher Eugenio D’Ors views the Baroque
as a dynamic artistic force that can be found in multiple cultures and historical periods. More and
more, from different fields of study, the Baroque is to date reexamined and reevaluated.
Important artists, philosophers and historians have demonstrated, each through different
approaches, an interest in recovering the Baroque, while exploring its limitation and potentialities
in the process. Among them it is worth mentioning Norbert Elias, Antonio Maravall, Giulio Carlo
Argán, Luciano Anceschi and Omar Calabrese. After all, for the purposes of this dissertation, we
will focus on the works of Alejo Carpentier, José Lezama Lima and Severo Sarduy. It is important
to speak of these three authors because their approaches to the Baroque have been intricately
analyzed within the Latin American literary scene. We will also examine the recent work of
Bolívar Echeverría, which presents itself as an important contribution to the study of Latin
American Neobaroque, postmodernity, capitalist culture and their intersections.
With D’Ors’ transtemporal and transpatial premise in mind, the novelist and historian Alejo
Carpentier develops his own understanding of the Baroque. He proposes that the American
continent, from its pre-Columbian roots, has presented a tendency towards the Baroque. The
European invasion and the importation of Africans simply gave way to further its growth and
development. Moreover, he even identifies in the American landscape, with its extravagant flora
and fauna, a kaleidoscopic and benumbing expression reminiscent of the Baroque. The continent
is presented, in other words, as an inherently baroque space. Carpentier ends up identifying a touch
of Baroque in every American expression: from the Latin American Boom novel and modernist
verse, to Aztec sculpture and Nahuatl poetry. It no surprise that, in search of a uniquely Latin
American expression, Carpentier has been blamed of essentializing the cultural and topographical
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diversity of the region. He has been seen as presenting to readers of developed countries an
exoticized image of Latin American that reinforces simplistic generalizations about the continent
and its people. In any case, we can also think of Carpentier’s work as providing a vision of Latin
America that attempts to suppress these same stereotypes by insisting on the Baroque complexity
and multifacetedness of the continent. It is of interest to note, after all, his idea regarding the
colonial dynamic: faced with Europe’s imperial ideologies, the Baroque gains a decolonizing role,
finding in its own transcultural expression a form of political opposition.
We can find this same idea in the work of the experimentalist essayist, novelist and poet
José Lezama Lima. In his book of essays, La expresión americana (1957), Lezama Lima interlinks
the Baroque with the concept of counterconquest- a terms that points to the urge for the colonized
subject to appropriate European cultural features to develop an identity of its own. In the eyes of
Lezama Lima, the Latin American subject (called señor barroco) intuitively sets out on a process
of transhistorical and transcultural appropriation, reconciliation and modification which leads to
an exclusively Latin American expression. This poetic-creative process creates a supernatural
image that intermixes a variety of cultural traditions (called era imaginaria). For this reason, this
new cultural ensemble of divergent traits derives from varied origins. Against a (European)
baroque accumulation of artistic motifs, a creative (Latin American) Neobaroque combination of
cultural elements arises.
The philosopher and economist Bolívar Echeverría formulates his theory about capitalist
modernity through an understanding of the Neobaroque. He recognizes, against a societal desire
to legitimize cultural integration and uniformity, the need to appreciate cultural differences and
particularities. He perceives in modern societies an insistence on cultural homogeneity for the sake
of mercantile pursuits, a common occurrence that he strongly rejects. Latin America, instead,
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presents an alternative rationality, one that is anti-imperialist, multiethnic and multicultural. The
need for industrial-economic productivism, globalization and neoliberal authority is abandoned.
Within the Latin American context, he identifies a process of deconstruction and reconstruction
that allows, in a neobaroque fashion, for the consolidation of varied cultures. Thus, the American
continent presents itself, not as an underdeveloped or anti-modern space. He, alternatively, finds
in Latin America a type of modernity that is more appropriate for the cultural phenomena of the
present.
Trans Theory
To speak about trans people in these authors’ work, one must be familiar with trans theory.
A trans identity speaks to a variety of experiences which include but are not limited to a person’s
discomfort with gender role expectations, cross-gender identification, attraction towards people of
many genders, a commitment towards gender parity and multiplicity, among others. While trans
people have recently gained significant political and public recognition throughout the world, their
identity continues to be contested even within the most progressive of societies. Faced to this day
with the risk of discrimination and extreme violence, the battle to protect the most basic rights of
trans people ought to be continual and assertive. Not doing so, not only weakens the presence of
trans people within a society but represses a more general desire to redefine gender and understand
the full extent of its power.
Among the founding figures of contemporary transgender studies, Leslie Feinberg is
known for calling upon transgender people to recover, in the face of significant archival challenges,
their own historical legacy. Feinberg proposes in Transgender Liberation (1992) that capitalism
“arose with the division of society into exploiter and exploited.” (202) S/he identifies how, before
such a system was in place, trans people were respected members of their communities- religious
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leaders at times, venerated entities at others. By encouraging hir community to recognize its own
long-held place in the world, Feinberg moved others to destabilize their understanding of gender,
to grasp the various ways people move across gender boundaries, to identify the shifts in social
stigma faced by genderqueer people, and much more.
Sandy Stone problematizes the common narratives that have defined trans experience in
contemporary times. On one end, in The Empire Strikes Back (1987) she recognizes that medical
and psychiatric discourses have defined trans expression as requiring surgical intervention to be
credible and complete, a disorder that can be diagnosed and treated under scientific hands, an
internal discomfort which stems from being in the wrong body and which leads to the choice of
re-assigning one’s gender. On the other, she identifies a series of generic autobiographical
narratives written by trans people as having reinforced a gender binary, presented trans subjects as
incomplete both before and after bodily transformation, understood trans experience as
performative. As affirmed by Stone, both discourses have viewed trans people as illogical beings
whose goal is to blend into society, fade into the cisgender population, fabricate a past that
eliminates their lived trans experience. Against this detrimental and limited narrative, Stone
encourages her readers to find counter-discursive practices that can help explore the embodied
experience of trans people.
Important to this dissertation is Susan Stryker’s Performing of Transgender Rage (1994).
As a transexual woman in a transphobic world, she acknowledges that to many she, along with her
community, is perceived as monstrous. As such, she identifies scholars who have demeaningly
compared trans people to Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein (1818). They view trans people, both
internally and externally, as fraudulent, perverted, vile, manipulative, mutilated, deformed, etc. In
response, Stryker reminds us that Frankenstein, the creation, is seen in literary criticism as “the
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alien Other” (238) of Victor, the creator. Frankenstein, as a result, is seen as an entity “upon which
(Victor) projects all he cannot accept about himself” (238). With this in mind, while it is often
painful and disheartening, Stryker does not view being perceived as monstrous by society as a
source of shame. Instead, she views monstrosity as an ability to challenge society’s standards to
show its true character. The presence of trans people destabilizes the order, reveals the truth,
reorders the knowledge and denaturalizes the ideals that society (counterintuitively and
counterproductively) adheres to and relies on. By embracing the terms used against her
community, Stryker attempts to dispel their ability to inflict pain. At the same time, she denounces
as groundless and artificial (not the members of her community but) the same standards of behavior
that society imposes on trans people and expects them to conform to. For the purposes of this
dissertation, it is important to keep in mind Stryker’s interpretation of monstrosity. In the works
of Sarduy, Perlongher and Lemebel, critics have occasionally suggested that trans people are
presented as freaks, mutants or monsters.2 Indeed, this would be considered a disservice to the
community. Since, from Stryker’s point-of-view, monstrosity can simultaneously represent a
threat and a strength for trans people, we must interpret how their monstrosity is being used in the
work of these three authors, as either reinforcing or questioning social norms.
In addition, as Stryker suggests, it is important to be aware of the ways in which academic
and literary discourses manipulate our understanding of trans people. Echoing Stone’s work, she
recognizes “the inability of language to represent the transgendered subject’s movement over time
between stably gendered positions in a linguistic structure” (241). In addition, she proposes that
within the visual realm gender is constructed to fit a “phallicized scopophilia” (241). Lastly, she
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On monstrosity in Latin American literary and cultural production see Freak Performances: Dissidence in
Latin American Theater (2018) by Analola Santana, and Latin American Gothic in Literature and Culture
(2017) edited by Sandra Casanova-Vizcaíno and Inés Ordiz.
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recognizes that within the medical field the remedy for the transsexual disease is to normalize the
body: altering the genitals, seen as the ultimate goal, reaffirms gender norms, and medically
restores social order. It is through these fields of knowledge (linguistics, visual studies, medicine)
that society declares trans people as unnatural. It is against these that trans activists must construct
a strategy of resistance and reeducation. It is with these in mind that we must assess how Sarduy,
Perlongher and Lemebel challenge or embrace scientific discourses to speak about trans subjects.
Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble (1990) and Bodies that Matter (1993) brought a series of
new perspectives on gender that, while groundbreaking, failed to address the demands of trans
politics. According to Butler, one’s body expresses itself through behavior that is socially preapproved. This behavior is delimited by the characterizations and classifications attached to one’s
sex. Accordingly, our bodies are presented as vessels on which definitions of gender are placed
onto depending on how we are interpreted by society. Our naturally sexed bodies are linked to preconstructed gender identities that influence our behavior, placing us into strict categories in which
we are forced to belong because of our adherence to socially approved notions of gender. For
Butler, there is no such thing as an inner feminine or masculine core. Such a view only serves to
propagate the falsity of gender identity as existing at birth. Instead of naturally expressing gender,
one imitates social understandings of gender.
Before a sexed body comes to being, its gender identity has already been established for it
to adequately fit into and fulfil the expectations and goals of a patriarchal society: “the tacit
constraints that produce culturally intelligible ‘sex’ ought to be understood as generative political
structures rather than naturalized foundations” (Gender Trouble 201). For Butler, queer gender
performance, through irony and parody, exposes the theatricality behind gender identity. By
slightly distorting an idealized image, queer entities subversively present the plasticity and
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falsehood of masculinity and femininity. By doing so, they compel us to question our
understanding of gender. Nevertheless, by proposing that gender is a social construct, Butler
suggests that transsexual experience ought to be seen more as imitation than identification with
the opposite sex. If what is considered feminine and masculine is a historical manifestation of
patriarchy, her theory problematizes trans desire and gender formation. How are we to shrug off
the arduous yet gratifying journey of becoming one’s gender, as experience by trans people? How
do we ignore the fact that, for many trans people, their gender is expressed at the earliest
opportunity, even when it contradicts what is expected of their sex? How are we to ignore the
diversity and potentialities of gender by focusing on the limitations it imposes on us?
Jay Prosser dedicates a chapter of his Second Skins (1998) to the work of Judith Butler. A
great part of his critique deals with the conflation of sexuality and gender perceived in her work,
and in that of other queer theorists. Prosser recognizes that from its inception, queer theory has
relied on “cross-gender identification” as “the key queer mechanism for deconstructing
heterosexuality and writing out queer” (258). Following this initiative, through her exploration of
queerness, Butler uses transgender subjects as exemplary of queer (homosexual) enactments of
gender.
It is important to keep in mind that, Butler originally seeks to refute ideas about
homosexuality that are inconsistent with the experiences of gays and lesbians. For example, she
rejects the idea, which was commonly held, that homosexual women wish to be heterosexual men
and that homosexual men wish to be heterosexual women (meaning that to be homosexual is to be
transgender). Instead, while some homosexual men do present themselves as feminine and some
homosexual women as masculine, she proposes that their engagement with the opposite gender is
performative (acting out behavioral norms of the opposite gender) not an expression of internal
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essence (identifying as a member of the opposite gender). Similarly, she disagrees with the idea
that homosexual coupling replicates heterosexual intercourse by ascribing a dominant role to one
partner and a submissive role to the other. Instead, adhering to roles that are not commonly
associated with a particular gender (women are not commonly considered dominant nor are men
considered submissive) homosexual unions subvert heterosexual copulation (as typically
understood). Homosexual men and women, through both imitative and subversive acts, are able to
disrupt phallocentric and heterocentric values. The same notions of identity that are used against
homosexual expression are found, in Butler’s work, to be behavioral constructs that, as such, are
non-essential and non-natural, superficial and restrictive.
While an attractive argument, it is undeniable that Butler’s discussion of sexuality
develops, whether she originally intended to or not, through an underlying theory about gender as
a whole. Slowly but surely, her ideas about queer (homosexual) gender enactment and subversion
create a theoretical framework for understanding not only how homosexual (and heterosexual)
people interact with gender, but how transgender identity and experience is to be perceived. As
she appreciates their apparent ability to parody and expose the mechanisms of normative herosexist
gendering, she dismisses the ways in which her ideas affect our understanding of trans people and
thus how their already vulnerable place in society is to be conceived.
With this in mind, Jay Prosser underlines the importance of differentiating between
homosexual gender enactment and transgender expression and identity. While their experiences
are both disrupted by the same heterocentric bias, how the homosexual engages with gender is not
comparable to how the transgender experiences gender. While the homosexual’s gender enactment
may be imitative and subversive, the transgender’s identity may neither aim nor manage to be
either. As Prosser himself puts it, “there are transgender trajectories, in particular transsexual
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trajectories, that aspire to that which [Butler’s work] devalues. Namely there are transsexuals who
seek… to be non-performative, to be constative, quite simply, to be” (264).
He goes onto to note that the way in which trans people experience their lives and their
bodies is disregarded, both in Butler’s work and those who follow its reasoning. Perhaps most
important to trans experience is the journey of recognizing, accepting, and becoming one’s gender.
It is this, however, which is most strongly rejected by Butler: “what gets dropped from transgender
in its queer [homosexual] deployment to signify subversive gender performativity is the value of
the matter that often most concerns the transsexual: the narrative of becoming [one’s gender]”
(264). Without question, Butler does denounce gendered embodiment. Since gender itself is solely
a construct, to express one’s gender in bodily form is to superficially replicate socially-regulated,
politically-protected, and historically-reduplicated norms. To highlight the importance of
refiguring the body as fundamental to the formation of self-identity, Prosser retraces the ways in
which an individual develops a gender identity as understood by Butler.
Within a psychoanalytic tradition, when considering the Oedipal complex, Butler proposes
that before the taboo against heterosexual incest is established (in which the opposite-sex parent
is presented as the lost object), a preceding taboo against homosexual desire is already in place (in
which the same-sex parent is presented as the lost object). As taboo, it is necessary for homosexual
desire to be given up. However, as opposed to mourning the lost object (taking place in the
conscious mind, the lost object would be processed through acknowledging it and articulating it),
through melancholia the individual incorporates the lost object (taking place in the unconscious
mind, the lost object is unable to be articulated and, as such, it is left unacknowledged): “the
melancholic refuses the loss of the object, and internalization becomes a strategy of magically
resuscitating the lost object” (Gender Trouble 84). Butler views the ego as formed through a
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process of identification with the lost object: “the loss of the other whom one desires… is overcome
through a specific act of identification that seeks to harbor that other within the very structure of
the self” (Gender Trouble 78). This internalization of the lost object, which allows it to become
part of the ego, is achieved by imitating or citing the other: “the other becomes part of the ego
through the permanent internalization of the other’s attributes” (Gender Trouble 78). Within this
paradigm, the individual takes on behavioral features of the lost object, thereby acquiring (under
the homosexual taboo) a gender identity that corresponds to that of the same-sex parent. It is
important to note, that as Butler attempts to reconfigure sexuality, she ultimately elaborates a
theory about gender in which imitation or citationality are key to its development. In her work, the
libidinous desire for the lost object (yearning the lost object) results in the process by which one
incorporates aspects of the lost object (yearning to be the lost object). As a result, through the
process of melancholic internalization, forbidden same-sex desire ends up prompting the
development of gender and gender expression.
Moving on, Butler suggests that in the process of incorporation, not only are conceptions
of gendered behavior internalized. In addition, bodily pleasures are made to be understood as
deriving from specific body parts, such as the penis and the vagina: “some parts of the body
become conceivable foci of pleasure precisely because they correspond to a normative ideal of
gender-specific body” (Gender Trouble 95). That is to say that understanding particular body parts
as sources of pleasure is only a result of sexual normativization. If true, the same gender norms
that influence our behavior determine how we perceive our own bodies. As a result, the body itself,
as commonly perceived, is seen as a cultural sign: “the fantasized body can never be understood
in relation to the body as real, it can only be understood in relation to another culturally instituted
fantasy” (Gender Trouble 96). This idea is intriguing not only for those whose pleasure arises from
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uncommon body parts or from no body parts at all. By relocating the common foci of pleasure
within or beyond the body, the individual can challenge traditional ways of understanding both
pleasure and the body. However, this view seems to invalidate people whose identity, individual
as well as social, is affected by the failure of not having a particular body type or body part, such
as transsexual people. It is true, after all, that for many transsexual people modifying the body is
important to their gender formation.
As a response, Prosser blames Butler for misreading Freud. According to Prosser, while
Butler “figures the body as interchangeable with the ego. That is, the body appears not only as a
surface entity but as itself the psychic projection of a surface” (271), Freud’s concern is to
“articulate the bodily origins of the ego, the conception of the ego as product of the body not the
body as product of the ego” (270). In other words, on one end, Butler recognizes the body as a
projection of the ego. Therefore, as the ego internalizes and incorporates conceptions of gender,
these are projected onto the body. On the other end, Freud sees the ego as a product of the body.
Thus, as Prosser suggests, the ego perceives and adapts to reality according to bodily sensations
which are able to be internally discerned: “Freud underlines that the bodily ego derives not so
much from the perception of the body…, that is, from what can be seen, but from the bodily
sensations that stem from its touching” (271).
The body allows the ego to discover and coordinate its place in the world. However, it does
so, not through its materiality but its sensations. Therefore, when it comes to gender, one develops
a conception of the self through sensorial perceptions- it is what one feels that dictates the way one
thinks about oneself. Thus, instead of seeing transsexual people as emulating gender norms,
Prosser sees them as feeling differently gendered. This would explain why some transsexual people
insist on being in the wrong body- their materiality does not accord with how they feel about
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themselves. It is through bodily sensation that a trans person identifies their gender, which in return
provides a sense of self-image. In other words, sensorial perception takes the form of desire which
results in the development of identity. Thus, reconfiguring the body to express one’s identity
points, not to the normativization of the body, but the consolidation of bodily sensation and
materiality. Prosser, all in all, prioritizes the way in which trans people perceive themselves and
their place in the world. By doing so, he does seem to reject the inevitable effect of social roles
and how these dictate bodily presentation. Nevertheless, based on sensible reasoning, by
legitimizing the experience of trans people his work allows for politically useful arguments to form
around transgender embodiment.
This approach is of particular interest when considering that, soon after the development
of queer studies, transgender subjectivity becomes a general allegorical figure for challenging
norms of all kinds: “cross-gendered figures emerged both as constructions, and... deconstructions
of cultural ideologies that insist on absolute difference in all identity” (259). According to Prosser,
early works on the intersections of race, gender, and class looked at trans people as ideal figures
for deconstructing and reconstructing identity due to their apparent in-betweenness. Butler herself,
looked at gender performance as being able to simultaneously replicate and subvert sexist, racist,
and classist norms. We see this best in her discussion of Paris is Burning (1991), a documentary
directed by Jennie Livingston, which explores the underground drag ball culture of New York
City, mainly composed of latino and black members of the LGBTQ+ community. After its first
screening, drag ball competitions were looked down upon by some for honoring sexual
objectification and encouraging competition- values which are commonly seen as misogynistic.
As a result, drag ball competitions were deemed inherently masculine, especially when considering
that most of their members were biologically assigned males. Equally problematic was the fact
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that, among this mainly latino and black community, femininity seemed to be defined by white
standards of beauty. Butler, however, insisted on the subversive nature of drag performance: “the
contest involves the phantasmatic attempt to approximate realness, but it also exposes the norms
that regulate realness as themselves phantasmatically instituted and sustained” (Bodies that Matter
89). It is because of their ability to expose gender identity as a social construct that Butler defends
the individuals portrayed in the film.
It soon becomes clear, however, that she ignores the particular experiences of trans people
when she focuses on their symbolic value to speak about race and class. We can see this in her
discussion of Venus Xtravaganza, a transgender woman who is killed by a john in the course of
the film. In it, Venus expresses her desire to “live a normal, happy life” as “a complete woman”
(Paris is Burning). Unsurprisingly, Butler sees this as the desire to regulate the body according to
social norms. Moreover, Butler suggests that Venus dies because of homophobic violence: she
dies, not seen as a trans woman, but as a man with a penis who likes other men. In addition, her
death is explained by racism: she dies, not for being a trans woman, but a person of color who
attempts to enter white society. As she attempts to explain a trans woman’s place in the world,
Butler fails to recognize how Venus’s lived experience is marked by hatred and discrimination that
is distinct from heterosexism and racism.
Nowhere in her discussion of this community does she recognize neither the harassment
and stigma nor the barriers to public services and employment faced by trans people solely because
of their trans identity. Butler uses the transgender figure to portray the potential transcendence of
race, class, and sexuality- not to explore its lived experience. What Prosser finds most troubling is
that “what awards Venus the status of potential resignifier of the symbolic in Butler’s scheme is
the fact that Venus doesn’t get to complete her [transsexual] trajectory and realize her desires”
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(273). Meaning that Venus is only useful when she occupies a liminal space. If Venus were to live
a comfortable life recognized as a woman, she would become worthless to Butler. She, after all, is
not interested in what inspires, influences or affects Venus as a trans woman. Instead, she is
interested in what Venus can tropologically represent in the symbolic realm. While his arguments
have faced criticism, Jay Prosser offers important insight into the lives of trans people, requiring
the same acuity and circumspection from others. At the same time, as Butler increased in
popularity, his study inspired other trans scholars to stand in response to her work.
Viviane Namaste, a trans activist and theoretician, focuses on the ways in which gender is
regulated in everyday life. In doing so, she expresses concern for Butler’s theory of gender as
imitation. From her point of view, such a proposition seems impractical when considering the
dynamic and varied nature of gender identity. In addition, when Butler speaks of transgender
figures, she does not seem to think through fully the ways in which gender is regulated in everyday
life. For example, when discussing drag shows, Butler focuses on their imitative nature as
revealing gender constructs. However, when contemplating the place in which drag shows were
commonly held, she dismisses “this territory’s own complicated relations to gender and gender
performance” (10). Namaste points out that the gay male establishments in which drag shows were
usually accommodated did not allow women, including transgender women, to enter as patrons.
The only place for a drag queen to move freely was the stage or the dressing room. The dancefloors,
bars, lounges, and bathrooms were reserved for androcentric activity only. Thus, within the same
space in which drag queens are made visible, they are only “tolerated as long as they remain in a
space clearly designated for performance” (10). As each is assigned particular places, depending
on the nature of these spaces, drag queens are seen as emulating femininity while gay men are seen
as exploring sexuality and identity. By ignoring the social context in which drag queens are situated
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and how gender is regulated within it, Butler ignores how drag queens are reduced to entertainment
-making their very existence seem performative- in the same places in which they are allowed to
publicly be present. Additionally, by seeing them as solely imitative, Butler “negates [the] variety
of reasons [whether they be social, political, economic or artistic] why people might choose to
crossdress” (11) either in the private or public spheres. Namaste notes other queer places in which
transgender expression is rejected while claiming to be inclusive of it: such as gay and lesbian
parades or centers of HIV control and prevention.
Needless to say, queer theory presents itself as another space that undermines transgender
identities while including them in its arguments. To explain such an oversight, Namaste claims
that, while the field heavily engages with postructuralism, it disregards one of its most important
tenets: it does engage in an “examination of the institutional mechanisms in which [cultural] texts
are produced, nor those in which they emerge and circulate” (20). She sees, instead, a
representational approach in which how particular cultural objects operate explains overarching
principles. When it comes to Butler, for example, she “demands that her citation of specific
instances of gendered performance stand in for gendered relations” (22). Additionally, she sees a
blind spot in queer theory in which critics, while interested in the nature of power, ignore the way
in which their own theories are insensitive to and unaware of the day-to-day experiences of
transgender people. By doing so the transgender individual is objectified as a curious study, a mere
tool with which to make a point.
Furthermore, Namaste recognizes how public spaces are defined and secured through
gender. By violating gender norms, one relinquishes one’s right to occupy those spaces. It
important to note the way in which gendered self-presentation fluctuates through time and space,
potentially disturbing or reinforcing male heterosexual domination over both. When looking at
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transgender people it is important to understand in which places they are allowed to enter, which
can vary within the same space (the same establishment may separate one individual from another)
or within the same time (depending on the hour of the day, spaces open for some and close for
others). This is of particular interest when considering Sarduy, Perlongher and Lemebel’s work.
They all place trans people in particular sets of space and time. How they negotiate their identities
within these constraints reveals important aspects of their daily lives.
While many trans theorists rebuff Butler, others have appreciated her work while
expanding upon it. Paul Preciado, for example, recognizes Butler’s notion of undoing gender (as
introduced in her later work of the same name) and being undone by gender. Butler acknowledges
that a series of dogmas and institutions allow some individuals to make human connections while
denying others from being recognized as human (denying them of human rights). When it comes
to gender, there are those who willingly enter a gender binary system and are made human by it
while there are those who by rejecting it are rendered nonhuman- they are undone by gender. All
in all, each one is inevitably conferred or rescinded humanness through a series of norms which
either enables autonomy or limits it. Thus, while her earlier view focused on exposing the imitative
character of norms by subverting them, in Undoing Gender (2004) she recognizes that since
autonomy depends on social conditions, we should negotiate within certain norms and derive from
them our own autonomy. For example, when it comes to transsexual lives, which she was criticized
for misunderstanding in her earlier work, she now sees in their use of medical and technological
regulation of the body an opportunity to redo oneself- by undoing gender.
Preciado, interested in this notion, recognizes that the governance of life, after the Second
World War, depends on biotechnology, cybernetics, mass media, and hypersexualization- giving
way to a pharmacopornographic regime (arising after the slavery and industrial regimes). This new
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type of capitalism controls the body from within its own borders through synthetic molecules,
medical microtechnology, genetic engineering, elective and cosmetic surgery, virtual and
augmented reality systems, pornographic imagery and oversexualized media, urological implants
and devices, etc. Subjectivity is now produced by regulating and manipulating the body. Those
whose bodies are internally enhanced by technology, correcting its imperfections down to the
genetic level, gain social advantage by materializing the pharmacopornographic system- it is they
who gain autonomy by engaging with its conditions and practices. As Butler suggests, however,
being part of the system does not necessarily bind one to a life of docility. It is possible to decline
political marginalization by producing, through the same technological processes of the system,
one’s own political status.
Trans people, as seen by Preciado, were exposed to the pharmacopornographic system
early on, technologically normalizing the body according to gender norms. With time, however,
they were capable of reappropriating the same surgical and hormonal technology (produced by the
same medical field that dehumanized them) to develop a sex of their own- one that rejects codes
of both traditional masculinity and femininity. By doing so, they present a multitude of political
possibilities with which to gain autonomy in the present-day pharmacopornographic regime. It is
from trans people which we can learn new ways of undoing and redoing technocultural
subjectivity.
To explore the possibility of self-designed gender one must look into the work of Kate
Bornstein. In their Gender Outlaw (1994), Bornstein explores gender as a shifting on its own
accord, without being bound to either end of the gender binary- as their use of gender non-specific
pronouns suggests. This kind of gender does not resolve but embraces opposing elements- it works
within a dialectic system instead of a binary one. It is important to keep in mind that, just like there
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are binary-identified trans people, there are those whose gender is ambiguous and fluid: nonbinary,
genderqueer, agender and gender nonconforming people. Together, they explore the textured, rich,
kaleidoscopic world of gender. In doing so, they are mindful of the ways in which gender is
produced and lived, understanding the formation of their own gender and appreciating those of
others.
In addition, at the same time as gender fluctuates, Bornstein is aware that our gender is
affected by a series of modifiers which we rarely have any control over: such as class, race, politics,
environment, language, outward form, etc. As a result, we must not only interrogate an individual’s
gender identity, but the makeup of their individual life. Through such an approach we are reminded
that the trans community is heterogeneous, with mixed experiences that can either separate or unite
its members. With that in mind, Bornstein seeks political methods that encourage comradery, selfreflection, and sensibility. They also insist on aiming anger, not towards the whole of society, but
towards those whose socioeconomic resources directly oppress trans women. Having these
strategies in mind, we must look into the ways in which trans politics is presented in the work of
Sarduy, Perlongher and Lemebel. It is important to see how each politicizes the trans figure,
departing from imitation and allegorization towards subjectivation and complexification.
While the previous theorists have attempted a comprehensive understanding of gender, it
is important to keep in mind how their ideas have been at times rejected and at others embraced
by those outside of the European cultural realm. Following Bornstein's approach, for the purpose
of this dissertation, it will be important to localize the experiences being portrayed in the texts of
Sarduy, Perlongher and Lemebel. While the Latin American continent shares certain ideological
and historical patterns, this study requires an awareness of the sociopolitical state in which each
text was written, keeping in mind the cultural variation of each region. Following this approach,
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in his Crossing Sex and Gender in Latin America (2010) Vek Lewis notes that Latin America has
historically conceived of sex and gender variance through the logics of machismo. The patria, as
seen in medical, judiciary and nationalist discourses, was defined in masculine and white terms.
As such, like in other parts of the world, people of non-European descent or effeminate conduct
were seen as sources of weakness and disorder- dangerous to the body politic. On one end, even
though mestizaje was celebrated during the periods of colonialism and independence, positivist
discourse encouraged whiteness and racial purity at the end of the 19th century, resulting in racial
inequality and European immigration. On the other, as nationalist discourse defined the nation in
gendered terms, womanhood was valued for its purity and fertility (representing la madre patria
and la tierra) while manhood was understood as authoritative and strong (representing the state
and the military).
Disrupting the gendered metaphor that defined and organized the nation, by adopting
qualities untypical to one’s designated gender, was seen as criminal. Unsurprisingly then,
understood as unsafe, perverted and diseased for their ability to disrupt the gender binary as defined
and reinforced by the masculinist nationalist discourse, the effeminate trans woman and the
masculine trans man were to be excluded or exterminated from the body politic. As apt metaphors
of national crisis and corruption we are reminded of Butler’s uncritical allegorization of the trans
subject. Lewis recognizes that trans people have been manipulated in Latin American cultural
production to represent “symbols of another order,” which lead to “the diminution of any sense of
[their] inner life, interpersonal history, or subjectivity” (18).
When it comes to Nelly Richard, in her Abismos temporales: feminismo, estéticas travestis
y teoría queer (2018), she finds in the travesti a series of political possibilities or models that are
of particular relevance and significance to Latin American counter-hegemonic and anti-elitist
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efforts: in the travesti she finds “una posibilidad de rebeldía, un modelo de oposición a la
hegemonía hetero-masculina del control militar en la dictadura, y luego, ya en transición, permitió
subvertir un cierto oficialismo artístico y cultural” (29). Moreover, from a poststructuralist
Baudrillardian perspective, by seeing trans people as simulating and exposing binary gender
constructs, she views trans experience as a general allegorical figure for denouncing and
challenging norms of all kinds, including Eurocentric models within the Latin American context:
“El arte de simulacro travesti que consiste en posar de otra exhibiendo los artificios de la
sustitución masculino/femenino se convertía en una sátira del dogma eurocentrista y heterosexual
que le asigna al modelo las virtudes de lo fundante, lo único y lo verdadero” (209). Moreover,
weary of the neoliberal experiments experienced across Latin America, she sees trans people as
exemplary figures of cultural decadence and postcolonial complacency:
El travestismo latinoamericano y su femineidad de segunda mano trabajaban con
la decadencia de los originales de la moda internacional ya rebajada a saldos,
realizando así un cruce transmimético entre lo ‘casi mujer’ y ‘lo casi nuevo’ que
arrastraba inéditas mezclas y revolturas entre lo importado, lo devaluado y lo
impostado” (210).
Nelly Richard is interested in what trans people can tropologicaly represent in the symbolic realm.
Without regard for their lived experiences, she uses trans people to critique neoliberalism and
postcolonialism. While these concepts are fundamental when speaking of Latin America, by
recognizing trans people as casi mujer or casi hombre, she risks portraying trans people as deficient
and invalid, instead of seeing their gender expression as dynamic and legitimate.
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Severo Sarduy
Like Alejo Carpentier and José Lezama Lima, Severo Sarduy (1937-1993) takes part in the
neobaroque movement of contemporary Latin American narrative. Nevertheless, this wellrenowned novelist, poet, and critic provides a vision of the Baroque that is notably distinct from
that of his compatriots. Sarduy’s interest, instead, is centered on rhetorical ingenuity. In Barroco
(1974) he moves between the astronomical and the artistic domains to contemplate and further
comprehend linguistic artificiality: in it he recognizes a tendency toward decentralization,
dethronement, displacement, and destabilization. In El barroco y el neobarroco (1972), through
artificiality, the relationships between the signified and the signifier are shown to be uncertain,
inconsistent, circumstantial, and arbitrary. Metonymic displacement of the signifier, as an
expansive process of the signified, serves as a strategy of repetition, extension, elaboration, and
transformation. As a result, the illusion of an expansive space, without direction or destination, in
continuous metamorphosis and permutation, is created. From a more general perspective, semiotic
uncertainty and instability is reflected in the intertextual substitution, proliferation, and
condensation to which contemporary Latin American literature has resorted. Digression,
deflection, duplication, accumulation, and polyphony leave language depleted of meaning and
significance. Simulated, disarticulated, and irrepresentable discourses emerge. Unable to
understand reality, we are faced with a world of simulations, multiplicities, and carnivalizations.
In general terms, the Neobaroque is thus defined by verbal and visual forms which convey
imbalance, the end of homogeneity, and the potential for mutability.
With this perspective in mind, the work of Sarduy finds a place in the realm of sexuality
and gender studies. In his novels we find divergent and subaltern subjects that, as such, are
excluded from normative social spaces. There is an emphasis in the presence of trans figures that
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transgress, through their ambiguity, the gender roles of heteronormative culture and demonstrate
the artificiality of gender identification and sexual orientation. Without being restricted to the
binary limits that define Western societies, the trans subject serves as an entity that allows the
reader to recognize the inconsistency of identity as a whole.
At the same time, as seen in Sarduy’s work, the trans body is able to emulate any behavior
and cultural image, making use of a variety of characteristics, while exceeding the same
proportions of the simulated subject. By doing so, it ridicules an array of cultural images to
highlight involuntarily their artificiality and conventionality. The trans body expresses itself as
multifaceted totality that embraces within itself traits that are found to be socially dichotomized.
Due to this, identity divisions are destabilized and eradicated to create a subject that is not
consistent with a normative form of identity. Its behavior and appearance is neither exclusively
feminine nor masculine, neither homosexual nor heterosexual, etc. It is an identity that touches
certain limits without transgressing them completely.
Sarduy’s work, by analyzing the transsexual subject, forces us to recognize features of our
identity and behavior that we adopt due to the social needs and expectations that we confront on a
daily basis. The reader recognizes in these works a lack of consistency that prevents it from
reducing its identity to its most essential. Sarduy’s work presents an entity that is placed outside
of the national, cultural, sexual, and gender constructs that have been forcibly applied to it. No
identity label would be adequate since it would not recognize the complexities and potentialities
of the individual. By accessing informal and discredited forms of knowledge, Sarduy’s work
proposes a transformative entity that questions the autonomy and homogeneity of the individual,
that separates itself from certain cultural and national allegories, that materially or plastically
rejects misogyny, that proposes alternative or socially problematic sexualities.
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Néstor Perlongher
Néstor Perlongher (1949-1992), after becoming an important poet in Argentina and a
respected anthropologist in Brazil, begins to identify his own work as neobaroque. He insists that,
as exemplified in his poetic oeuvre, the Baroque allows for the aestheticization of the everyday,
the exploration of the unknown and the verbalization of the illogical. In his case, as a survivor of
the military dictatorship that terrorized the Argentine nation, Perlongher and his peers sought a
secretive and underground form of expression that would articulate their oppositional stance, their
marginal status, and their vulnerable state. To this end, these writers produce works which, in a
neobaroque fashion, refuse to convey explicit meaning, embrace popular discourses, and explore
improper behavior. From a place of censorship and marginalization, a new form of verse emerges
to express political resistance and opposition.
In a different geographical and historical context, the Neobaroque arises with new forms
of expression and a series of different purposes. On one end, Perlongher views the Neobaroque as
the refinement of verse through accumulation and embellishment. In addition, versed in deleuzian
theory, he views the Neobaroque as functioning through an infinite series of folds which produce
verbal asymmetry and fragmentation to allow for verbal reconstruction and reinterpretation. On
the other end, the Neobaroque allows Argentine writers to explore the world of marginalized
groups, minority practices and underground environments through the aestheticization of
subversive and alternative behaviors, spaces and discourses.
Like in his anthropological work, Perlongher explores homosexual and transsexual
communities through verse. In this pursuit, a neobaroque approach to his poetry allows him to
express the complexities, abilities and vulnerabilities of these populations. In kitsch fashion, he
produces verse that combines baroque devices, which are highly regarded in intellectual society,
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with elements of underground worlds, which are denied a place in official culture. Ben Bollig
suggests that “the emergence of AIDS offers greater space… for Perlongher’s reappraisal of
barroco operations, particularly given the new mass-media interest in those groups perceived…
as the greatest risk for spreading AIDS” (162). Indeed, his desire to expose the realities of sexual
minorities, which were singled out and unfairly treated at the time, drove him to seek experimental
approaches to his literary work.
Additionally, Bollig underlines the fact that these neobaroque operations are not only
influenced by Golden Age Baroque but are a product of the avant-garde movements that impacted
cultural production in Argentina. Perlongher, with these aesthetic influences in mind, produces a
neobaroque expression of multiple features and varied artistic foundations which, by being
tirelessly intermixed and broken down, become difficult to distinguish and recognize. There are,
however, important features that differentiate his work from other authors of the baroque revival.
Bollig recognizes that, unlike other writers who sought in the Neobaroque a delocalized
expression, Perlongher’s work centers itself on the subcultures and marginalized populations of a
particular location: Argentina. This, in fact, is what brings forward the term Neobarroso to speak
of baroque reformulations that are unique to Perlongher’s homeland.
Faced with the violence of a military dictatorship and the imposition of neoliberalist
policies, Neobarroso authors act in opposition of official culture and discourse. They venture into
the exploration of the irrational, the unconventional, the extravagant, and the unofficial. It is this
move towards underground cultures, urban environments, alternative sexualities, lascivious
behavior, paraphilia, and sexual fetishism that makes Argentine recovery of the Baroque, as the
term suggests, barroso- muddy, foul, lewd, vulgar, detestable, obscene. As Bollig eloquently puts
it, through the term Neobarroso:
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Dirtying and ‘baroquing’ are one and the same... Perlongher (suggests) that the
operation of (deleuzian) folding in the River Plate region tends specifically towards
the low, the dirty and the sexual, dirtying literature and dragging classical tropes
through the mud. (167)
It is not until this moment that an interest in cultivating a regional baroque tradition arises. The
ability of the Baroque to decenter traditions and styles presented Perlongher and his peers with an
opportunity to explore, in marginalized communities, alternative attitudes and ideas that would
resist and contest the limiting and detrimental politics that had developed and prevailed over the
nation.
As seen later in Perlongher’s work, with the rapid spread of AIDS and the hardening of
neoliberal policies, spaces of homosexual and transsexual desire were no longer seen as promising
centers of micropolitical resistance. Perlongher begins to find pleasure in textual games and
literary abstraction. Interested still in the Baroque, yet this time without an overt political aim in
mind, he begins to experiment with self-referential, obscure, and artificial language. While there
is an attempt at challenging the reader’s intellect, Perlongher’s work becomes apolitical. For the
purpose of this dissertation I will focus on the previously mentioned poetry, in which he directly
explores desire, sexuality, gender, and marginality.
With time, non-normative sexuality and gender variance, once seen as transgressive,
become complacent in Perlongher’s eyes. While it is true that Argentina’s transition to democracy
decriminalized homosexual practices, in doing so, these were no longer seen as politically
confrontational. Similarly, faced with the AIDS crisis, casual sexual relationships became
dangerous and publicly discouraged. In a sense, deactivated by governmental and medical
regulation, gender and sexual minorities were no longer seen as radical. Instead of instigating great
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changes in society, they seemed to be consumed by its institutions of power, normalized under the
same structures which they had once fought against. Similarly, according to Perlongher, once
transsexual people moved from one side of the binary to the next, they no longer defied gender
limits. Transsexual people were seen as useful only in the process of becoming the opposite sex.
Once their bodies normalized, readily identified as having the desired gender, they were no longer
seen as politically transgressive- they simply reinforced and conformed to social standards.
Even though Perlongher eventually loses interest in trans subjects, he does get to politicize
their marginalized place in society. He values their identity and practices, seeing in them the
possible subversion of the state’s masculinist and heterosexist order. Furthermore, he recognizes
that trans people are not only excluded from state institutions but from political opposition groups
as well, withstanding a multilayered marginalization. He even acknowledges that, since they are
affected by its social and economic inequalities, trans people are to be considered part of the
nation- not insignificant and unwanted others. Nevertheless, Perlongher does rely on an
oversimplified understandings of trans people to speak of them as political subjects. For example,
trans people are only valuable when they are located in liminal spaces from which to problematize
gender. If ever they conform to the norm, they are no longer functional- their dynamism comes to
an end. This would be particularly problematic for transsexual people since gaining political
agency would require an always unfinished gender transition; a process that many long to
complete, that shapes their sense of wholeness, that protects them from violence. It is also true
that, while he recognizes them as being part of a national socio-economic system, he pays little
attention to the struggles faced exclusively by trans people. Last but not least, Perlongher has a
tendency to portray trans people as provocative and scandalous. He attempts to understand their
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identity through the clothing and the make-up they wear, instead of keeping in mind their
experiences and individuality.
Pedro Lemebel
Pedro Lemebel (1952-2015), one of the most recognized writers, activist and performance
artists to emerge in Chile at the end of the 20th century, has been associated with the recovery of
the Baroque. While he does not establish a movement around his distinct use of it, such as
Perlongher did, he is known to have read and be stimulated by neobaroque authors. Critics, such
as Carlos Monsiváis, have recognized the Baroque in his linguistic play, crossing of literary genres,
satirical technique, kitschy artifice, use of melodrama, excess and ornamentation, combination of
opposites such as the high and the low, the sacred and the profane, the formal and the colloquial,
etc. Furthermore, critics have recognized that Lemebel’s use of the Baroque is unlike others in its
exploration of the Chilean landscape. Without a doubt, Lemebel’s work attempts to examine the
nation’s capital in its entirety- moving both through the most impoverished and privileged of
neighborhoods, interacting with its many peoples and their different linguistic registers, making
temporal jumps through spontaneous recollections of the past- presenting in baroque fashion a
multifaceted image of Santiago de Chile which highlights its volatility and contradiction. By doing
so, Lemebel destabilizes the ordered and classed city, exposing its socioeconomic inequalities,
unearthing suppressed histories, bringing to light silenced subjects and revealing rejected desires
which challenge official discourse, patrimonial history, and neoliberal ideals.
Soledad Bianchi coins the term neobarrocho to speak of his baroque style: the prefix neo
alluding to his affinity for the neobaroque and barrocho to reference the river which runs through
the nation’s capital. Other artists, contemporary to Lemebel, have been similarly linked to a form
of Chilean neobaroque: Raúl Ruiz (1941), Diamela Eltit (1947), Rodrigo Lira (1949), Raúl Zurita
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(1950), Diego Maquieira (1951), etc. As a result, The University of Chile has even established the
first Grupo de Estudio sobre Barroco y Neobarroco en Chile of which Pedro Lemebel was a
participant and which showcased the work of other Chilean neobaroque authors in its Barroco
Fronterizo (2015).
Lemebel displays uncommon insight and compassion for gender-variant people. Instead of
allegorizing their experience or interpreting their identity as performative, he humanizes trans
people by placing them at the center of his narrative. From this point of view, we come to
understand that trans people are socially marginalized not because they intrinsically are a
destructive force. Instead, aggressive political processes make them seem socially insignificant
and uninvolved- denying them of citizenship and belonging. However, within their marginality, as
Lemebel points out, they negotiate with and contribute to the state. At the same time, as they
partake in society, trans people challenge its political rhetoric- providing an alternative vision to
how a citizen is to interact with and react to national discourses. Furthermore, as a strategy of
survival, trans people are seen as forming communities with other marginalized groups who
experience similar discrimination and hardship. What is more, the familial bonds made within
members of the trans community allows for the creative development of a common culture,
methods for building resilience, protective and supporting relationships.
Nonetheless, while connected by their transness, Lemebel shows variety and discord within
the gender-variant community. Instead of being perceived as a monolithic group, trans people are
seen as having differences in political inclinations, class backgrounds, childhood experiences, use
of linguistic registers, and identity expressions. Lemebel attempts to show trans subjects in all their
forms: in early life and old age, liberal and conservative, feminized and masculinized,
impoverished and wealthy, etc. All in all, by exploring what makes them both peculiar and
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ordinary, by recognizing their interpersonal and social struggles, by providing a more complete
image of their lived experiences, trans people are finally seen as human instead of a convenient
allegorized figure or merely an artifice of deception.
In addition to exposing the ways in which trans people are rejected by society, Lemebel
views them as political subjects that transgress traditional values, problematize neoliberal ideals,
and denounce leftist complacency. Trans subjects, admittedly, have been viewed as morally,
mentally, and physically diseased- dangerous to society because of their sickening nature. Even
still, because of their improper and indecent disposition, by being open and honest about
experiences that the general public might find embarrassing or shocking, trans people are able to
call into question society’s assumptions and norms. Indeed, they are not the only ones with the
ability to do so. Liminal places present opportunities for radicality and subversion- it is here where
political consciousness can happen, it is here where one can think critically of society. Indeed, it
is not only the state which is criticized, it is those who blindly follow its values and regulations.
Lemebel recognizes the exclusion of trans people within the LGBT+ community. Reminiscent of
Perlongher, he especially expresses great disapproval of homosexual men who embrace neoliberal
values, masculinist models, heteronormative ideals, and white privilege. Even though trans people
were a driving force in the gay rights movement, they are now found at the periphery of those who
benefit the most from it- those complicit with the state in its rejection of what is now considered
to be the other. Instead, trans people (and those who defend them) resist the center, refusing to
endorse and support it, unable to become consumed by it.
Methodology
My research relies heavily on trans theory to analyze through close reading how the lived
experiences and material circumstances of transgender and gender-nonconforming people are
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portrayed and understood in the work of three renowned Latin American authors. In addition, my
research studies the ways in which, through their exploration of trans subjects, dissident forms of
knowledge are produced and technologies of power are critiqued. While I do analyze the authors’
most notable respective literary works, I also explore non-traditional forms of literature and nonliterary objects found in their individual oeuvres which have not been strongly studied as of yet.
While the former is readily available, the latter required archival research and access to anthologies
which have only been recently published. For this portion of my research, due to my interest in
exploring gender self-determination and trans political imaginaries, I select works that highlight
these themes in particular. Needless to say, when interpreting these works, I reflect on the nature
of archives, their agenda, and their incompleteness while keeping in mind how these factors may
affect my results. Similarly, when it comes to visual material, I reflect on the interplay between
text and image, the context of its production, and the effects of an image on the spectator. In regard
to performative work, I bear in mind its inherent manipulation and augmentation of reality; its
intuitive, exploratory, and unpredictable nature; and the experience of not only the performer but
the audience member. I do so, while keeping in mind the cultural, social, and political contexts in
which each work was produced and presented.
Terminology
Before moving on, it is important to clarify certain differences between some of the
labels for gender identity that are relevant to this study. The transvestite subject refers to an
individual that wears the clothing, makeup, etc. that is considered socially appropriate for the
opposite gender. This differentiates from the individual in drag, whose appearance is
manipulated for performative purposes, the androgyne whose physical appearance
simultaneously exhibits differing traits that are traditionally identified with masculine and
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feminine individuals, and the intersex person who is born with genital, genetic, or hormonal
characteristics that are not typically associated with male or female bodies. The transsexual
person takes certain steps towards achieving a physical transition through which the body can be
congruent with their gender identity and the conventional concepts of sexually masculine or
feminine bodies. FTM and MTF are abbreviations of female-to-male and male-to-female
transsexuals who self-identify as men and women respectively.
The word transgender serves as an umbrella term for describing gender-variant identities
and expressions, while the word cisgender describes individuals who possess male or female
reproductive organs, have been identified as male or female according to their reproductive
organs (sex assigned at birth), and identify as either male or female according to their
reproductive organs. While the word queer rejects the stabilization of gender and sexuality which
the categories of gay and lesbian embrace, the initialism LGBT paradoxically attempts to unite
categories while presenting them as individually distinct from one another. The word
genderqueer is a portmanteau which underscores the shared interest of transgender people and
queer people in refusing all categories of sexual and gender identity. The word trans is used as a
shorthand of transgender.
I have used the word queer in the title of this dissertation as a general term that embraces
every identity in disagreement with gender normativity, heterosexuality or monogamy. These
subjects oppose themselves to heteronormativity: ideology that asserts that every individual
identify with a single sexual gender (within the male/female binary) and insists in normalizing
heterosexual copulation (the penetrative role is exclusively designated between a submissive
entity and a dominant one). At the same time, these individuals challenge homonormativity:
tendency to embrace within the homosexual culture certain heteronormative models, like
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monogamy and marriage, conformity to conventional definitions of masculinity and femininity,
discrimination towards transvestite and transsexual people (transphobia) and bisexual individuals
(biphobia), etc.
Within the Latin American context, we find words that reject or readapt the
aforementioned terminology. The words cuir or cuyr, “serve not only to question the
predominance of queer’s linguistic context, but also its colonial foundations” (Pierce, “Toward a
Queer Latin American Studies” 280). Cognizant of the fact that queer is a term which rises in the
Anglophone academy, I use it within this same space aware of its implications for Latin
American culture and people. Moreover, I recognize that the terms that I employ were not widely
used or known at the time in which the literary and non-literary texts discussed in this
dissertation were developed. I am also aware that each of the authors used their own terms to
refer to trans feminine embodiments and expression. For instance, Sarduy used the word travestí,
Perlongher uses travesti, while Lemebel uses loca. While the ways in which each author
understands trans identity will be further explored in this dissertation, they each use these terms
to explore gender-nonconformance, effeminate embodiments, and the refashioning of
womanhood.
Conclusion
This dissertation analyzes the ways in which queer and trans people have been understood
through verbal and visual baroque forms of representation in the social and cultural imaginary of
Latin America, despite the various structural forces that have attempted to make them invisible
and exclude them from the national narrative. My dissertation analyzes the differences between
Severo Sarduy’s Neobaroque, Néstor Perlongher’s Neobarroso, and Pedro Lemebel’s
Neobarrocho, while exploring their individual limitations and potentialities for voicing the joys
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and pains of being queer and trans in an exclusionary society. As I analyze the literary works of
each artist, I also explore non-traditional forms of literature and non-literary objects found in their
individual oeuvres. In doing so, I examine various forms of bodily sovereignty, representation
practices, embodied forms of resistance, and dynamic forms of queer and trans living and survival.
My investigations provide evidence that, in spite of dictatorial and neoliberal systems of power,
spaces of creativity and exploration emerge through which artists reject imposed ideologies,
embrace resistant aesthetics, and exercise political innovation. By recovering the Baroque, these
artists denounce heteronormativity, phallocentrism, and normative sexualities while recognizing
the place of sexual and gender minorities in Latin American culture and politics. As my dissertation
explores the queer use of the Baroque in Latin America, it finds that during the late twentieth and
early twenty-first centuries the development of queer culture has offered a distinct baroque rhetoric
and aesthetic. It is a movement that I call Queer Baroque― as “the Baroque favors logics that
turn back on themselves” (Greene 161), queerness in Latin America makes use of the Baroque to
turn back on social normativities and cultural hegemonies.
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CHAPTER 2
TRANSMUTATION AND DISEMBODIMENT IN SARDUY
Introduction
In this chapter, I look at the ways in which Severo Sarduy treats the body as malleable
and mutable to reconfigure and revalidate personhood. I will first look at Cobra (1972), focusing
in on its multifarious protagonist, as she/he makes use of her/his plasticity to expose social
gender codes and confront transmisogyny and heterosexism. Tracing Severo Sarduy’s interest in
making visible rejected sectors of society, I look into the leading character of Pájaros de la playa
(1993). By entering the space of the sanitorium, a place in which HIV patients are disciplined
and contained, she is subjected to the same practices of exclusion and dehumanization as the
sick. At the same time, by exposing and acting on the porosity, materiality, and transmutability
of the body, she presents opportunities for overcoming the symbolic order, breaching boundaries
and breaking barriers, which revise long-held conceptions of the human body and expand
possibilities of experience.
Together, both novels, expose a series of technologies and strategies of governance that
affect queer life in late twentieth century Latin America. In both, forms of biopolitical control are
overcome by enacting an alternative production of subjectivity. In Cobra, instead of reifying and
accepting them as natural, normative gender practices are seen as having been produced. By
establishing standard forms of behavior, differentiation and division between good and bad
forms of gender expression are established. Gender nonconforming people, politically subaltern
and marginalized, are seen as that which must be eradicated or left vulnerable to ruin. Instead,
the main character in Cobra seems to evade destruction through recurrent metamorphoses which
renew the body and reconfigure her/his place in the world, escaping the political forces that seek
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to control her/him. In Pájaros de la playa, in fear of HIV, politics are called upon to protect the
nation from infectious agents. A social organism arises that rejects sickened bodies, renders them
useless, deprived of civil rights, and determines the conditions of their death. In Pájaros the
health of the nation is placed in direct relationship with the elimination of HIV-stricken citizens.
However, while afflicted by disease, through a series of strategies, the characters in the novel
liberate themselves from their own ill condition. In doing so, they break away from the regime of
biopower which has come to heavily regulate their existence and make them invisible and
disposable.
Queer Neobaroque
Severo Sarduy’s adamant belief in achieving radical change through ingenuity,
dynamism, and displacement is often sensed in his literary work. In order to clarify his approach
further, he presents a series of theoretical essays which aim to explore the motives and
inclinations behind his writing. In these, baroque thought often stands out as a driving force,
which allows him to visualize and reimagine hierarchical order, binary systems, and
centralization of power otherwise. Here, I will focus on Barroco (1975) and La simulación
(1982) as two pieces that demonstrate the rigor of his theoretical thought and which elucidate the
author’s creative process and intentions.
In Barroco (1975), Sarduy presents a series of strategies and practices that allow for the
displacement of power. To do so, his essays offer the mechanics of rhetorical and visual
ingenuity —which are intricately examined and creatively employed in baroque literature and
art— to conceptualize a series of subversive and revolutionary acts. Thus, inspired by the
innovative and nonconformist spirit of baroque thought, Sarduy devices a subversive political
stance that is imaginative and unconventional in nature. By doing so, his approach to life and
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politics often (more directly than indirectly) speaks to queer sensibilities and realities, which
seek change and liberation by destabilizing the established order.
For Sarduy, among other scholars, it is within dissimilarities and oppositions where the
Baroque often finds opportunities for reinvention and transformation.3 Sarduy insists that when
two opposing bodies interact (coincidentia oppositorum), incidental and unexpected outcomes
arise (retombée). Oftentimes, both opposing bodies are transformed and, in doing so, their
relation to each other changes. Consequently, in the site of possible actors and possible
interactions, power inequities are rebalanced and restructured, while alleviating oppressive
conditions and identities.
In order to visualize his approach, he moves to the astronomical domain, discussing the
replacement of the Geocentric model with the Copernican system. While at first it was believed
that celestial bodies moved in a circle around the terrestrial globe, we came to realize that the
earth moves, together with other celestial bodies, in an elliptical manner throughout the galaxy.
Thus, instead of thinking of the universal order as unicentric (in a circle), nature tells us that
movement happens around two focal points (in an ellipse). This new system:
Descentra, o más bien, duplica su centro, lo desdobla; ahora, la figura maestra no
es el círculo, de centro único, irradiante, luminoso y paternal, sino la elipse, que
opone a ese foco visible otro igualmente operante, igualmente real, pero obturado,

3

As reviewed in Chapter 1, upon its arrival in the colonies, the Spanish Baroque, together with African
and Indigenous cultural influences, provides an artistic expression that is strictly Latin American. As
cultural objects of dissimilar origins begin to circulate and interact, the Baroque of the Indies accepts
contradictions, encourages dynamism, embraces diversity, and transforms entities. As the first artistic
expression to define the newly established region, the Baroque of the Indies provides a sense of identity
to the people of Latin America. Alejo Carpentier and José Lezama Lima, both forebearers of Neobaroque
thought, saw Latin America as defined by transculturation (merging and converging cultures). Severo
Sarduy steps away from the cultural and focuses on subjectivity and human experience.
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muerto, nocturno, el centro ciego, reverso del Yang germinador del Sol, el
ausente. (1223)
Thus, while power was originally centered around one entity, now it is shared between
equal parts. Instead of a static, monolithic, and univocal system of power, dyadic interactions are
infinite in an ever-expanding universe, which allows for continual and unpredictable engagement
among (celestial) bodies. The ellipse offers:
Múltiples componentes dinámicos, proyectables en otras formas, generadores. La
elipse supuesta definitiva podría a su vez descomponerse, convertirse en otras
figuras canónicas, reducirse a una interacción de dos núcleos o a la escisión de
uno central. (1224)
By emphasizing the elliptical movement that defines the universal order, the author
reminds us that centralized power and authority are unnatural. Within definable and predictable
limits, we are offered predetermined patterns of existence. Instead, the author urges us to seek
originality by embracing heterogeneity and transformation, which is often found within
decentered systems of power.
While Sarduy is speaking about celestial bodies, the author’s focus is not placed on what
the subjects are but what the subjects can do. It is their changing intersubjective relationships that
offer new opportunities, which he calls “retombée: casualidad acrónica,/ isomorfía no contigua,/
o,/ consecuencia de algo que aún no se ha producido,/ parecido con algo que aún no existe”
(1196). While often intangible and fleeing, these interrupt norms and shift our consciousness. We
become more aware of our relationship to one another, reshaping our identity while embracing
and celebrating the diversity and complexity of the other.
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In Pájaros de la playa, we find characters who, within the space of the sanitorium, find
opportunities to explore their interconnectedness, discover their shared identity, and express their
solidarity. In other instances, when uneasy dynamics of power are at play, we find characters
that are clearly in contrary positions. It is in these moments, where tension and contradiction are
most palpable, in which innovation and transgression occur. For example, when characters find
the need to combat the medico-political establishment, they rework the dynamics of
pharmacopower by reappropriating medical tools and devices. As a result, they are able to
liberate the body and reconceptualize the self in creative and unexpected ways (retombée). In
doing so, they rework the system of power by making productive use of contradictions and
tensions, while devising new forms of existence and queer resilience.
Continuing with his elaboration of astronomical metaphors, he explores the origin and
evolution of life. His focus on cosmology echoes his interest in life and death or, more
specifically, in life after death. In his essays, Sarduy focuses on two phenomena that attempt to
define the origin, the evolution, and the fate of the universe differently: the big bang and the
steady state. The former proposes that the universe originated many years ago from a single point
of infinite energy. The latter suggests that the universe has always existed and has always been
expanding with new energy being created continuously. Without interest in the origin of the
universe per se, Sarduy admires different aspects of each theory. With regards to the big bang, he
contemplates on the residual existence of all living things, which is forever present in the
universe:
De su explosión inicial nos queda, detectable, un indicio: rayo fósil
extremadamente débil pero constante y que, a diferencia de todos los otros rayos
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conocidos, no parece proceder de ninguna fuente localizable: es idéntico en todas
direcciones, invariable, como si el espacio mismo lo difundiera. (1246)
Concerning the steady state, the author turns his attention to the constant expansion of the
universe since its ever-present evolution suggests endless renovation of all living things:
“Creación de materia a partir de nada: Universo en equilibrio perpetuo, sin comienzo ni fin,
ilimitado en el pasado y en el futuro, renovándose perpetuamente” (1247).4
As with the elliptical movement of celestial bodies, Sarduy is not necessarily committed
to investigating cosmological concerns. He, instead, uses these to explain his understanding of
human existence. Like the universe, Sarduy visualizes life as never-ending. For the author, with
bodily death comes spiritual renovation. This is especially relevant in Pájaros de la playa, a
novel in which characters desperately attempt to preserve their lives while facing imminent
deaths. With the inevitable passing of time, as their bodies only seem to deteriorate further, some
patients are able to take control of time. Some cosmetically enhance their beauty in order to hide
their aging bodies. Others take hallucinogenic medicines in order blur the lines between past,
present, and future. Still others, in order to escape the restrictions of time, envision deathless
existence beyond the plane of reality.
When it comes to La simulación, the author views imitation and duplication as strategies
for disrupting and redefining subjectivity. In an opposing and simultaneous manner, the act of
dis/simulation allows one to disguise or conceal the self, while magnifying to an extreme or
abnormal degree the qualities of the other. As a result, without bodily stability —as reflective of
the inner self— identity becomes unperceivable and uncapturable. Within a sociopolitical order

For more on the author’s interest in the big bang theory and cosmology as a whole see Pedro Antonio
Férez Mora’s “Severo Sarduy and the Big Bang: The Poietic Catastrophe” (2018), Rolando Pérez’s
“Severo Sarduy on Galileo, Kepler, Borromini, and the Coded Language of the Anamorphic Image”
(2016) and Lourdes Gil and Iraida Iturralde’s “Visión cosmográfica en la obra de Severo Sarduy” (1991).
4
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that relies on classification systems (race, sexuality, gender) and binary divisions (nonwhite/white, gay/straight, male/female) to define and treat an individual, from a postmodern and
non-essentialist perspective Sarduy sees the act of dis/simulation as a possible source of freedom
(from structural and cultural restraints).
When thinking of dis/simulation, Sarduy is heavily inspired by the wearing of clothing
typically worn by the opposite sex. Recognizing that aligning one’s gender presentation to one’s
private genitalia is often associated with a need to conform to accepted standards, Sarduy
determines that gender (along with other sociocultural constructs) is observed, imitated, and
alterable. The trans body, as a result, becomes a general allegorical figure for challenging norms
of all kinds. In doing so, as seen in Cobra, the author is able to question not only gender binarism
but heterosexist parenthood, transmisogynist reproduction, and religious authority.
Seen as ideal figures for deconstructing and reconstructing identity (achieved through
dissimulation and simulation), due to their apparent inbetweenness (achieved through distortion
and disguise), the way in which trans people experience their lives and their bodies is
overlooked. Insensitive to and unaware of their day-to-day experiences, Sarduy objectifies trans
people. From his point of view, “el travestí confirma sólo que existe en el mundo como una ley
de disfrazamiento puro, una práctica que consiste en hacerse pasar por otro” (16). He fails to see
trans experience as recognizing, accepting, and becoming one’s gender. For the author, after all,
gender is always changeable, inconsistent, and uncontrollable. Due to this, Sarduy is often
criticized by trans scholars who view his work as presenting gender nonconformance as only
performance and parody.
Having said that, it is important to note that in Sarduy’s work, all characters are
theatrical, performative and fantastical. Their names alone imply from the outset their
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fictitiousness and excessiveness: “como indican irónicamente sus nombres, constituyen parodias
de personajes con rasgos humanos; parecen más bien seres fantásticos” (Kulawik, Travestismo
lingüístico 94). For instance, In the novels discussed below we have characters whose names
allegorize their transformative functions, interactions and properties: Cobra, like a snake which
sheds their skin, produces different versions of the self; La de la transfusión, known for her
dis/association to a medical device, enhances her abilities by integrating mechanical
technologies; Siempreviva, originally seen as a feeble and decrepit woman, does not only find
ways of regain a youthful appearance but seeks ways of living beyond death. As such, Sarduy’s
characters should not be seen strictly as people― they go beyond the human. In their bodily
form, appearance, and ability they show possibilities for transforming or reconfiguring the
human condition.
Cobra: Renewal of the Body
With only a few exceptions, Severo Sarduy’s reader will stumble upon characters of
unstable sexualities and genders which commonly face striking alterations in appearances,
identities, and circumstances. While, due to these transformations, they seem unstable,
transitional, and inconsistent, thanks to their malleability, they are unrestrained by societal
structures, limits, and expectations. As previously mentioned, gender non-conformance is of
special importance to this study due to Sarduy’s interest in its creative and expansive potential.
Here, I will mainly explore gender variations, presentations, and opportunities as presented and
implied by the author in Cobra, Sarduy’s third novel and winner of the 1972 Prix Médicis
Étranger.
Through the deconstruction and reconstruction of physical appearance, Sarduy looks at
trans people as transgressing the bounds of masculinity and femininity. Like other queer theorists
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of his time, however, he tends to see trans experience as an inversion and a transposition, taking
on that which is opposite, instead of a manifestation and a realization, which brings into being
that which is genuine and authentic. Nonetheless, from the onset of his career, he recognizes and
denounces masculinity and femininity as placing individuals in a pre-existing order, which
prepares places for them within an iniquitous social structure, while influencing and controlling
the shifting circumstances in their ensuing lives. As a way to break away from imposed
behaviors, values, beliefs, customs, and structures, Sarduy finds an interest in those who, by
weaving together nature, nurture, and culture in an infinite variety of creative and ever-evolving
ways, express their gender identity differently.
Denouncing Gender
Cobra, as the title suggests, presents a protagonist who periodically sheds their skin (so to
speak) throughout the novel, renewing and replacing their appearance and identity.
Nevertheless, unlike a snake, the protagonist’s transformations are immediate, unpredictable, and
severe. For instance, while our main character is first introduced as a trans woman that seeks
feminine beauty, she suddenly reappears as a cisgender man that exudes masculine bravado.
Surprisingly, the two (as different bodies and identities) cross paths at a particular point in the
plot. At this moment, however, the reader is not yet aware of their relationship to each other. It is
later in the text, after becoming acquainted with their individual personalities, that we come to
learn that they are actually one and the same. Thus, in Cobra, the snake’s discarded skin
(entity/being/existence) is brought back to life, presenting simultaneous versions of the same
individual.
While the two characters identify as being of opposite genders, they both exceed the
essentialism contained in the concepts of masculinity and femininity. The trans version of our
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protagonist is defined by a persistent and anxious impulse towards acquiring ideal feminine
characteristics: For instance, the novel begins with her desperate attempt at modifying her
masculine feet which she insists on shrinking through painful and unconventional techniques
Los encerraba en hormas desde que amanecía, les aplicaba compresas de alumbre,
los castigaba con baños sucesivos de agua fría y caliente. Los forzó con mordazas;
los sometió a mecánicas groseras. Fabricó para meterlos, armaduras de alambre
cuyos hilos acortaba, retorciéndoles con alicates; después de embadurnarlos de
goma arábiga los rodeo de ligaduras: eran momias, niños de medallones
florentinos. Intentó curetajes. Acudió a la magia. Cayó en el determinismo
ortopédico. (427)
She travels across continents looking for the most promising surgical or medicinal technology;
putting her own health at serious risk by experimenting with dangerous procedures: Before
seeking the services of the pseudo-doctor named Ktazob, her friend forewarns about the dangers
of gender reassignment surgery, predicting what will happen to her
Bájate de esa nube: después de la carnicería y si la aguantas, te espera un
aguacero de pinchazos, depilaciones y curetajes, cera en los senos, vidrios en las
venas, vapores de hongo en la nariz y levadoras verdes por la boca… Mas que en
el de tu delirio, mírate en el espejo de las otras: huyen cabizbajas, como si
acabaran de perder un rubí por la acera, para que el pelo las encubra, como a
Verónica Lake, o a leprosas, la cara. (486)
Similarly, her fascination with hyperfemininity can be observed in her timid, naive and
accommodating demeanor: When her colleague and rival named la Cadillac appears before her
with a feminized figure, Cobra is unable to fight off her intimidating, boastful and manipulative
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behavior, feeling ashamed of herself as she desperately seeks Ktazob’s harmful and futile
pseudo-medical operations
Cobra: un grito pelado: la machorra que tenía adelante no era otra que la Cadillac
-Si muñeca- alardeó con un vozarrón anisado el gangster marroquí de enchape
fresco, y le apretó un seno-, he traicionado el mal. Alla le Tout-Puissant m’a
couillonné au carré: la inversión de la inversión. -Le guiñó un ojo -risita de Al
Capone-. Me hinchaban los trapos, preciosa. Fui a ver a mi cuate Ktazob -chupa
el cigarro, aprieta los ojos, bocanada de humo; Cobra: tosecita nerviosa-: saco de
un bocal una de abisinio -anota sabrosa- y aquí estoy, como zapato de chulo… ve
de mi parte, rica; te dejará bien rajada. Me reservas, eso sí, el estreno. Risotada.
Manotazo en la cadera. Tiró la puerta. Cobra se dejó caer en la cama. Su cabeza
era un caos. (emphasis mine 484-85)
The same can be said about her profession as the vedette of the Teatro lírico de muñecas, a
female brothel-cabaret which serves to the sexual and recreational needs of its male clientele: For
instance, she is among the working girls the most solicited by clients and attentive to their needs
En vano señalaríamos que de todas las agendas era la de Cobra la más frondosa…
Lo que si merece mención es que los fervientes de Cobra no se amotinaban más
que para adorarla de cerca, para permanecer unos instantes en su muda
contemplación. Un londinense paliducho importador de té, le trajo una noche tres
tamborines que a su ritmo ella, cargada de pulseras, de címbalos, de antorchas y
arcos, le impusiera los pies, como Durga al demonio convertido en búfalo.
Algunos, serenos, pedían besarle las manos; otros, más turbados, lamer sus ropas;
unos pocos, dialecticos, se le entregaban, suprema irrisión del yang. La Buscona
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[the madam] acordaba citas por orden de certidumbre en el éxtasis: los
contemplativos y espléndidos la obtenían para la misma noche; los practicantes y
agarrados eran postergados por semanas y solo tenían acceso al Mito [the
protagonist] cuando no había mejor postor. (430-31)
It is my opinion, that this version of our protagonist is not obsessed with femininity because she
is trans. Instead, Sarduy exaggerates stereotyped behavior in her to expose and denounce gender
norms as harmful and disabling. If portrayed by a cisgender woman, hyperfemininity may not
have been registered by the reader as toxic and problematic. After all, both men and women,
either cisgender or transgender, may seek to enhance their gender presentation; yet it is in trans
people that such attempts are commonly seen as excessive, unnatural, and absurd.
Similarly, the cisgender version of our protagonist is equally invested in embracing,
embodying, and exceeding the practices and attitudes associated with his appointed gender. As
such, our protagonist is part of a biker gang that engages in criminal activity. As members of the
greaser subculture, the group sports long beards, dark hair, black clothing, leather accessories,
large tattoos, and intimidating nicknames:
ESCORPIÓN llegaba al cuello un amuleto funerario: en el círculo central,
protegidos por dos cristales tallados, rodeados de cuentas de ámbar, se apilaban
huesecillos porosos -dientes de niño, cartílagos de pájaro-, de bordes afilados, que
ataba un cintillo de seda con iniciales góticas. (505)
A TOTEM le colgaban de la casaca cimbalillos de bronce, campanas de badajo
roto, cencerros abollados, sonajas mexicanas... Pantalones rajados, recosidos con
cáñamos; en los bolsillos navajas y vidrios; de un suéter amarrado a la cintura las
mangas le caían a lo largo de las piernas, hasta las rodillas. (505-06)
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Together, they wreak havoc in the streets of Paris, as they are pursued by police officers which
they dodge using supernatural powers:
TUNDRA dirige a los perseguidores una arenga. La traduce a todos los idiomas
vivos y muertos: cuando va por el sanscrito le responden con una bomba atómica:
el BOOM hace templar la tierra. (512)
TIGRE… da tres zapatazos contra el suelo: fuera de estación y de sitio, por todas
partes surgen flores: sándalos y nenúfares brotan en las motocicletas enemigas; en
los timones gardenias, orquídeas blancas en los tubos de escape. (513)
In addition, they complement each other in homoerotic terms and engage in group masturbation
as part of an initiation ceremony in which the protagonist officially joins the gang:
A TUNDRA Tus Cabellos son de oro y alrededor de tu cuerpo esplende un halo
naranja… de tu ombligo un círculo define la curva de las caderas, la ojiva
torácica, la implantación de los vellos en la concavidad del pubis. (514)
A TOTEM Tu sexo es el más grande y en él están escritos, como en las hojas de
un árbol sagrado del Tíbet, la totalidad de los preceptos búdicos… Tus nalgas son
dos perfectas mitades de esfera. (515)
With this, a hypermasculine figure of forbidding appearance and untamed behavior, appears
before the reader. His unwarranted criminality and violence, beyond indicating his irreverence
for patriarchal institutions of authority, demonstrates a rejection towards moral and ethical
standards.
While much attention has been placed on the artificiality/unnaturality of the transgender
version of the protagonist, rarely do critics explore the hidden mechanisms of heteronormativity
operating on the cisgender version. Many times, due to the correspondence between his gender
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identity and his assigned gender, readers are quick to normalize him. As a cisgender man, he
seems to conform to a standard, which brings relief to the common reader, especially after
having been exposed to a transgender woman protagonist throughout the first part of the novel.
As a cisgender man, many readers place him in the space of privilege and centrality granted to
the masculinity of men, while the transgender woman is impulsively and harshly criticized. Few
recognize his misdeeds as offensive to the heteropatriarchy which he is expected to conform.
Fewer recognize the hypersexual acts in which he engages as challenging heteronormativitythese are simply seen as qualities traditionally associated with all men. His violence and mischief
are seen as exciting and sensational (instead of violent and mischievous), presenting socially
accepted representations of manhood which are readily and extensively available in literature and
mass media.
However, his vigilantism (which is transgressive and forbidden) and paraphilia (which is
illegitimate and non-procreative) are in direct conflict with the interests of the heteropatriarchal
order he ought to follow as a male. As such, like his transgender version, he seems disconnected
from his sense of self and the self of others: both are unable to adapt to their sociocultural
surroundings, both seek unrealistic ideals, both thrive in excesses and extremes. Their
femininity/masculinity, while superlative, becomes unregulated and toxic. By presenting a
protagonist that surpasses and exploits accepted femininity/masculinity, the author exposes
conformity to the sex/gender binary as harmful and restrictive. In doing so, Sarduy denounces
gender relationships based on submission and dominance, the social adaptation of gender, the
reduction of gender to the physical, and the understanding of gender as disjunctive. While
Sarduy does not necessarily explore the many possibilities of gender, he promotes our
exploration and acceptance of these, seeing them as important opportunities for new forms of
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human expression and understandings of the self, discarding idealistic masculinity/femininity in
the process. All in all, through Cobra, Sarduy suggest that our society, which is dominated and
defined by troublesome and detrimental dichotomies, must reject extreme oppositions and
embrace more balanced and expansive existences.
Denouncing Procreation
In Cobra near copies of the characters are produced and these interact with each other.
The transgender version of our protagonist, after having explored an array of painful
beautification techniques, contrives and consumes a substance which promises to reduce the size
of her feet- understood as a sign of femininity when smaller and of masculinity when larger.
Instead of contracting her feet, however, the concoction shrinks her entire body:
Hileras de copos trenzados, sartas de hilachas, pulpos de lana; en un oleaje de hilo
rosado nadaban bajo una carpa ondulante. Aferrada a las sogas, jadeante, con sus
manitas de batracio iba Cobra trepando. Se caía, resbalaba por la jungla de
algodón, daba una vuelta de carnera en el fondo del valle. Había quedado blanca,
calcárea, de tiza apisonada, era diminuta y lunar, estaba helada, era gibosa y
compacta. (emphasis mine 452)
The novel, named after the protagonist, now adds a diminutive suffix to her name: Cobrita.
Wandering along her own bedroom, lost and confused due to the enlarged proportions of the
space, she is suddenly caught and nabbed by the unaltered version of herself. Cobra and Cobrita,
two near copies of the same individual, now are present in the text:
In the novel, offspring (Cobrita) arises asexually from a single parent (Cobra), alluding to
possibilities for nontraditional reproductions, family structures, and kinships. These days, while
the majority continue to have children, more men and women view parenthood as a choice.
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While traditionally being childless made one seem odd and unfulfilled, only until recently is
being child-free seen as a possibly satisfying experience. Such a change, stimulated by feminist
discourse, has questioned the motives behind procreation; recognizing it less as advancement of
the species and more as a fundamental element for the advancement of patriarchy. Indeed,
traditional procreation ensures the essentialist role of women as nurturers and caretakers,
bounding them to domestic spaces while limiting their presence in the public sphere. This role is
often forced onto women through heavy regulation and policing of their bodies. In Latin
America, oppressive laws of this type were publicly denounced and assessed through the marea
verde movement of 2018. Men, on the other hand, especially those who are cisgender,
heterosexual and white, remain sole authors and beneficiaries of legal rights, social protections,
cultural legacy, and scientific progress.
As Cobra’s reader, one wonders how alternative forms of reproduction, which are neither
transmisogynist nor heteronormative, may transform gender dynamics and familial structures.
Progress, indisputably, has been made on this front. It is true, for example, that many same-sex
couples benefit from various parenting options which have been recently legalized and
legitimized in certain parts of the world. Nonetheless, fertility still continues to be defined and
managed through heteronormative medical and legal procedures and practices which treat
LGBT+ couples unfairly. For instance, same-sex couples still face obstacles in many adoption
and fertility centers if unmarried. Also, while certain parenthood rights may be applicable in one
jurisdiction, they may be denied in another. Additionally, according to the changing
governmental administrations, some rights may be protected while others may be arbitrarily
revoked. When it comes to transgender people, state laws tend to create pressure to undergo
gender reassignment surgery which, while it may allow trans people to be officially considered
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male/female (placing them within an overbearing cisnormative binary), forces them to sacrifice
their reproductive abilities- to avoid this, whether prepared for parenthood or not, some feel
pressure to have children before pursuing transition. In addition, expenses associated with
fertility preservation and transition are burdensome for most, while many are seen as unfit for
parenting and receive limited access to these resources as a result.
For the purpose of this study, keeping in mind that our protagonist generates offspring as
a transgender woman, it is important to consider the ways in which the reproduction of mixedgendered people challenges heteronormativity. For example, at the present time labels such as
sperm carrier and egg carrier or people with ovaries and people who produce sperm are
beginning to make their way into LGBT+ contexts. While these may seem excessive to some, by
assigning gender to sexual organs, reproductive cells, and non-binary bodies, we (intentionally or
not) dismiss genderqueer lives. Many times, we speak of the mother who is pregnant, the person
who fathered the child, or the female and male gametes- disregarding gender nonconforming
people and their reproductive experiences. Denaturalizing reproduction as a male-female ability
would affirm that trans people do indeed procreate, it would give them autonomy over their own
bodies, it would depathologize their existence, and it would protect their reproductive rights.
Also, in addition to creating trans-friendly spaces, one would not only acknowledge the
complexity of gender but recognize the diversity of reproduction as a whole.
While Sarduy does not fully explore its implications, he does encourage his readers to
challenge the traditional understandings of reproduction and reproductive ability. He welcomes
us to consider reproduction without sexual intercourse, without the union of cisgender male and
female bodies, without gendering reproductive cells and ability.5 In doing so, he recognizes that

For more on trans-gender family formations see Jordan Downing’s “Transgender-Parent Families”
(2013).
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reproduction is defined through gender, while suggesting alternative forms of procreation. Last
but not least, he brings to mind the social stigma and legal barriers faced by the LGBT+
community when seeking to reproduce and create their own families.6
Denouncing Parenthood
In the novel, Cobrita’s unconventional entrance into the world is accompanied by an
obsessive desire for her to simulate Cobra in every way. After feeling a strong inclination
towards Cobrita, the protagonist insists on them being replicas of each other. With the exception
of her size, Cobra makes sure that Cobrita imitates her dress, makeup, hairdo, etc:
Cuanto recibía, cuento le decía, cuanto le hacían, Cobra lo restituía, lo repetía o lo
hacía a su vez a la enana… Si flores, flores; si escudos, escudos; si anamorfosis,
anamorfosis; si alambicadas asimetrías con pajaritas volando, alambicadas
asimetrías con pajaritos volando: todo cuanto le pintaba a Cobra, ella, como
podía, es verdad, se lo repintaba encima a (Cobrita). (457)
Moreover, Cobra decides that whatever pain she suffers should also be experienced by Cobrita.
After having fought with her aforementioned colleague and rival named la Cadillac, she takes
her anger out on Cobrita:
Una noche Cobra le entró a palos (a Cobrita): también los había recibido ella, al
caer el telón, en una aparatosa trifulca con la Cadillac -se arrancaron las pestañas
postizas y las uñas, rodaron por el suelo; quedaron ensimismadas: dos brujas-,
quien, con su mímica efectista y facilota, había acaparado las ovaciones, la
mamarracha. (457)

For more on the expansion of rights to LGBT+ people in Latin America see Jordi Díez’s The Politics of
Gay Marriage in Latin America: Argentina, Chile, and Mexico (2015).
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Similarly, the protagonist travels to Morocco in search of a false doctor named Ktazob who
claims to specialize in gender reassignment surgery. Before the procedure, he insists that Cobra
stay conscious through the surgery, illogically proposing that all physical discomfort be
retransmitted to a second individual- Cobrita is asked to suffer the pain associated with the
procedure and ultimately winds up dying from it:
Sabrá que no uso anestesia. Es capital, o mi práctica, al menos, así lo configura,
que el mutante, en el transito no pierda la conciencia. Si en el estado intermedio el
principio conocedor del sujeto se desvanece puede que zozobre en ese limbo, o
que al volver en sí no se reconozca en su cuerpo reestructurado. Para lograr esa
vigilancia hay que disipar todo signo del dolor, lo cual se logra con la
transferencia algésica, simple ejercicio de concentración, con soporte distante, que
desvía hacia un chivo emisario los relámpagos neurálgicos… (si) le quemo a
usted una mano, el ardor puede pasar, digamos, a esa enana que espera en la
antesala. Si su concentración, ergo si la transferencial del dolor es correcta, puedo
hasta arrancarle un diente o trucidarla sin que experimente la menor molestia; la
receptora helas, caerá redonda, atravesada por espasmos inexplicables. (emphasis
mine 487-88)
Like in Cobra, the parent often expects their child to follow in their footsteps, introducing
the child to the same values, ethics, laws, theories, and practices that have defined the parent. By
way of imitation, ideas and habits are socially replicated and disseminated. Models of behavior,
determined and encouraged by one’s culture, are set before a child early in their life. The same
institutions of education, religion, and community which bring meaning to the parent, create a
similar way of life for the child. In the novel, when Cobrita shows disagreement with our
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protagonist, her desires are dismissed, and she is reprimanded. Similarly, parents tend to be
confused or shocked when their child veers away from cultural norms (or standards to which the
parent adheres). When it comes to parents of LGBT+ children, their child’s atypical sexuality or
gender are oftentimes rejected due to social, cultural, or religious beliefs (a fact that remains true
in most of Latin America). Other times, while condemning homophobia and transphobia, parents
of LGBT+ children may disapprove of their child’s sexuality or gender out of fear for their
child’s safety when facing a hostile world.
We are reminded of this conflict when Cobra is assaulted by Cadillac. Instead of
protecting and teaching Cobrita about such dangers, Cobra inflicts pain upon her. In the same
way that the damage performed on a parent affects their child, Cobrita suffers the same torment
that Cobra experiences. Thus, a cycle of pain and trauma is created, passing down anxieties and
stresses from parent to child. In addition, instead of embracing Cobrita’s individuality, Cobra
regulates her both psychologically and physically. It is as if the child is being raised to satisfy the
parent’s wishes, instead of being accepted and supported by the parent. Thus, it is unsurprising
that it is Cobra who benefits from Cobrita, accomplishing her own goals (through gender
reassignment) by sacrificing the life of her offspring (through unintentional filicide).
Such a scenario can resonate among LGBT+ people and their families: a parent who is
willing to sacrifice their child’s happiness, a child who silences their identity to satisfy their
parent, a parent who fears for their child’s safety, a child who is repressed at home when not
accepted, a parent who feels uncomfortable by their child’s sexuality/gender, a child who is
afraid of themselves and their sexuality/gender, a parent who instills fears and contributes to
potential shame, a child who feels emotionally disconnected from themselves and the world
around them, etc. Sarduy himself leaves in his oeuvre traces of his own parental rejection. In
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Colibri (1984), through an authorial interjection, Sarduy presents a scene in which his own
distressed father verbally rejects the author’s homosexuality in a violent manner:
Ya tú eres un hombre y de los Sarduy, hasta ahora, no ha habido ningún pájaro
[offensive word for a homosexual man]. Y yo no quiero que nadie me señale en la
calle. Así es que ahora mismo vas a quemar esas cuatro mierdas [his novels
published thus far]. ¿Quién ha visto a un hombre jugando con fruticas de
brilladera? (765)
At times, parental efforts hinder the child’s wellbeing. To be a supportive parent of an LGBT+
child, one must continuously reevaluate gender and sexuality, free from prejudice or bias. When
it comes to parents of trans children in particular, it is important for parents to embrace the
infinite possibilities of gender, seeing these as healthy expressions of their child’s sense of self
and their creative connections with the world.
Denouncing Biopolitics
While Sarduy sees the body as a site of possible contestation, he is well aware that power
relations are reproduced and sustained through the body. As a predecessor of Butler, he realizes
that repetition and reiteration of preexisting and preapproved rules and regulations
(masculinity/femininity, heteronormative reproduction, authoritarian parenting, etc.) allow
certain bodies to be culturally and socially accepted while excluding and devaluing alternative
others. Focused on denouncing the naturalizing practices of the heteropatriarchy, by recognizing
the body as being in constant negotiation and reconfiguration, Sarduy alludes to potential
experimentations of the body which can only occur within deregulated spaces (open,
experimental, de-centered, rhizomatic). Thus, within a society that imposes disciplinary actions
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on deviant bodies, the rich and complex connections to be made between the self and the world
are inevitably restricted and obstructed.
After having explored ways in which normativity can be reproduced/sustained or
disturbed/subverted, Sarduy moves his attention towards the distinct individuality or identity of a
person. Once the connection between the self and the body (through sexuality and gender) and
the relation of the self to other bodies (through procreation and parenthood) is seen as potentially
limiting and problematic, the author turns to immaterial selfhood to explore the inward nature of
people- their essence. After having the bodily form of a transgender woman, a cisgender man, a
filicidal parent, and a sacrificial child, Sarduy frees the protagonist of their bodily existence. By
doing so, he presents alternative understandings of the self- degendered, defamilized,
degenealogized- free from the biological and societal bases that seek to define it.
In the second part of the novel, the cisgender version of the protagonist, along with the
group of greasers, walks through a gorge that transports them from one side of Eurasia to the
other. As they travel east, they stumble upon a Buddhist temple. Upon entering, they find
unexpected elements of western origin (followers who are blonde, bathroom signs written in
English, photos of race cars, works by CoBrA artists, turntables, instant coffee, photos of Che
Guevara, etc.) The leader/priest/lama of the temple, rejects his own religious leadership, his
community service, his ascetic life, his spiritual practice, and monastic code of conduct. When
asked for spiritual advice, he provides Cobra and others with evasive answers:
ESCORPIÓN: ¿Qué tengo que hacer para librarme del ciclo de las
reencarnaciones? EL GURÚ: Aprender a respirar. (542)
TIGRE: ¿Cuál es camino más rápido para alcanzar la liberación? EL GURÚ: No
pensar en eso. (543)
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TOTEM: ¿Cuál es el mejor ejercicio espiritual? EL GURÚ: Siéntese. Ponga el pie
izquierdo sobre el muslo derecho y el derecho sobre el izquierdo. Cruce los brazos
por detrás de la espalda. Con las manos derecha agárrese el pie izquierdo, con la
izquierda el derecho. Mírese el ombligo. Y luego trate de desenredarse. (543)
Without explanation, we are suddenly informed of Cobra’s death. One member of the
greasers (named Totem) enters a morgue and runs away with the protagonist’s body: “Con el
cuerpo de Cobra a cuestas -la cabeza perforada sangra por la nariz, contra su nuca, sobre su
hombro derecho” (545). After taking Cobra to the aforementioned temple, the lama begins a
series of funerary rites: he speaks to the protagonist, removes a piece of her/his hair, and wraps
her/his body in bandages. After four days, they conclude that “el principio conocedor abandonó
el cuerpo de Cobra” (549), which allows them to move on with the ceremony. Another member
of the greasers (named Tiger), dresses a seat with the clothes of the deceased: “Le puso
pantalones en las patas delanteras y un par de botas, vistió el espaldar con un suéter rojo” (549).
After having burned the corpse’s face, they recognize that “Por el color de la llama y su modo de
arder se supo que el finado iba por buen camino” (551). Tundra declares that the protagonist can
now be found among “las cincuenta y ocho divinidades irritadas y detentoras del saber” (551).
Finally, following the jhator Buddhist burial custom, the body is left on a mountain peak so that
birds of prey can dispose of it.
It is then that we learn how Cobra died. After having been disappointed by the lama,
seeking in pagan religions answers to their questions, the group of greasers visit a clairvoyant
named Rosa. Her feedback ends up being unilluminating and useless. Like the lama’s
(un)spiritual leadership, her belief in the supernatural fails to provide answers. In fact, her replies
to their new queries actually repeat verbatim the responses of the lama:
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ESCORPIÓN: ¿Qué tengo que hacer para librarme del ciclo de las
reencarnaciones? ROSA: Aprender a respirar. (557)
TOTEM: ¿Qué debo hacer para que no se me caiga cuando ya va entrando?
ROSA: No pensar en eso. (557)
COBRA: Quisiera ser acróbata del Palacio de las Maravillas. ¿Cómo hago para
desarticularme todo? ROSA: Siéntese. Ponga el pie izquierdo sobre el muslo
derecho y el derecho sobre el izquierdo. Cruce los brazos por detrás de la espalda.
Con las manos derecha agárrese el pie izquierdo, con la izquierda el derecho.
Mírese el ombligo. Y luego trate de desenredarse. (557)
While the group speaks to Rosa, police officers enter her dwelling and confront Cobra: “Con
cascos metálicos que imitaban cabezas de lechuza, de águila filipina comedora de monos, un
agente del orden de acerco a COBRA” (558). They claim to know the “afición del inculpado por
el teatro” (210). At that point, “sujetándolo por los hombros el policía lo arrinconó contra la
pared. Le enterró en el cuello las garras. Con el pico de acero le perforó el cráneo” (210).
Even though the police officer speaks to the cisgender version of the protagonist, he
claims to know Cobra from the Teatro lírico de muñecas- the place of residence/business of the
transgender version. Thus, the officer is unable/unwilling to differentiate between the twocoalescing them into one, disregarding their individual experiences, restricting them to a sole
existence- seeing the complex and varied embodiments that Cobra has adopted throughout the
novel simply as puro teatro. Seeing normative sexuality/gender and procreation/parenthood as
limiting forces, Sarduy recognizes their main defenders as corrupt and violent: the Church
(represented by the priest) and the State (represented by the police officer). Both entities are
unable to fulfill their corresponding roles due to self-interest and prejudice. By failing to guide
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and defend the protagonist, Cobra is left vulnerable (by the Church) and destroyed altogether (by
the State). For transgressing social norms, state institutions, cultural practices, and social order
the protagonist is oppressed, punished, and murdered- denied of her/his agency, autonomy over
her/his body, and the freedom to live her/his life.
After the murder, it is assumed that Cobra’s body is then taken to a police morgue. Since
the decaying corpse is now guarded by legal authorities, the group of greasers feels the need to
rescue/kidnap the body (through Tundra) so that funerary rituals can be performed over it. In
following Buddhist thought, the ceremonies mark the deceased’s transition from one life to the
next.7 Cobra, beyond the grave, transgresses space and time, free from conflicting discourses
about identity, no longer bound by disciplinary institutions of destructive power. Her/his
existence is now defined by its plurality, its movement, its dispersion. Sarduy captures Cobra’s
disembodiment in his well-known Diario indio, the novel’s last chapter. Here, death is not seen
as an end, but an opportunity to experience the world differently: a state in which the senses are
entirely awakened, in which the self perceives both splendor and banality, in which intricacies
and idiosyncrasies are observed and discerned, in which memories and dreams unravel and
intertwine, in which desire and excitation are boundless. By lacking physical form, the
protagonist experiences the world in a holistic manner. It is not that the body is unreliable,
uncontrollable, or unreasoning. Instead, overly-controlled and overly-surveillanced by politics
and culture, the body faces constant subjectification under heteropatriarchal interests. While
calling into question biopolitical normalization, Cobra’s disembodiment represents a chance to
escape the confines of society, bringing to concrete existence its infinite possibilities.

On the ways in which Cobra attends to Buddhism, see Avram Alpert’s “Buddhism and the postmodern
novel: Severo Sarduy's Cobra” (2016).
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Pájaros: Liberation from the Body
Twenty years after publishing Cobra, the world had changed drastically, especially for
LGBT+ people. The early years of the HIV epidemic was defined by misconceptions about the
virus and its transmission. Originally understood as a disease which affected only LGBT+ people
and those who came into contact with them, insufficient funding for public health programs,
ideological opposition to prevention policies, and societal barriers such as stigma and
discrimination limited HIV care and treatment across the globe. In the author’s homeland, in
which he sets his posthumous Pájaros de la playa, Castro's government attempted to maintain
order by, among other strategies, enforcing police action on vagrants and social outliers.8
Consequently, gender and sexual minorities were often harassed, arrested, imprisoned, or forced
into manual labor. With the onset of the HIV epidemic, to prevent transmission, the Cuban
government aggressively tested its sexually active population, sending infected people to live in
quarantined sanitariums. It is in these establishments, in which an HIV-ridden Sarduy sets his
last novel.9
In Pájaros, the reader witnesses the degradation and disintegration of the body, which
irremediably and inexplicably ages prematurely due to el mal, a mysterious disease that affects
all patients but one. Her name is Siempreviva, an aged woman who feels at home among the
aging bodies of the sanitorium. These, have been forcibly hospitalized and isolated, taken away
from the citizen body to die and putrefy without infecting the healthy- the culturally principled,
the politically manageable, the economically profitable: “Para preservar la sociedad utópica es

For more on LGBT+ people under Castro’s dictatorship see Ian Lumsden’s Machos, maricones, and
gays: Cuba and homosexuality (1996).
9 For more on Sarduy’s identification with and longing for Cuba see Pedro Antonio Férez Mora’s “‘Espiral
negra’: una aproximación al asunto de la cubanidad en la poesía de Severo Sarduy” (2014) and Vilashini
Cooppan’s “Mourning Becomes Kitsch: The Aesthetics of Loss in Severo Sarduy’s Cobra.” (2003).
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esencial que la enfermedad en sí misma tenga forma reconocible y pueda ser contenida dentro de
las fronteras internas de un sidatorio” (De Ferrari 229). Once attractive and fearless, the sick
patiently await their imminent death. Emaciated, their minds flee, indulging in daydreams and
recapturing memories. Their bodies break apart, their skin rips open, their physical pain is
absolute. In their suffering, they seek a way out of their crumbling bodies, pursuing a new state
in which to live fully once again. They find themselves discarded by the Nation and the Church.
For some, even God himself has abandoned them. What they seek now is to free themselves
from the degraded bodies they now inhabit. In Sarduy’s eyes, one’s self does not extinguish with
the body. Once it perishes, one is given an opportunity to enter an alternative space of total
freedom, release, and exaltation. It is a space in which queer bodies escape the repressive and
punitive practices of the heteronormative and patriarchal order. Instead of adhering to its
disciplinary conventions, they find a space in which their unconventionality and otherness is
embraced:
Much gay and lesbian politics, as well as queer thought, assumes that
disenfranchised subjects desire a place among a nation’s citizenry. Sarduy,
though, signals that such a home is always an imaginary experience for the
marginalized, just as it was for him and other exiles. When one imagines home,
one need not embark on a nostalgic return to what was once known. Instead, one
perpetually departs to discover new cosmologies where others’ bodies echo one’s
self. (Keenaghan 119-120)
Freedom from Necropower
Along with the patients, Siempreviva depends on a series of medical and non-medical
devices, entities, and institutions to stay (and be perceived as) alive. Within the walls of the
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sanitorium, beside the sick, we find medico-political representatives that attempt to, not only
manage and supervise the ill bodies, but describe and define them as well. These are known,
among the patients, as vampiros for their obsessive interest in the blood of the sick (this being
the avenue for illness and infection). They are the health professionals who, working closely with
the government, manage how el mal (and those afflicted by it) is to be interpreted, explained,
regulated, and restrained.
Sarduy identifies not only how the (contemporary) body depends on medicine, but how it
is defined and controlled by it. The patients’ existence is managed and controlled through
pharmaceutical and technological entities and objects- health and sanitation systems,
psychoactive and psychotropic substances, auxiliary and ambulatory devices, antibacterial and
antibiotic agents, transfusion and infusion apparatuses, etc. In the novel, we find doctors that
propose newfangled countermeasures and make false promises, benefiting from the sickness and
death of the patients (like Ktazob in Cobra). After all, it is they who, along with health
organizations and pharmaceutical companies, receive funding for creating biomedical
theorizations and models. While doing so (or to be able to do so), they aid and validate the
political and judicial surveillance and removal of disease-stricken peoples from the nation body.
Complicit with the State, they provide discursive ammunition for the elimination of HIV-positive
persons. While their credibility is supported by (what is understood as) scientific observation,
study, and experimentation, Sarduy questions their motives, qualifications, and foundations.
In the novel, two medical figures appear: Caballo and Caimán. They are two sides of the
same coin (they also look alike, dress alike, and act alike). Caballo is associated with traditional
medicine (medicina clásica), while Caimán relies on fringe medicine (medicina verde). Both
claim to know how to treat disease and relieve pain, yet neither presents their patients with
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credible and effective results. While Caballo is backed up by a nursing team, pharmaceutical
drugs, and ambulatory equipment, Caimán is endowed with knowledge about minerals, leaves,
roots, and herbs. Both promise Siempreviva that she will remain alive forever, as her name
suggests, while gaining back her youth. To the patients, they promise to help with their weight
loss, night sweats, fatigue, and diarrhea. Needless to say, their only accomplishment is to raise
false hopes while taking control over the sanitorium and its residents. By presenting Caballo
(medicina clásica) and Caimán (medicina verde) together, Sarduy reminds his readers that
modern biomedical research is founded on the early study of medicinal properties in plants,
pharmacology developed in part from herbal medicine, and biotechnology finds its roots in
agricultural production. By doing so, due to its insufficient action when faced with an epidemic
of epic proportions that ravaged entire communities in its wake, Sarduy discredits the power and
prestige of the medical field.
Out of fear, patients would make every attempt recommended and imagined to stay (and
be recognized as) alive. Some would weight themselves “temprano en la mañana, antes de
excretar, para añadir ese lastre irrisorio y fétido- o el de los calzoncillos y las medias- al
cómputo” others “se paraban en la pesa apoyándose en la pierna derecha, para desequilibrar
discretamente el veredicto de las cifras” (75). Out of desperation, the patients would make every
effort at escaping the systems and apparatuses of measurement which were used by the scientific
community to determine their proximity to death. This was vital, since the opportunity to be seen
(by others and oneself) as human would wither as their bodies grew weaker with time. In
addition, “los debilitados por el mal padecían las intransigentes modas médicas” (77): they
would try different types of medications- elixirs and pills, tinctures and powders, decoctions and
injections; they would consume an array of medicines- antimalarials, anticonvulsants,
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antiparasitics, antifungals, antivirals, antibiotics, antimetabolites, antineoplastics, antihistamines;
in addition to weight, they would measure: breathing capacity, body temperature, sputum
production, sense of balance, blood pressure. They pushed their already weakened bodies to the
limit; anxiously accepting all offers made by the medical community; dangerously mixing drugs
without knowing their use or correct dosage; spending their last days in pain; faced with
inhuman and degrading treatment; being used more as experimental subjects than seen as human
beings; they were blacklisted and turned into administrative detainees; in collaboration with the
government, they were made stateless people within hospital-prison walls.
The health care system is usually seen a common good. It is understood as an institution
of innovation and technology that benefits all members of the community. When it comes to
government intervention in health, it is commonly seen as having a beneficial effect on the
population as a whole. By investing in health, governments are able to help (reach out to) the
elderly and the poor. Somehow, however, racial minorities and poor people still have shorter
lives and poorer health than the white and rich. One way or another, the system becomes easily
corruptible, riddled with financial problems, concealing inconsistent regulation of facilities and
providers, running under false pretenses, inaccessible to those who are most in need- unable to
serve its own purpose and keep its fundamental/foundational promises.
In the novel, la medicina clásica was vigorously pursued to no avail, which moved
patients towards la medicina verde. In both cases, their medical promise “no distaba de ser una
utopía” (78). The presumed methodological and technological efforts of la medicina clásica are
quickly and easily replaced by the unregulated and impractical applications of la medicina verde:
“[esta] convirtió a terapeutas, sobornó enfermeros, sedujo a asistentes de todo sexo, prodigó
consejos y recetas, y multiplicó pruebas fehacientes de su ciencia hasta convertir en una
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descocada fábrica verde aquel hasta entonces rutinario hospital” (99). By both being based on
fabrications, misinterpretations, inaccuracies, and inefficiencies, the questionable methods of la
medicina verde easily enter the idealistic system of la medicina clásica.
Like those dying of HIV, the patients of el mal put their trust in the medical community,
yet their health was never fully restored. Promises were made: world leaders called AIDS a top
priority yet were unwilling to dispense the necessary funds for research and treatment; after
finding the cause of AIDS, the medical community announced that a vaccine, which never came,
would be produced in the near future. Still, in cahoots, neither the medical nor governmental
systems were willing to help enough to make a change. It is as if they had resigned from their
duties, creating a necropolitical system of power, contributing to the annihilation of minoritarian
populations. Indeed, Caballo and Caimán eventually leave the hospital, without announcing their
departure, leaving all the patients behind.
Freedom from Pharmacopower
Despite the dominant medico-political order, several characters in Pájaros produce
critical and political strategies to resist and dismantle the violence and repression within the
sanitorium. We have, for example, those who create networks in which to exchange ideas and
experiences. Fighting through the weakening effects of el mal, they found it helpful to come
together, interact, and share: “los reclusos se reunían bajo los tildos… traían una bolsa de guano
tejido, que de inmediato abrían, con panecillos de pasa y algún refresco” (195-196). While doing
so, as a group, they condemned medical wrongdoing and contested harmful political approaches.
They would talk about Caballo and Caimán, aware of their unethical and neglectful behavior:
“algo inapelable los empujaba [a Caballo and Caimán]: el reverso de todo lo medicinal… el
deleite de la corrupción” (196). They would imagine how Caballo and Caimán would return
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“pero enfermos… para ver sus propios cuerpos desde fuera, como objetos del experimento,
mientras el mal realiza su trabajo paciente. Se aplicaran a ellos mismos lo que aprendieron de
nosotros” (197); wishing upon Caballo and Caimán the same pain they inflicted on their own
sickened bodies. By creating a sense of community within a repressive system, the patients found
ways to communicate their frustrations, develop forms of resistance, manage their vulnerability,
and consider different forms of survival.
Among these strategies of empowerment, we find characters that reclaim medical
technologies, reutilizing the same subjectification tools used against them to combat institutions
of medico-political power and their mechanisms of control. Thus, foreseeing Paul Preciado’s
biotechnological resistance within a pharmacopornographic regime, Sarduy presents characters
that “through the strategic reappropriation of biotechnological apparatuses” are able to “invent
resistance, to risk revolution” (Preciado 344). Early on, we find characters whose bodies are
connected to medico-technological devices, such as the adolescent woman that appears
throughout the novel, identified easily by her blond hair. At the beginning, she is as deteriorated
as her peers: she is balding, she is losing her vision, she is disheveled. Beside her, she drags “el
alambicado aparato de su propia transfusión” (19). There are times in which, instead of carrying
the IV pole, she grasps on to it in fear of losing her balance and falling. Her dependence on the
medical device becomes essential enough for her to become known as la de la transfusión. Soon
after, the woman inexplicably lets go of the IV pole, suddenly showing tremendous improvement
in health: “liberada de su aparato, la de la transfusión corría por los pasillos vestida de marinero”
(39), as if gaining the mobility of the wheeled device. In her sailor suit, as she presents
noticeable improvements in health, she helps those who have become dependent on medical
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equipment (especially those with wheelchairs), becoming herself an instrument of relief for the
sick.
Interestingly, she does not only perform as a medical tool, she also gains behavioral
features associated with (medical) machines: her own equanimity and impassiveness makes her
seem robotic at times, as if with her regained health she also gained biomechanic qualities. In
fact, there are instances in which she becomes machinelike: such as in the scene in which she
makes an announcement “sin expresión alguna, convertida a su vez en un aparato reproductor de
la voz” (39-40). In addition to helping the sick, she teaches others how to in-corporate
technology, accomplishing cyborgization as a result: after having helped transport a sick patient,
he states that “pronto podré expresarme gracias a un aparato que sintetiza los sonidos (de la voz)
y que tuve yo mismo que inventar” (110), acquiring the same enhanced manipulation of sound as
the young woman by enhancing his own human physiology through unspecified technologies. It
is important to note that he reappropriates medical technology in an auto-experimental manner,
creating new forms of medico-political dissidence through the transformation of his body. With
regards to the young woman, thanks to her extraordinary (yet unspoken) knowledge and
employment of biotechnology, she does not only help others find ways of reappropriating it, but
is also able to free herself of it altogether: with time “a la rubia prerrafaelita le habían dado de
alta y solo aparecía de tiempo en tiempo, con dejes de andariega” (120). Out of all the characters
in the novel, she is the only patient to be released from the hospital, perhaps after learning how to
truly reverse her symptoms, experimenting on her own until finding a solution (many AIDS
victims outlived their median survival time by self-medicating). Moreover, after gaining her
freedom, we are told that she returns to the hospital, wandering around its halls- perhaps helping
others find their own freedom through biotechnological appropriation and self-experimentation.
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Through this young woman and her pupils, Sarduy alludes to a posthumanist vision of the world
in which we find free and open use of medical technology being used as a way to reinvent and
reassert a self-designed and unimpeded subjectivity.
In addition to combating pharmacopower by reappropriating it, we find individuals who
use it as a weapon with which to attack the medico-political regime. Unsurprisingly, both
Auxilio and Socorro make an appearance in Pájaros. These two characters, thought to be twin
sisters, reappear in most of Sarduy’s novels, always performing as catalysts to the plot. Here,
they serve as pseudo-nurses who assist Caballo and Caimán in their misdeeds. After working
under their supervision, however, Auxilio and Socorro unhesitantly get rid of Caballo and
Caimán at the end of the novel. Perhaps, as witnesses of the abuse performed by the corrupt
doctors, Auxilio and Socorro felt animosity towards them. Possibly, as two older women who
have also used medicine to remodify their identities, they could have identified with the patients.
Either way, as readers of Sarduy well know, Auxilio’s and Socorro’s sole allegiance to
themselves and one another is irrefutable- along with their naughtiness and mischievousness.
Thus, their sudden disloyalty towards Caballo and Caimán is of no surprise.
After the pseudo-doctors engage in a physical brawl and lose consciousness, Auxilio and
Socorro take the opportunity to drug Caballo and Caimán with a concoction of their own making,
which they call juguitos de naranja: “Las salamandras frondosas, siempre al acecho del bien
suplementario que podían hacer, habían sazonado a los zumos con un potente alucinógeno
destinado… a provocar en [Caballo y Caimán] visiones edénicas, con mil colorines y lucecitas”
(187). As planned, when the doctors regain consciousness, they are confronted by bizarre
hallucinations. Afraid and confused by the strange images, Caballo y Caimán break through a
window and run from the sanitorium, never to be seen again. In this way, by using the same
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medicinal substances introduced by Caballo y Caimán, the clever and manipulative twins combat
their toxic presence. In doing so, they seize pharmacopower to resist the same medico-political
system that benefits from intimidation, humiliation, and marginalization of the most vulnerable.
Freedom from Chronopower
The stigmatization of LGBT+ people and HIV-positive persons allowed for their
containment as agents which would ruin the idealized and utopian society which Castro
envisioned, leaving its most vulnerable and helpless to die. Despite official attempts at
eliminating the sick, we come across instances in which the patients find a new sense of freedom.
When it comes to Siempreviva, she finds in the sanitorium a space in which to recreate and
recover her wealthy and youthful past. She brings with her a collection of makeup with which to
conceal her wrinkles and age spots. Also, she disguises her sagging body and balding head with
luxurious wardrobes and accessories. The other patients see these as desperate attempts at
staying (or being perceived as) alive. After all, Siempreviva is unable to hide the fact that, along
with makeup, her shelves are replete with jars, bottles, and vials of medicine which manage her
deteriorating health.
While this may very well be true, some of her medications produce perceptual anomalies
and induce states of deep unconsciousness through which she escapes her corporal reality. Also,
by wearing clothes traditionally associated with the young and wealthy, she modifies her
physical appeal and repositions her social status. Along with her collection of makeup and
stockpile of medicine, she carries with her a series of photographs with which she reanimates the
past. Together, her pharmaceutical-cosmetic-photographic collection serves a shield from aging
and death.
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Siempreviva desperately holds on to that which society values and respects- beauty,
health, and wealth. Having lost this due to the passing of time, she is shut away from the world.
Like the patients, she is pushed aside, rendered useless, shoved into marginalization. However,
by grasping on to her past despite her inevitable and impending death, she finds happiness.
Indeed, like those afflicted by el mal, she gets lost in her memories, dreams, and desires in order
to escape the monotony of the sanitorium and the thought of imminent demise. She desperately
wishes to stop time, or reverse time, or change time. All sense of time is lost for her, that which
will be is confused with that which once was- past, present, and future conflate to create a new
reality that disengages the self from the limitations of time- perhaps this being a possible escape
from the bodily condition which the sick dread and suffer from.
After all, time has been seen as imagined concept which is ultimately used to define and
control life: on the one hand, while Albert Einstein rejected the distinction between past, present,
and future by realizing that time slows down as you move faster through space, J.M.E.
McTaggart argued that there is no such thing as time, and that the appearance of temporal order
is mere pretense; on the other, E.P Thompson drew attention to the reliance of the capitalist
system on clock consciousness and time discipline; similarly one’s time of death is used by
forensic investigators, medical specialists, civil workers, and members of the clergy to make
official the irreversible end of life. Hence, it is safe to say that to be free of time is to break away
from simplistic theorizations on human experience; it is to escape institutions of power which
attempt to define one’s life; it is to be free of a construct which conceals the disordered and
disarrayed nature of reality; it is to enter the nonreal realm in search of vibrancy and dynamism
beyond sensorial/bodily awareness.
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Absolute Freedom
It is true that Simpreviva accomplishes the unexpected- she reverses the deterioration of
her own body. While they had promised her rejuvenation, Siempreviva’s new appearance
astonishes Caballo and Caimán, who had thought of reversing the signs of age as hopeless and
unachievable. Siempreviva, through her own manipulation of medicine, regained her youthperhaps an example of reappropriation of both pharmacopower and chronopower. Nevertheless,
revitalization is limited to her body; when it comes to her mind, the ability to think and
remember is progressively lost. The only entity that stays alive in her mind is the Architect, her
only true love, whose memories she resurrects while in the sanitorium.
Three chapters, in which she goes back in time, are dedicated to her relationship with
him. We learn that during her life of youth and opulence, she organized a party welcoming the
Architect. In conversation with him, she becomes interested in his desire to construct an
underground structure in which to live (common architectural goal during the Cuban Missile
Crisis). This subterranean residence, according to the Architect, would be located along the
seashore, interacting with the marine, the terrestrial- and even the aerial. It was, as the narrator
puts it, “la breve utopía de un arquitecto que consideraba toda la naturaleza como un solo ser
vivo” (93). Most importantly, from this home below ground, he hoped to hear “la vibración del
estallido inicial, el nacimiento del universo… El eco del Big Bang” (87). Thus, the Architect
dreams of a place in which one could connect with the world and its origins. In doing so, one
would gain total understanding of the human experience. To accomplish this he thinks of an inbetween space, displaced within the elements of nature, able to access the unknown and
ungraspable, disconnected from tangible reality. Uncontrolled by time and space, social
constructs, physical existence one could access true selfhood.
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As a victim of el mal, to escape the prison-hospital and its medico-political humiliation
and negligence in exchange of a place in which to recapture and explore oneself, would bring
absolute freedom. It is after all what the patients in Pájaros seek by claiming control over
pharmacopower and chronopower. Their uncontrollable bodies highlight their imminent death
while blurring their sense of self. In the novel, an important figure enters the sanitorium with the
purpose of recording in a diary the developments of el mal- he is known as the Cosmologist. By
profession, he is similar to the Architect, in his desire to understand the origin, evolution, and
fate of the universe. Yet, afflicted by el mal, the Cosmologist focuses on the physical trauma
experienced by the sick. His insight and tone are remarkable- his expression and understanding
of pain leave behind some of the most heartbreaking and gruesome passages in the novel. It is
this, perhaps, the voice of the author exploring the overpowering force of disease and
deterioration. The Cosmologist recognizes el mal as an entity that attaches to the body, living off
of it, unable to be removed from it, becoming one with it: “Antes disfrutaba de una ilusión
persistente: ser uno. Ahora somos dos, inseparables, idénticos: la enfermedad y yo” (160). El mal
makes it difficult to recall and reclaim the self- one becomes defined by it, unable to escape it.
He concludes with the fact that: “Detrás de las apariencias -las de las personas y las cosas-, no
hay nada. Ni detrás de las imágenes, materiales o mentales, sustancia alguna. No hay respuestas ni antes ni después de la muerte- cuando las preguntas se han disuelto. (164) Disenchanted by
humanity he finds that: “El origen del universo, la realidad del sujeto, el espacio y el tiempo y la
reencarnación, aparecen entonces como <<figuras>> obligadas de la retórica mental” (164-165).
It is these main preoccupations which are fundamental to our understanding of existence.
Having been acquainted with the Architect's utopian vision, Siempreviva heads to the
littoral. After all, throughout the novel she states her desire to go to the ocean. Like the victims
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of el mal, she is neither dead nor alive, neither human nor non-human, neither citizen nor noncitizen, neither self nor non-self. It is at the seashore, in this place of in-betweenness, where she
feels at home. It is there, where she can explore her unique and changing place in an erratic and
vicious world. At the end, even though she moves towards the sea, we do not know if she
reaches it. We are left with the thought of possibly reaching this sarduyean (pre-death, post-life)
utopia.
Conclusion
Even when he is on the brink of death, Severo Sarduy is committed to the lives of his
community. He provides gender and sexual dissidents with a vision of themselves that does not
compromise their queerness while confronting institutions of power and social control which
have repressed their bodies: gender binarism, heterosexist parenthood, transmisogynist
reproduction, religious authority, police enforcement, state regulation, medical negligence, time
discipline, etc. Severo Sarduy dares to be transgressive in order to enact a creative exploration of
existence. In doing so, he presents the possibility of reinvention through subversion (as in Cobra)
or appropriation (as in Pájaros). Through his work, he presents a group of abject bodies that
refuse to be killed (both Cobra and Siempreviva refuse to die), even when their bodies are long
gone, to be reborn again in another form. Severo Sarduy recognizes that being acknowledged by
the patriarchal order is not useful enough. Instead, one interacts with the world and finds a place
in it by being resourceful and creative, by making and remaking identity, by seeking
transcendence and unintelligibility, by creating communities of empowerment and healing.
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CHAPTER 3
QUEER AFFIRMATION AND INCLUSION IN PERLONGHER
Introduction
In this study, I look at the gendered dimension of the public sphere as presented by
Néstor Perlongher. As I examine the sexual economy and structural violence found in the
author’s metropolis, I focus on the way in which trans women are presented simultaneously as
attractive and as repulsive, wanted and rejected, desired and murdered. In addition, I am
interested in the exchange of ideas, production of knowledge, conceptual representations,
enactments of desire, and systems of affect found among trans people within the city space.
While a sense of violence and danger is palpable, the author views the urban setting as a site of
agency, resistance, survival, kinship, and self-affirmation integral to the formation of trans
cultures and social networks. Instead of seeing the urban setting as inevitably dangerous and
debauched, Perlongher recognizes it as a space in which to contest institutional rejection,
political invisibility, and self-deprecation. By exploring the interconnections between sexuality,
commerce, legality, nation, and gender within the inner city, the author reveals the complex
identities of trans people and marginalized minorities. In doing so, Perlongher reveals his vision
for anti-identitarian, micropolitical, and subversive approaches to personal expression and
experience.
While I will examine various texts within his oeuvre, I will focus on some of his most
renowned works. On one hand, I will examine the figure of Argentina’s Eva Duarte de Perón as
presented in his renowned and controversial Evita vive (1983). Having been revered by the lower
economic classes, in the author’s work, Evita becomes one among the masses— involved in the
crime, the drugs, and the sex scene of the city. His transgendering of the First Lady not only
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distorts the image of a national emblem but creates a space for genderqueer expression;
challenging heteronormativity and official discourse in the process.10 Furthermore, through his
alteration of Eva Perón, Perlongher presents obstinate disobedience and satirical exaggeration as
part of his Neobarroso approach to art.11
On the other hand, I will look into Perlongher’s Prosa plebeya (1997), a set of essays
which declare his political and artistic theorization. In these, Perlongher presents his sexodissident attitude, non-assimilationist political positioning, distinct understanding of gender
nonconformity, and urban deterritoriality and nomadism. His essays, characterized by their
vehement expression and experimental ideas, serve to publicly condemn political violence and
defend sexual and gender dissidence. His experimentalist Neobarroso approach sets out to
explore the low, the dirty, the sexual, and the obscene. In doing so, Perlongher assumes
alternative attitudes and ideas found within underserved communities to resist and contest the
limiting and detrimental politics of the Argentine nation.
Queer Neobarroso
The Baroque has been used, since its inception, as a political tool. As response to the
Protestant Reformation, the Roman Catholic Church took on a propagandist stance in which art
was used to inspire piety and Christian virtues. Thus, it is as a reaction to criticism and disregard
for religious tradition that the Baroque comes into being. Through stylistic complexity and
dramatic effects, the Baroque depicts religious matters in ways that startle and captivate the
public. Instead of coercion, through emotional and sensory stimulation the faithful were expected

10

The author is not the only one to make use of Eva Perón's historical, ideological, and mythical identity.
Other artists have used the figure of Evita to explore the intersections of gender, sexuality, and
nationalism, such as Luisa Valenzuela, Tomás Eloy Martínez, Rodolfo Walsh and Leónidas Lamborghini.
The analysis of these and other representations of Eva Perón is beyond the scope of this article.
11 While this is true, as the analysis to follow demonstrates, carnivalesque subversion of the patriarchal
order is not the only strategy to emerge from the author’s work.
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to turn voluntarily to the Roman Catholic Church. Owing to its splendor and grandeur, the
monarchs bedecked their palaces with Baroque artistic, sculptural and architectural structures —
Baroque grandiloquence was even perceived in the vestments and furnishings of the time— as a
way to display their power and wealth. In due course, with exponential advancements in science,
intellectuals used the Baroque to express newfound complexities of the natural world; such as the
Copernican system, which invalidated the Church’s anthropocentric point of view and inspired a
reevaluation of human significance.12 In literature, promising ideas from the Renaissance which
failed to have long-lasting impressions, led writers to react with cynicism and disapproval
towards the sociopolitical order. Thus, while the Baroque was established to exalt the values and
defend the priorities of the absolutist Church and State, it was soon used to criticize and rebel
against these. The Baroque, as a result, served both as a political tool for those in power and for
those in opposition.
Néstor Perlongher focuses specifically on the latter, seeing the Baroque as subversive and
transgressive— in addition to ludic and unpredictable. While it is true that Severo Sarduy used
the Baroque to decenter structures of power in order to encourage intense ideological change and
creative self-actualization, he seldom spoke about social injustices and pathologies shaping the
world (or how his work would help remedy these problems). Instead, by exploring
nonmainstream and nonwestern cultures, Sarduy urges his readers to devise creative approaches
to self-actualization and self-expression that are, if not necessarily queer, nonconventional and
nonconformist in nature. Néstor Perlongher, on the other hand, saw sexuality, gender and desire
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As shown in the previous chapter, interested in the significance of the heliocentric system on human
intellect and awareness, Severo Sarduy turns to the big bang and steady state theories of cosmological
order with the intention of reconditioning Baroque art and thought to contemporary understandings of
human experience: especially those observed and explored by poststructuralist theorists. It is by looking
at cosmological, philosophical, linguistic, and literary dimensions that Severo Sarduy advances the
Neobaroque movement: loyal to the Baroque period yet revamping its tenets to better convey and
examine existing human realities.
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as fundamental to his theorization of the Baroque, and was outspoken about political and social
abuses of power as experienced in dictatorial and post-dictatorial Argentina.
While Severo Sarduy identifies the interaction of two opposing forces (coincidentia
oppositorum) as the operating strategy behind the Baroque, Néstor Perlongher turns his attention
to endless pleating and folding (inspired by Deleuze’s analysis of Leibniz’s work): “el barroco
consistiría básicamente en cierta operación de plegado de la materia y la forma” (93). Instead of
perceiving reality as linear and finite, baroque thought privileges curvilinear movement, dynamic
variability, emotive experience and dramatic tension. Accordingly, the fold presents itself as an
operative function of the Baroque: with its entwining and twisting, allowing some parts to go
over and under other parts, the fold allows for dissonances and divergences to take place, come
together and be contained within a whole. As a conceptual model of reality, the fold presents
difference, multiplicity and intensity as defining traits of a chaotic universe (chaosmos) — one in
which selves and individuals are destabilized and redefined ad infinitum within a disordered and
unstable spatiality and temporality. As seen below, Perlongher’s use of the fold can be observed
in his pursuit of mil pequeños sexos moleculares, in which the self is decoded and recoded in
order to uncover and experience the limitless possibilities of gender.
In addition to the Baroque’s deterritorializing and reterritorializing force, Perlongher is
drawn to its exploration of the bawdy and the indecent: prostitution, drunkenness, defecation,
and vulgarity find a place in baroque art. By embracing that which is condemned and rejected by
society, often marginalized due to its impurity or disorderly nature, the Baroque reconfigures
artistic and dramatic form and function: “Cultural suppression becomes subcultural revelation as
what was once rejected as waste is now valued inspiration” (Persels and Ganim xv). In addition,
interested in the socially forbidden and invalid, baroque art explores behaviors and qualities
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which defined the working-class, typically understood as uncivilized and ridiculous: “Dirt hence
disorder hence danger became associated with the proletariat, the proverbial ‘unwashed’ even
unwiped masses, as distinct from the hygienically sound hence orderly hence safe bourgeoisie”
(Persels and Ganim xvi). However, in baroque art, the values and conducts expected of social
classes are suddenly inverted: the nobles can be unrestrained by convention or morality, while
the peasants stand principled, virtuous, and uncorrupted— in/decency, therefore, is no longer a
class distinction. Similarly, Perlongher is interested in recognizing ostracized and underserved
communities, regardless of their involvement with drugs and prostitution in urban spaces.13 In
their nonconformist and progressive stance, the author finds possibilities for escaping oppressive
sociopolitical regimes, which are structured and protected by the upper classes. As such, the
barbaric and savage behavior expected of social outcasts is found within the systems of power
that serve the interests and secure the privileges of elites. While marginalized groups may
embrace their differences and nonconformance, the upper classes will oppress unconventional
desires and identities in the popular masses through systemic violence (police brutality,
extrajudicial killings, enforced disappearances, etc.)
Lastly, Perlongher is attracted to the Baroque’s hermetic quality: baroque art is often
difficult to understand because it is intended for a small number of people with specialized
knowledge. When conceiving the Neobarroso, he is inspired by the work of Argentine artists
who, in order to avoid censorship and violence, refused to easily convey meaning in their works.
This being the case, for Perlongher, neobarroso art:
Is secretive in that it talks about that which decent society may know takes place
but chooses to ignore or condemn – the consumption of drugs or homosexual

13

As seen in Chapter 2, Sarduy also explores an array of paraphilic behavior: such as exhibitionism,
voyeurism, and sadomasochism, among others.
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activity – but also as it uses language understood only by a small few” (Bollig
159-60).
Keeping in mind these, and aforementioned qualities, Perlongher selects a series of artists that
represent the adaptation of the Baroque in Argentina —which he entitles Neobarroso. These, in
an experimentalist and playful manner, present lumpen and plebian life and expression in order
to disorient and discourage the common reader.
Genderfucking: Queer Provocation & Desire
Trans people were part of those whose lives Perlongher was interested in exploring
through his work. As observed by Ben Bollig, the author’s interest in marginalized groups arose
above all from anarchist ideals. From his point-of-view, being excluded from both conservative
political factions and opposition political groups provided individuals in absolute marginality a
sense of freedom. The absence of government and authority granted by their social position gave
trans people the opportunity to explore their desires, regardless of how shocking or perverse
these may have seen by the general public. Unrestrained by social mores, by expressing their
own identity trans people could defend a person’s right to difference even if this meant diverging
from the values that society held most dear. At the same time, the effeminacy and passivity that
had characterized marginalized groups was reappropriated and reinterpreted to combat the state.
By doing so, trans people provided potential strategies for combating the heterosexist and
masculinist order that historically ruled over the nation- the same system of power which
persecuted and tortured sexual and gender minorities since its inception.14

14

For a study on how the homosexual body is seen, with the consolidation of the modern Argentine state,
as a locus of infection in need of control and elimination, see Jorge Salessi. On the ways in which LGBT+
people were persecuted during the Argentine dictatorship and the rise of the Argentine gay rights
movement, see Débora D’Antonio. For complete histories of homosexuality in Argentina, see SifuentesJáuregui, Bazán, and Melo.
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To explore the persecuted yet subversive space of gender and sexual minorities,
Perlongher commonly presents them as the narrators and characters of his literary work. In most
cases, he portrays them as promiscuous and unscrupulous in sexual matters. Engaged in nonproductive pleasure, they disregard their partners’ sex and gender identity and defy the
penetrator/penetrated paradigm. At the same time, a character’s gender becomes skewed and put
into question. Unconcerned with traditional masculinity or femininity, those that appear as
cisgender can suddenly be perceived as transgender regardless of their sexual practices.15 This
can also be perceived in Perlongher’s verse, especially through his particular manipulation of
grammar and employment of rhetorical figures.16
Fe/male
Perlongher explores gender nonconformity throughout Austria-Hungría (1980), his first
book of poems. In Polvo, what first appears to be an amorous relationship between a man and a
woman, suddenly turns into a salacious scene in which the characters’ gender and sexuality
become unstable. For the erotic act, the author places the narrators in the darkness and dirtiness
of the city streets: “la pared de los patios rayada por los haces de una luz/ encendida a deshora/
ceniciento el terror, ya maculado, untuoso en esas buscas/ a través de los charcos” (18). In this
public space, speaking to one another as the two engage in sex, the characters’ gender becomes
volatile: “‘Ya no seré la última marica de tu vida’ dice él/ que dice ella, o dice ella, o él/ que
hubiera dicho ella, o si él le hubiera dicho:/ “Seré tu último chongo’” (18). While they use the
words marica and chongo to refer to one another, labels used to refer to sexually submissive men
and sexually dominant men respectively, their manhood is put into question as they both acquire
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The same can be found in Sarduy, as explored in Chapter 2.
This approach is identified as travesti aesthetics by Bollig’s “Néstor Perlongher: The Poetic Search for
an Argentine Marginal Voice”.
16
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feminine personal pronouns. As their bodies intertwine, their gender roles fluctuate, becoming
impossible to differentiate between the two:
“como la leche de él sobre la boca de ella, o de los senos/ de ella sobre los vellos
de su ano, o un dedo en la garganta/ su concha multicolor hecha pedazos en donde
vuelcan los carreros/ residuos/ de una penetración: la de los penes truncos, puntos,
juncos,/ la de los penes juntos.” (18)
The sexual organs and fluids traditionally associated with either man or woman, are displaced.
We are unable to trace to whom each bodily element belongs. When presented with two bodies,
we come across a pair of breasts and a vagina, which may lead us to think of a woman, yet we
are left puzzled by the image of two penises. Also, unable to identify the penetrative role taken
by the twosome, the traditional gendered paradigm (feminine entities are receivers and masculine
entities are penetrators) becomes unreliable. In addition, at the moment of orgasm, we are
unsure if the poem portrays male or female ejaculation: “en su hondura - oh perdido acabar/
albur derrama el de ella, el de él, el de ellaél, o élella” (18). Furthermore, unlike the penis or the
vagina, among the sexual organs registered in the poem, the anus (which can be associated with
either men or women) becomes admired and craved: the air that passes through it is described as
“dulcísimos pedos” (19). Through the sexual act, the bodies interconnect, blurring and
transposing all distinguishing features- ambiguity takes over while certainty is lost. As a result,
we are no longer able to rely on binary systems to understand the gender (male/female) and
sexuality (dominant/submissive) of individuals. These, on the other hand, seem unrestrained and
indecipherable. Interestingly, the poem itself can be described in a similar manner. Perlongher’s
distancing from literary tradition can be perceived not only in the poem’s juxtaposition of
personal pronouns to show uncertainty in a subject’s gender, but also in his use of double similes
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in which a subject is simultaneously ascribed masculine and feminine qualities. In addition,
Polvo’s free verse allows Perlongher to abandon stylistic constrictions in order to express
intuition and unrestrained thought. It as if, along with the movement of the poem, the characters
follow their unconscious (feelings, urges, etc.) as their bodies interact and interpenetrate. On a
last note, it is important to keep in mind that, like the poem’s characters, in order for us to
recognize each other —to pass on feelings, to become intimate with the other, to experience the
thoughts of the other, to understand the self through the other― we must not only engage in sex,
but also interact within the cityscape (in the same way that the aforementioned lovers do). For
Perlongher, it is in its darkness, indecency, and unpredictability, where we can learn to surrender
ourselves, lose ourselves, and connect ourselves with the other.
De/formation
While it is true that unstable textualities and identities may disturb the common reader, it
is this very reaction what Perlogher seeks. His writing intentionally challenges self-perceptions
and assumptions about the world, especially when it comes to sexual deviation and gender
ambiguity. For Perlongher, a person’s gender should be treated as malleable. As individuals, we
ought to explore the breadth and depth of gender. In doing so, we could deconstruct and redefine
our individuality, thereby achieving self-development and self-governance. As an avid reader of
Deleuze and Guattari, Perlongher agrees with continuous deterritorialization (breaking of habits)
and reterritorialization (formation of habits); always in the processes of actualization yet never
reaching consistency and fixed form. In Los devenires minoritarios, an essay included in his
Prosa plebeya, Perlongher proposes “un sujeto ―o, mejor, un ‘punto de subjetivación’― que no
ha de medirse por el control localizado que ejerce sobre sus deseos, sino valorizarse por la
intensificación de las conjunciones y encuentros de que sea capaz” (66). In other words, we must
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not allow ourselves (nor others) to demarcate, hierarchize, and regulate our bodies and identities.
Instead, our sense of self should openly explore the rich and complex flows of human
experience— rejecting self-crystallization and embracing self-indiscernibility. Doing so, would
bring forward individuals who are “indicando, lanzando, experimentando modos alternativos,
disidentes, ‘contraculturales’ de subjetivación” in order to open “‘puntos de fuga’ para la
implosión de cierto paradigma normativo de personalidad social” (68). For Perlongher, it is
important to reject conventionality and normativity, not by becoming someone else, but by
soliciting and giving way to the other. By entering in exchange, while rejecting traditional
systems and models, one is able to create innovative alternatives.
With regards to gender, as with Deleuze and Guattari, the author suggests that we take on
a progressive stance by embracing womanhood. The author sees gay men and trans women as
exemplary of such revolutionary displacement and recodification of femininity. In contrast,
resubjectifiation through the masculine is seen as ineffective, especially within an already
patriarchal system: “Puede haber, devenires del hombre, pero no un ‘devenir hombre’, ya que el
hombre es el mayoritario por excelencia, mientras que todo devenir es minoritario” (68).
Interestingly, while he insists on intensive experimentation, he does not view (nor explore) the
male subject as a possible figure of change. One could argue, however, that there are ways in
which masculinity can be subversively used. He seems to overlook, for example, women who
reject conventional femininity by taking on masculine traits. Also, there are men who objectify
the male body by embracing hypermasculinity. On another note, instead of being inherently
radical, there are instances in which femininity conforms to prevailing standards. In addition, he
compounds feminine trans women and feminine gay men, as if their lived experiences were
comparable. While trans women are commonly seen as not feminine enough, gay men are
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usually seen as too feminine. While both may have been assigned male at birth, their particular
connection with femininity can be vastly different in intention, identification, and expression (not
only as group but from individual to individual). Neither one, nor anyone for that matter, gains
immediate subversiveness by entering the realm of femininity. The opportunities described by
Perlongher seem more feasible through subtle nuances that deterritorialize the self without
imposing unity and consistency. It is when promoting difference over identity, that Perlongher
recognizes a variety of possibilities when thinking of gender: “Donde había solo dos grandes
sexos molares (serás A o B, serás hombre o mujer), mil pequeños sexos moleculares, en el
imperio de la sensación, en lo intensivo” (68). Foreseeing the concept of genderqueerness, the
author suggests a spectrum of gender expression in which an individual moves about without
affirming a crystallized identity.
All in all, Perlongher rejects all identity categories and labels. For the author, by
adhering to these, we delimit our experiences and negate our latent desires. No longer striving
for deconstruction and innovation, we settle for pre-established forms of being which are
sociopolitically regulated. For example, by identifying as either man or woman, one settles into
the roles and expectations which define such labels. The same can be said about categorizations
which attempt to combat heterosexist structures, such as gay and lesbian. Under this particular
classifying system, fixed limits on sexuality are established while, when recognized by the
government, normative coupling standards are expected: sexual exclusivity, sexual positiontaking, cohabitation, family development, etc. Through classification and characterization, the
state ascribes moralizing conventions in exchange of human rights. To ensure their own safety,
individuals who were once rejected by the system, now follow its traditionalist conservatism and
regulatory bylaws. Noting a change in regulatory procedures, Perlongher identifies:
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[Un] cambio de signos que indica el pasaje de una sociología de la norma contra
la ‘anomia’, a un modelo de sociedad como un sistema de selves (egos)
autoadministrados, pagando el precio de la construcción consciente de una
identidad coherente en pos del dudoso premio de un reciclaje ilusorio en los
circuitos del orden oficial. (71)
In the same way that sociopolitical forces interfere and regulate emotional and sexual
relationships, law and order is maintained by invading the most intimate of spaces, including the
home. In En síndrome de las salas, Perlongher recognizes an obsessive desire for orderliness and
cleanliness within the bourgeois residence. Inside this four-walled utopia, its residents uphold
strict regulations which punish any attempt at breaking standards of decency and organization.
Insisting on obedience and rigidity, the domestic ideal permeates into the masses through hired
help (and other services in which the values of the rich are promulgated and enforced onto the
poor):
Es sintomático que, para mantener esa sofocante organización, las clases medias
de deban recurrir a un verdadero ejército de empleadas domésticas, a quienes
pacientemente se enseña y se impone -para que las transporten de paso al seno de
sus hogares periféricos y enciendan en la pobreza el digno culto del orden limpiotoda una micropolítica del espacio residencial. (63)
Thus, the urban space is in constant danger of acquiring the same authoritative values that exist
within the law-abiding and well-mannered middle and upper classes. Opposed to the sanitary and
meticulous space of the bourgeois home, Perlongher is attracted to the unsystematic and
undisciplined inner city, even if this implies living in (what is viewed) as obscene and
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unpleasant. It is important to keep in mind that the author is not (necessarily) asking us to live in
squalor. What he is mostly concerned about is the fact that
El orden doméstico, se presente a sí mismo como natural, como lógico, como
implícito, cuando en verdad, no es nada más que eso; un orden impuesto
autoritariamente por los poderes domésticos, tan arbitrario e insoportable como
tantos otros, en el ‘panopticum’ contemporáneo. (65)
It is the authoritative regulations which enter the domestic realm that ought to be feared. These
enforce values and standards which do not serve the distinct needs and changing interests of the
individual. Instead, Perlongher seeks a space in which intuition, innovation, and adaptability are
allowed; within the author’s context this can be easily found in the indelicate streets of the urban
city. Nevertheless, even the freedom that is found in the working-class space is precarious due to
the gentrifying force of the affluent bourgeoisie. Thus, if to remain disobedient and ungovernable
is the goal, to interact without imposing points of view, while learning from the other, is the
challenge.
In/betweenness
Self-organization promises an enhanced version of ourselves. We wonder, nonetheless,
how we may accomplish absolute deterritorialization: Are we prepared to see ourselves as
products of constant change? Is being continuously open to further change sustainable? How can
prioritizing difference bring about social change? Can destratification, always guided by desire
instead of reason, bring about unforeseen dangers? To reflect on these questions, I will observe
the ways in which gender de-codes and re-codes the reader in Perlongher’s Evita vive.
In the short story, we are presented with heavily gendered characters. Each section
introduces a new narrator, each recalling the moments in which they individually met Evita, a
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fictionalized version of the First Lady who is portrayed as a trans woman. For the time being, we
will focus on the first and third narrator: a femine marica and a masculine chongo. As the reader
is exposed to patterns of behavior and forms of expression which correspond to the narrators’
opposing genders, the reader fluctuates among the masculine and the feminine; finding a place of
in-betweenness within the text. Accordingly, a tripartite classification of gender is introduced:
masculine, feminine, and that which alternates between the two. Nowhere does the narrators’
expression of gender become more apparent than in their treatment of sex, which we shall further
examine.
As we begin the short story, we are introduced to our first narrator: a cashier at a night
bar. After getting suspended for fighting with a fellow co-worker, he heads back to his temporary
residence, a hotel located in el Bajo; the red-light district of the Argentine capital (no longer,
however, due to gentrification). Jimmy, a black sailor likely to have arrived at the nearby Port of
Buenos Aires, currently lives with the narrator as his lover. As the narrator enters the hotel room,
he finds Jimmy sexually engaged with a woman.
While the narrator initially becomes angry, he settles down after realizing that it is Eva
Perón who “hasta ese momento tenía la cabeza metida entre las piernas del morocho” (24). Now,
in the form of a trans woman, she seems to have risen from the dead: while her emblematic
hairstyle, representative of her elegance and effervescence, collapses into a “rodete todo
deshecho” (25), her use of chemotherapy to ward of her eventual death leaves “manchitas del
cáncer” on her skin (24). Through her decayed body, we are reminded of both the First Lady’s
glorious and heart-rending moments. Neither strictly dead nor alive, she returns to Argentina as a
monstrous version of herself. Instead of fighting over Jimmy, the first narrator accommodates
Evita, enchanted by her presence.
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Together, they enter into a threesome: “[Evita], tenía las uñas largas… se las cortó para
que el pedazo inmenso que tenía el marinero me entrara más y más, y ella le mordía las tetillas y
gozaba” (26). In this particular scene, the narrator is penetrated, Jimmy performs the penetration,
and Evita assists with the penetration. It may be of no surprise that the narrator takes on the
submissive role: after all, we have been told that he met Jimmy “yirando por el puerto” (23) and
describes himself as a prostitute or promiscuous woman: “yo soy tan puta” (25). Also, as seen,
the narrator continuously refers to himself in the feminine: “una marica” (24), “una bruta” (24),
“una puerca” (25), etc. Overall, we are left with the impression that the narrator possesses many
qualities that are considered typical of women.
Once we reach the end of the short story, we encounter a much different personality in
the third narrator, a masculine sex worker named Chiche who roams the streets of Buenos Aires
under the supervision of a procurer, who goes by Alex. To make his workers more appealing:
“Alex nos mandaba, cada vez que podía, viejos y viejas, que nos adornaban con un par de palos”
(31). In addition, he selects a centrally located spot to make them easily accessible to all city
dwellers: “La cosa es que todos -y todas- sabían dónde podían encontrarnos, en el snack de
Independencia y Entre Ríos” (31).
While he waits for his loyal clientele, the new narrator is approached by a curb crawler
named Francis. As the client solicits Chiche’s services, he explains that there will be an
additional person involved in the sexual activity. Beside him, a beautiful woman sits and
introduces herself. We learn that she is none other than Evita. Chiche, unhesitantly, begins to flirt
with her and goes on to caress her body in a dominant manner:
“Me llamo Evita, ¿y vos?” “Chiche”, le contesté. “Seguro que no sos un travesti,
preciosura. A ver, ¿Evita qué?”. “Eva Duarte”, me dijo “y por favor, no seas
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insolente o te bajás”. “¿Bajarme?, ¿bajárseme a mí?”, le susurré en la oreja
mientras me acariciaba el bulto. “Dejáme tocarte la conchita, a ver si es cierto”.
¡Hubieras visto cómo se excitaba cuando le metí el dedo bajo la trusa! (31)
As seen, Chiche’s demeanor is quite different from that of the first narrator, who had previously
expressed admiration and respect towards Eva Perón. Instead, Chiche is forceful and assertive
towards her. Evita, on another note, remains as feminine as before. Even her genitalia are
described as that of women, despite her transness.
In the following scene, we encounter another threesome; this time between Evita, Chiche,
and Francis. On this occasion, however, it is the narrator who penetrates the other two
participants. Once treated with amiability and warmth, Evita now encounters an individual who
is quite assertive. This is evident in Chiche’s sexual objectification of Evita: “Ella era una puta
ladina, la chupaba como los dioses. Con tres polvachos la dejé hecha… La mina era una mujer,
mujer” (32). Even though he is hired as a sex worker, due to his dominant nature, Chiche feels
confidence in refusing sexual services: “[Evita] me pidió que volviera, si precisaba algo. Le
contesté no, gracias. En la pieza había como un olor a muerta que no me gustó nada” (32). While
noting her disturbing undeadness, which had not bothered the first narrator, Chiche is arrogant
enough to reject Eva Perón. It is true that the first narrator had also been sexually suggestive and
sexually aroused yet, unlike Chiche, he was never overbearing or presumptuous. Chiche even
takes mannish pride in his own phallus: “el putito [Francis] quiso ver mientras me duchaba y ella
[Evita] se tiraba en la cama. También, con el pedazo que tengo, hacen cola para mirarlo nomás”
(31-32). Becoming the center of attention, due to his great member, he brags about the fact that
he slept with the emblematic First Lady: “Cuando me lo terminé de garchar me dijo [Francis],
con la boca chorreando leche: ‘Todos los machos del país te envidiarían, chiquito; te acabás de
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coger a Eva’” (32). Most importantly, Chiche did not just have sex with her, which the first
narrator had also done, he was able to penetrate her- and in doing so dominate her. Through the
phallus, as the transcendent symbol of patriarchal empowerment, Chiche denigrates the most
important among women.
As we move from one narrator to the next, the reader begins to perceive an interplay
between sex, sexuality, and gender. As the first narrator takes on feminine qualities, thus
becoming associated with women, he is penetrated. On the other hand, as the third narrator takes
on masculine qualities, thus retaining the status of men, he performs the penetration.
Accordingly, one’s perceived gender determines the sexual position taken during sex. In a
similar way, when thinking of men who sleep with men within the Latin American context, he
who is dominant (“activo”) is not considered homosexual. Instead, it is the man who is
penetrated (“pasivo”), the one who is ascribed such a label. As a result, both gender
(masculinity/feminity) and sexuality (heterosexual/homosexual) are determined within a
penetrator/penetrated paradigm. Within this system, there are preset expressions of gender and
sexuality which are strictly followed. One ought to wonder if Chiche would have remained a
masculine chongo, if he would have wanted to be penetrated. The same can be said about the
first narrator— would he have remained feminine if he would have taken the active role in
intercourse? There is no exploration of what a masculine passive role or a feminine active role in
intercourse would look like. Perhaps, this is an oversight explained by Perlongher’s view of
femininity as always subversive and masculinity as always conventional (as it was earlier
discussed). After all, the author is a product of the messages generated by his culture’s
arrangements of sexuality, gender, and sex. As such, he is unable to escape these systematic
arrangements to explore their unknown depths.
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It is important to keep in mind that not every act of submission is feminine nor is every
act of domination masculine. Our reader moves through a system of gender and sexuality in
which two extremes are found at their highest degree of intensity. Along with marginalized
discourses, the reader engages with hypermasculinity and hyperfemininity, becoming one with
both opposing articulations.17 The reader, therefore, moves fluidly from one end of the gender
spectrum to the other, taking on the discourse of both the feminine and the masculine,
experiencing through the narrators both the act of being penetrated and the act of penetrating. It
is this entity, which is allowed movement between the male and the female. It is the reader who
explores shifts in territorialization by engaging with the text. It is true that neither narrator is able
to transcend male and female constructs- they simply reside in one or the other. It is also true that
we are not directly presented with the “mil pequeños sexos moleculares” (68) that were promised
in Perlongher’s theoretical work. Nonetheless, through the reader, decoding and recoding of the
self seems feasible by engaging with the text and its polarities.
Lastly, it is worth mentioning the narrators’ movement through the city’s landscape. The
short story is set in criminalized and marginalized spaces, which are frequented by sex workers,
pimps, homeless persons, and drug dealers. Nonetheless, while excessive violence and sexual
activity is palpable, we encounter individuals who find a site of self-expression in the city. It is
within the dirty, dangerous, and destitute that the narrators are able to disengage from social
norms. While doing so, they develop intimate relationships and partake in the socioeconomic
order in subversive and alternative manners. By bringing the reader into this divergent space, the
text allows one to explore different realms of gender and sexuality. In addition, by entering sites
of drug consumption and sex work, the common reader disengages from their own experience,
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being guided by the narrators’ movement, becoming susceptible to change as a result. It should
be noted, that the narrators do not experience change in the same way that the reader may. Even
though they do engage in the movement of the city, they remain relatively flat (as opposed to
round) throughout the short story. The reader, however, is given the opportunity to explore and
interact with the city’s frenzy and enthusiasm, stepping away from the story with a new
understanding of the world around them and their own place within it. To conclude, it seems that
becoming part of the urban space, in itself, does not bring about immediate change. Rather, while
not every reader would be willing to do so, one ought to be open to its flows and variations―
becoming one with its unsteadiness, taking the risk of embracing change, while allowing desire
to take over.
Trans monstrosity
I would now like to turn our attention to the character of Evita. As seen, there is a notable
effort from the author to validate her womanhood. Without seeking qualities that would make
her masculine, the narrator instead takes note of her breasts “el flaco de la droga le metía la mano
por las tetas” (27) and views her genital area as that of a woman’s: “dejáme tocarte la conchita”
(31). He perceives her as equal to other females: “una flaca entre las tantas” (31) while affirming
her authenticity: “la mina era una mujer, mujer.” (32). All this being true, her undeadness is an
equally important feature of hers. As the reanimation of the First Lady, the character’s body is
like that of a corpse. While identified as being beautiful, her foul cadaveric smell scares the third
narrator away: “En la pieza había como un olor a muerta que no me gustó nada” (32). In
addition, we previously saw signs of Evita’s deterioration in her disheveled hair and skin spots.
Even though the author is interested in the supernatural state of the First Lady ―in order to
present her return (after death) to the Argentine masses― imposing her monstrosity on a trans
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body seems far from accidental. In a transphobic society, gender-nonconforming people are
commonly perceived as unnatural, monstrous, and damnable. By conferring the qualities of a
living corpse onto a trans body, Perlongher seems to play along with disparaging notions held
about the trans community.
Susan Stryker studies trans monstrosity in her Performing of Transgender Rage (1994).
As a trans woman in academia, she denounces colleagues who have viewed or portrayed trans
people as monstrous. In particular, some scholars have resorted to Mary Shelley’s Frankestein
(1818) when conceptualizing and defining the trans figure. Like a monster, trans people are seen
as individuals with unnatural bodies; products of medical intervention; people without an identity
of their own; entities that are less than human. In response, Stryker brilliantly reappropriates
monstrosity, taking pride in her atypicality:
I want to lay claim to the dark power of my monstrous identity without using it as
a weapon against others or being wounded by it myself. I will say this as bluntly
as I know how: I am a transsexual, and therefore I am a monster.” (240)
Aware of her deviant identity, Stryker views trans people as entities that denaturalize ideals
which society, counterintuitively and counterproductively, pursues and promotes. In doing so,
she condemns the standards of behavior that society imposes on itself and others.
With this in mind, we shall now return to the text. As mentioned above, while portraying
her as monstrous, Perlongher does validate the character’s womanhood. It would then seem
contradictory if the author’s use of monstrosity was being used to disprove trans experience and
gender nonconformity. I would argue instead that, in Evita vive, the character’s monstrosity is
used more so for the corruption of an emblematic national figure. Eva Perón was widely
regarded, among other things, as a friend of the working-class, a defender of women’s rights, an
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enemy of the oligarchy, a beauty and fashion icon, and a figure worthy of canonization. As
Perlongher turns such a distinguished person, into a monstrous version of herself, he ridicules
that which defines the state, since it is Eva Perón who stands in representation of the nation.
Thus, instead of humiliating trans people, he uses their place in society to question the
patriarchal order, bringing forward the unorganized and unpolitical as possible sites of change
and progress. In other words, Perlongher makes use of the way in which trans people are viewed
in society to ridicule the establishment. Instead of denigrating the trans figure, he uses its
marginality to adulterate and debase elitist institutions of power; presenting alternative forms of
politics and culture in the process.
This is not to say that Perlongher never swayed away from his supporting and validatory
stance towards trans people. As seen in Perlongher’s later work, with the rapid spread of AIDS
and the hardening of neoliberal policies, spaces of homosexual and transgender desire were no
longer seen as promising centers of micropolitical resistance.18 With time, Perlongher saw
transgender people as useful political entities only when in the process of becoming the opposite
sex. Once their bodies normalize, readily identified as having a particular gender, they were no
longer seen as politically transgressive― they simply reinforced and conformed to social
standards. Thus, trans people become only valuable when located in liminal spaces from which
to problematize gender. If ever they conform to the norm, they are no longer seen as functional―
their dynamism comes to an end. This would be particularly problematic for some trans people
since gaining political agency would require an always unfinished gender transition; a process
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that many long to complete, that shapes their sense of wholeness, and that may protect them from
violence.19
Seen as focused solely on becoming the opposite sex, Perlongher begins to see trans
people as simply artificial. While still provocative and scandalous, they no longer have
subversive potential. As an example, in Parque Lezama (1990), we begin to see in the author a
different attitude with regards to transness. When looking at Cabezas peinadas, we are presented
with three trans women who are getting ready to go to a party. As they do, the poetic voice
focuses on remnants of masculinity which are slowly being concealed. First, we take notice of
their flat chests as they are being remolded to emulate supple breasts: “Crepé y arroz/ y un
alcanfor/ discreto en la entretela/ Croupier que rueda bola de seda en los senos de imitación.”
(39) Then, the women become obsessed over their makeup, willing to steal from one another to
accomplish ideal beauty: “¡Ay que se me descorre el rouge!/ ¡Pero pásame el kohol!/ ¡No se lo
digas a Herminia/ que le he aguachentado el rimmel!” (39). Lastly, their hairstyles are mocked as
excessive, unnatural, and bizarre: “Habilidad de erguir pirámides/ o complicados mamotretos/
cuyo fleje es el bleque o el spray/ rubicundo que orea/ Duro, duro/ ¿Es un tejido?/ ¿Es una
campanilla?/ ¿O es el pelo peinado con gomina/ tanta que esconde la raya?” (40). In this manner,
the women are seen as imitating and hiding their true selves— “que no se note la mata bruta.”
(40). Indeed, throughout the poem the trans woman is seen as pentimento, simulacro, símil,
mímica. As such, they are not just artificial cabezas tan peinadas, but lifeless cabezas tan vacías.
Where once Perlongher validated their personhood, trans women now appear to be empty
receptacles that adhere onto themselves hyperfeminine qualities in order to disguise their true

It is worth noting that neither surgery nor hormones determine a person’s gender identity. For those
who do choose to transition, the reasons are often personal and unique. In addition, while one may
pursue some aspects of transition, one may also choose to reject others.
19
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masculine form. By complying to gender norms, Perlongher no longer sees trans embodiment as
a transgressive site of micropolitical resistance. Now, it is not that Perlongher was not aware of
the ways in which trans people may manipulate the body. However, instead of putting into
question gender norms, trans people are now seen as acting in accordance with conventions and
standards. To be fair, Perlongher shifts his perspective on all LGBT+ groups who, after the
decriminalization of homosexuality and eventual recognition by the state, yield to its traditions
and norms (not only trans communities). All in all, his representation of trans people seems to
fluctuate, walking a fine line between dehumanization and validation.
Genderbashing: Queer Violence & Murder
Thus far, we have observed the ways in which desire impels the individual into deterritorialization and self-development. There have been instances in which, through nomadic
movement and interaction with others, the individual shows possibility for discernment and
transformation. At the same time, we have perceived certain hesitancy in those who hold on
firmly to traditional forms of being, shutting away from that which is different. More interested
in defining an identity of their own, they limit their own level of experimentation and creativity,
rejecting all that may disturb their sense of order and simplicity. As if afraid to lose oneself in the
process of de-territorialization, some individuals hold on to what is safe and ordinary.
Moving forward, I will focus on a different type of danger; one that is more material and
palpable. Along with the employment of desire, we encounter violent forces which seek to
regulate it. In Perlongher’s work, we specifically come across the police force— a violent
instrument used to enforce the laws and regulations set forth by the established sociopolitical
order. Failing to notice the presence of the police in the author’s work would be difficult. In his
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short stories and poems, we discover sergeants, lieutenants, and deputies who terrorize the
marginalized people which inspire Perlongher’s work.20
While drugs, prostitution, and poverty bring about their own troubles, nothing compares
to the brutality and ferocity of the police, who are out to destroy communities who are deemed
unpleasant or abnormal. These officers of the law tackle irregularities and deviations through
vilification, beatings, arrests, and murders. Their aggression is viewed as a regulation of
desire― that which gives rise to the unfamiliar, the unpredictable, the uncontrolled, and the
undisciplined. By not conforming to accepted patterns of behavior, those who act on their
desires, are seen as subversive. As such, they ought to be controlled, either through punishment
or destruction.
The police state
During the author’s time in Buenos Aires, through police edicts and proceedings, the
urban space was heavily managed and controlled. As the police force determined and applied its
own forms of law, it gained unprecedented power over all city dwellers; especially those
belonging to lower classes and marginalized communities. Under the need to control indecent
acts, the police particularly attacked gay and transgender people. In Evita vive, we are able to
witness the violence exerted by the police onto the citizenry.
With regard to the second section of the short story, we are presented with a drugaddicted narrator who shares blunts and needles with Evita. Interestingly, she is described as a
thirty-eight-year-old woman. Considering the fact that Eva Perón died at thirty-three years of
age, we are presented once more with a postmortem version of the First Lady. Both the narrator
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and Evita are accompanied by their lovers. As the group sits on the ground, the couples share
affectionate embraces, freely displaying their sexual desire for one another. At first, under the
influence of illicit drugs, the group does not realize that at the entrance of the apartment police
officers stand watching over their unlawful and lustful acts.
As they make their entrance, the officers immediately use physical force on the group:
“Los azules entraron muy decididos, el comi adelante y los agentes atrás, el flaco que andaba con
un bolsón lleno de pot le dijo: ‘Un momento, sargento’ pero el cana le dio un empujón brutal”
(27). When the group attempts to defend themselves, the cops pull out their guns. With their
lives under threat, the group responds with a weapon of their own― their sexual desire. After
arguing with the police, it is Evita who begins her salacious attack on the officers: “le rasgó la
camisa al cana a la altura del hombro y le descubrió una verruga roja gorda como una frutilla y
se la empezó a chupar, el taquero se revolvía como una puta” (28). The particular individual who
she sucks onto is none other than the police commissioner. As a senior ranking member of the
force, it is embarrassing for him to be assaulted by a drug-addicted travesti. It is even more
humiliating, still, to have liked it. Through her attack, Evita makes a puta out of the
commissioner. He is feminized, sexualized, and pauperized― he is made out to be that which he
and his colleagues reject and punish.
As Evita works to corrupt the image of the police force, the narrator uses his sexual
desire to shock and intimidate the officers: “aproveché para chuparle la pija a Jaime delante de
los canas que no sabían qué hacer, ni dónde meterse” (28). This time, what is used to frighten the
police is the narrator’s homosexuality― an act which had been widely punished throughout
Argentina.21 Sick of the abuse towards LGBT+ people and seeking validation for homosexual
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rights, Perlongher took part of various left-wing opposition groups established in the 60’s and
70’s. In the same spirit, the story’s characters parade their deviant behavior in defiance of the
collective violence directed at sexual and gender minorities. Attempting to bring about
fundamental social change, the author looks at institutions of power ―which resort to violence
when faced with opposition― using Evita vive to ridicule (and disorient) them. As expected,
when removing the lawbreakers, the officers begin to beat them: “los canas se las tomaron,
largaron a los dos pendejos que encima se hacían muy los chetos, y ella [Evita] se fue caminando
muy tranquila con el flaco [su amante]” (28-29). Even as she and her partner are being arrested
and harassed, Evita remains calm. She seems pleased and satisfied with her rebellious act and
anarchist stance― standing for change by any means, no matter the repercussions.
Like earlier in the short story, we are reminded once more that we are dealing with a
personification of the First Lady. As such, she claims her place as a political emblem who is
worthy of respect: “Pero pedazo de animal, ¿cómo vas a llevar presa a Evita?” (28). Speaking in
the third person, she signals her own power and status. At the same time, through this act of
dissociation, we are reminded that Perlongher speaks, not of Eva Duarte per se. He is more so
interested in the First Lady as an emblem― that which she represented for the nation. Thus, what
we have before us is not a parody of a single person, but of the political institution she
represented.
Moving on, when speaking to the police, Evita attempts to appeal to the officers,
reminding them of her goodwill: “Que oigan, que oigan todos ―dijo la yegua―, ahora me
querés meter en cana cuando hace 22 años, sí, o 23, yo misma te llevé la bicicleta a tu casa para
el pibe, y vos eras un pobre conscripto de la cana, pelotudo” (28). First, by being called a yegua,
we realize that she is being seen through the eyes of the opposition. Indeed, the term ―which
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denotes a vulgar woman― was commonly used against Eva Perón. It is no surprise that her
political inclination made her an enemy of many men who looked down upon her public image.
After all, as a woman, she was expected to be unversed in politics and bound to domestic duties.
The term, interestingly enough, was used against others who made immoral or improper use of
their femininity; such as effeminate men, trans women, sex workers, erotic dancers, etc. Rejected
by the oligarchy, while appealing to the marginalized, Evita became a beloved figure among the
lower classes. To some, she became the yegua of all yeguas. Her interest in gaining the support
of the masses became apparent in her charity work. As stated in the above quote, she gifted
hundreds of bicycles, along with clothing and food to those who were most in need. In doing so,
Evita brings to mind significant political acts on which her good reputation was built. Lastly,
through her impassioned plea, she reminds her readers of her memorable political speeches,
through which she enthusiastically drew crowds while disseminating political ideals. All in all,
while having a transgender version of Eva Perón, we are presented with a heroic image of the
First Lady. Through her arrest, the police reject the values for which she stood― considering her
benevolence and kindness towards the poor as inappropriate and contemptible.
Her connection to the masses becomes clear when others around her stand up in her
defense: “La gente de las otras piezas empezó a asomarse para verla, y una vieja salió gritando:
‘Evita, Evita vino desde el cielo’” (28). In return, as she is being arrested, Evita gives assurance
of her return and eternal support:
“Grasitas, grasitas míos, Evita lo vigila todo, Evita va a volver por este barrio y
por todos los barrios para que no les hagan nada a sus descamisados”. Chau loco,
hasta los viejos lloraban, algunos se le querían acercar, pero ella les decía: “Ahora
debo irme, debo volver al cielo.” (29)
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Thus, Eva Perón stands as a sign of hope for the masses. It is in her that they see an opportunity
for change. It is through her that they are cherished and recognized as part of the nation.
Consequently, she stays very much alive in the hearts of the people— even after death. Evita’s
place in el cielo, point to her generosity and kindness. By being placed beside God, we are
reminded of the people’s desire to canonize Eva Perón. She, undoubtedly, was seen as a
blessing— a beacon of hope, of compassion, of progress. By harming her and apprehending her,
the police deny the masses of their rightful leader while repressing their desires and demands.
However, in this case, our hero is a trans leader who stands for the right to sexual freedom and
gender expression. Is this what Prolonger’s queer nation insists on protecting and advancing.
The alternative state
While rejected and assaulted by institutions of power, we find individuals who defend
themselves by fully pursuing their desires. In Por qué seremos tan hermosas,22 we find a poetic
voice who ponders in amazement over her own paradoxical experience, which seems
simultaneously sad and amusing. She seems to be a woman who freely explores her femininity
and sexual desires. Like others around her, she takes pride in her inappropriateness. She is bold,
she is fierce, she is silly, she is passionate, she is boisterous- she is the girl from down the block
(not to be confused with the girl next door). She is the woman of the lower classes who struts her
stuff with ostentatious confidence: “estaremos en esa densa fronda/ agitando la intimidad de las
malezas/ como una blandura escandalosa cuyos vellos/ se agitan muellemente/ al ritmo de una
música tropical, brasilera” (42). She could be the maid, the hairdresser, the waitress, the sex
worker. As a matter of fact, by using the plural tense, she recognizes her experience as shared
among others like her. She, in effect, represents them all.

22

Text found in Austria-Hungría.
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However, while they enjoy who they are, they also understand that with their liveliness
and confidence comes danger― it stands around the corner waiting for them to appear in order to
regulate their trashy appearance and vulgar demeanor: “abriremos la puerta de calle/ al monstruo
que mora en las esquina,/ o sea el cielo como una explosión de vaselina/ como un chisporroteo,/
como un tiro clavado en la nalguicie” (42). In an overwhelmingly masculinist world, one in
which police have control of every street, they are at constant risk of being stopped, frisked, and
arrested: “seremos tan sentadoras, tan bonitas/ los llamaremos por sus nombres/ cuando todos
nos sienten/ (o sea, cuando nadie nos escucha)” (42). They may be considered overly feminine,
overly sexual, overly gaudy, overly flirty― too excessively themselves. They need to be
contained, controlled, and punished. Still like “masoquistas” (43), they continue to be “tan
arriesgadas, tan audaces” (43) always “salpicando, chorreando la felonía de la vida/ tan
nauseabunda, tan errática” (43).
These women demand sovereignty over their own bodies. They disavow tradition and
coherence to pursue their own understanding of the self, always aware of the dangers that lie
ahead. Willing to risk their lives, we find individuals who stick together (quite literally as shown
in the poem), to resist state violence. They are interdependent, they are collaborative― they
generate unexpected solidarities and energize struggles against criminalization and assassination.
The police, on the other hand, exert violence over the abject― they are afraid not just of the
presence of the dissident body, but what this body represents and provokes. It is a body that,
despite urban surveillance and militarized police force, demands to be itself.
I will now return to his essays, as the author attempts to trace the roots of police (and
state) violence.23 In El sexo de las locas,24 the author perceives the underlying presence of
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Among other well-studied essays. See Matan a una marica and Nena llévate un saquito.
Text found in Prosa plebeya.
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homosexuality in the same patriarchal and masculinist institutions that persecute it. He senses,
within relationships among (straight) men, an unspoken sexual tension that is acted upon in a
concealed manner:
Un fantasma corroe nuestras instituciones: la homosexualidad. Habría que
retrotraerse al Freud de la Psicología de las Masas (1920) para hablar de la
naturaleza homosexual del vínculo libidinal que enlaza a las instituciones
masculinas como el Ejército y la Iglesia. Esa homosexualidad es "sublimada",
pero el mismo Freud sugiere que el amor homosexual es el que mejor se adapta a
esos "lazos colectivos" masculinos. (29-30)
While these flows of desire are detectable, they are also highly forbidden. Once internally
recognized, institutions of power distance themselves from homosexual desire by externally
destroying it. In other words, it is the masses who receive punishment for the desires which
embarrass the conservative ruling classes. Perlongher warns against the thought of
homosexuality as only residing within the abject. Instead, by being practiced among the most
traditional of men, homosexuality then becomes worthy of being regulated and criminalized.
After all, it is they who are highly prone to feeling guilt for enjoying it, and it is they who have
the power to attack it and criticize it. Thus, for those who reject homosexuality, it is not about
supporting established customs and beliefs, it is more about being frightened of one’s true
desires. Lastly, Perlongher also warns against the idea of homosexuality as only a recent
phenomenon. Instead, he insists that we look to our history to identify its remnants in the most
sacred and official of places. In doing so, he dismantles the idea of homosexuality as something
profane and unscrupulous. Rather, it is a desire that lives within us all, yet through regulation and
punishment it has become despised.
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With this in mind, by identifying the way in which homosexuality has been renounced
and targeted, Perlongher recognizes that along with rejection comes a trace of muted yearning.
This interconnection between violence and desire is palpable in the urban setting. Along with the
detention, imprisonment, and murder of queer people, the author detects repressed desires among
those in power. He then asks for people’s acceptance of their own libidinal impulses:
¿Qué pasa con la homosexualidad, con la sexualidad en general, en la Argentina,
para que actos tan inocuos como el roce de una lengua en un glande, en un
esfínter, sea capaz de suscitar tanta movilización -concretamente, la erección de
todo un aparato policial, social, familiar, destinado a "perseguir la
homosexualidad"? (31)
He even recognizes this attitude in the same individuals who seem to dismiss sexual and gender
norms: “Recuerdo lo que me dijo una vez un muchachito ‘activo’ (vulgo chongo): ‘No me doy
vuelta porque tengo miedo que después me guste’” (31). Similarly, he rejects current
understanding of sexuality: “cabe cuestionar también la pretensión de clasificar a los sujetos
según con quién se acuestan” (30); seeing these as limiting notions that control desire through
classification and disaggregation. Additionally, he refuses to see heterosexuality as always
“conyugalizada y monogámica” (30) while homosexuality is considered “revolucionaria…
reaccionaria” (30). To him, these are ridiculous simplifications that delimit our identities.
Instead, he encourages, as the title suggests, el sexo de las locas: “la alternativa que se nos
presenta es hacer soltar todas las sexualidades… o erigir un modelo normalizador que vuelva a
operar nuevas exclusiones” (33). While these ideas are now fundamental in queer and trans
theory, Perlongher showed early on a deep understanding of the questions which have defined
our field.
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In addition, he finds in the urban city, a place in which individuals are able to learn from
one another, to become stronger and better. Despite police violence, we find people who
embrace each other and themselves. While involved in the realities of the city (its prostitution, its
drugs, its homelessness), they generate forms of living and survival, resisting imprisonment and
death. It is here, in the city, where Perlongher finds inclusion and affirmation, despite its everpresent dangers.
Conclusion
While Perlongher presents changing attitudes towards trans people, and LGBT+ groups
in general, he finds in queer experience a salient and meaningful expression of political
opposition and dissident citizenship. As trans people deride and criticize the norm, Perlongher
recognizes their embedded place within a historical and local reality. By transgendering Eva
Perón, Perlongher brings attention to the creative democratic praxis witnessed in the streets of
Buenos Aires.25 Similarly, through his poems and essays, Perlongher exposes mechanisms of
discrimination, biopower, and neoliberal governmentality. At the same time, he underscores the
strategies being used in the cityscape to fight exclusion and invisibility. Among these, we find
solidarity among the marginalized, authenticity despite sociopolitical hatred, and condemnation
of state violence and punishment as fundamental for achieving social justice and political
change. In addition, Perlongher explores gender nonconformity in order to denounce genderism,
transphobia, and gender bashing. Moreover, by exploring its never-ending complexities, gender
allows the author to question identity formation, nation-building, citizenship, agency, and
culture. Overall, through various artistic practices and political alternatives, Perlongher contests
prevailing arrangements of power, authority, and identity. In doing so, well before our current

Considering the author’s relationship to São Paulo, his view of the urban space was equally impacted
by the Brazilian metropolis. See Perlongher’s “O negócio do michê: prostituição viril em São Paulo”.
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recognition of trans culture and practices, Perlongher presents trans people as leaders seeking to
improve their local communities and to leave a lasting impact on society, culture, and politics.
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CHAPTER 4
QUEER POLITICS AND AFFECT IN LEMEBEL
Introduction
This chapter looks at the ways in which Pedro Lemebel’s work creates a space for the
articulation of trans epistemologies. In order to explore the author’s imagining of trans
experience and identity in Chile and Latin America, this chapter will study Tengo miedo torero
(2001) and several chronicles from throughout the author’s oeuvre. Lemebel, acutely aware of
the ways in which queerness is negotiated within a neoliberal setting, criticizes middle-class
assimilation, homonormative family formation, normativization of gender and transmisogyny,
and superficial multiculturalism. Instead, the author seeks anti-racist solidarity and productive
diversity, trans-inclusive queerness and intersectional feminism, and participatory
decentralization and community activism. Essential to the author’s work, from the perspective of
the loca, Western-oriented notions of gay identity are criticized. As a racialized, classed, and
gendered outcast, Lemebel personally experiences the mechanisms of exclusion which are
masked by the state-sanctioned same-sex marriage laws and promoted by the homo-normative,
gender-conforming, middle-class, gay and lesbian communities. Uninterested in bourgeois
LGBT+ movements, Lemebel adheres to queer politics and promotes nonnormative bodily
practices, while rejecting domestic cultures and the commercialization of queer life. While doing
so, the author finds opportunities for social and personal transformation by reimagining affective
relationships, embracing gender nonconformity, and encouraging anti-violence movements.
Queer Neobarrocho
While Lemebel is not often thought of as belonging to the Neobaroque tradition, notable
scholars have recognized in the author’s writing Severo Sarduy’s reimagination of hierarchical
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order, decentralization of power, and productive use of contradictions. More commonly, one
recognizes the author’s undeniable admiration of Néstor Perlongher, whose Neobarroso style
offers Lemebel the possibility to explore nonconformist marginalization, systemic violence, and
deterritorialization. Since the Neobarrocho is not a topic that has been fully explored as of yet, I
will rely heavily on, not only the voices of critics, but that of Lemebel’s.26
First, Soledad Bianchi, coins the term Neobarrocho after observing in Pedro Lemebel a
tendency towards the baroque: “Concibo el estilo de Pedro Lemebel como ‘neo-barrocho’, por
un barroco que llegando a Chile pierde el fulgor isleño y la majestuosidad del estuario
trasandino, al empaparse y ensuciarse en las aguas mugrientas del río Mapocho” (324). The term
combines the terms Neobarroco and Mapocho, to propose a baroque style that is unique to Chile.
She even goes on to recognize the Neobarrocho in other literary artists, such as, José Donoso
(1925), Carmen Berenguer (1946), Diamela Eltit (1949), Raúl Zurita (1950), Diego Maquieira
(1951), Tomás Harris (1956), Gonzalo Muñoz (1956), Javier Bello (1972), and Yosa Vidal
(1981); she then goes into the visual and performance arts, mentioning artists who ought to be
recognized as part of this tradition. Thus, starting with Donoso, a tradition is born; one in which
Lemebel stands as a notable figure:
Yo, sin temerle ni a los saltos temporales ni de espacios ni de géneros literarios,
imagino que las crónicas de Pedro Lemebel podrían considerárseles… barrocas,
por su percepción de numerosas pérdidas, desengaños, desencantos,
desesperanzas y decadencias, apuntadas con tono triste, con dejos melancólicos,
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The selected excerpts come from Lemebel oral: veinte años de entrevistas (1994-2014), edited by
Gonzalo Leon and published by Editorial Mansalva in 2018. For the most part, the excerpts come from
different interviews.
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encontrándose y complementándose, sin anularse, con la ironía, la parodia, el
humor, el exceso, provocadores de sonrisas y hasta de risas. (325)
The author’s writing, then, in response to adversity and affliction makes use of playfulness and
humor. Unsurprisingly, there is an innate interest in queer life and experience when defining the
Neobarrocho:
Lemebel hace una opción por “el taco alto” que le hace observar y elaborar las
realidades que le interesan desde perspectivas diferentes, menos fijas, más
oscilantes y mutables, sin rigideces, opuestas a los prejuicios con que él es
percibido por quebrantarlos. (331)
Lemebel’s approach is lively, expressive, and emotive; which allows the author to move lightly,
rapidly, or erratically across space; jumping from one perspective to the next; acquiring a broad
view of possibilities within a single gesture. This is perhaps, what Pedro Lemebel refers to as
zigzagging, moving in alternate directions, touching on different points, without settling on one:
En vez de asumir una frontalidad con el poder, ya sea literario o político, más bien
he intentado el zigzagueo, un entrar de perfil y salir también de perfil, que no se
sepa como uno entra y que no se sepa como sales. Es una escritura que entre
comillas podríamos llamar escritura marginal, para evitar ser consumida y
absorbida. (Lemebel, “Lemebel oral” 36)
Thus, Lemebel’s writing is in constant motion, keeping readers and systems of power from
grasping it and defining it, making use of its marginality to freely explore dissimilar spaces.
Thus, while Sarduy uses the ellipse to conceptualize his writing, and Perlongher uses the rhizome
to explain his, Perlongher sees in the zigzag a unique approach to writing that does not only
de/center (ellipse) or de/territorialize (rhizome), but dis/occupy (zigzag) spaces, selves, and
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knowledges. This movement of occupation and disoccupation allows one to connect to dissimilar
entities, finding similarities and appreciating differences, while offering opportunities for social,
political, and cultural change:
Lo que me interesa es poner en escena una construcción social diferenciada de los
órganos de poder. Esa construcción cultural zigzagueada, que yo llamo “loca”,
porque se emparenta con la mujer y con otros perseguidos, otros segregados, la
veo como un potenciar otro sueño del mundo: posible, diverso, múltiple.
(Lemebel, “Lemebel oral” 89)
Thus, the zigzagging movement of his writing is inspired by the loca. She, as shown in Tengo
miedo torero, creates affective relationships with a variety of social outcasts and political victims
in order to define innovative approaches to politics, without adhering to the political work of one
particular group or another.
Carlos Monsiváis is another critic who observes the baroque in Lemebel’s writing. At the
same time, like Bianchi, he recognizes the author’s work as different from his Neobaroque
predecessors. Unlike Sarduy and Perlongher, Lemebel is less conceptually abstract and verbally
entangled: “En Lemebel, la intencionalidad barroca es menos drástica, menos enamorada de sus
propios laberintos, igualmente vitriólica y compleja, igualmente abominadora del vacío, pero
menos centrada en el deslumbramiento del vocabulario que es la forma exhaustivo” (Monsiváis,
“Pedro Lemebel: el amargo, relamido y brillante frenesí” 12). In addition, like his literary
brethren, his writing is bold, risqué, emotive and marginal (i.e. queer). Nonetheless, Lemebel’s
dis/occupation or zigzagging is interested in moving through spaces to which he had been denied
access:
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En cada uno de sus textos, Lemebel se arriesga en el filo de la navaja entre el
exceso gratuito y la cursilería y la genuina prosa poética y el exceso necesario.
Sale indemne porque su oído literario de primer orden, y porque su barroquismo,
como en otro orden de cosas el de Perlongher, se desprende orgánicamente del
punto de vista otro, de la sensibilidad que atestigua las realidades sobre las que no
le habían permitido opiniones ni juicios. (Monsiváis, “Pedro Lemebel: el amargo,
relamido y brillante frenesí” 13-14)
Lastly, it is important to look further into Lemebel’s motivations for his own writing. As
has been noted by many critics, the author is influenced and inspired by Perlongher’s work.27
Specifically, Pedro Lemebel is mainly interested in his poetic work, finding an expression of
emotion and political possibility in the Neobarroso author:
Antes de entrar en la crónica tuve mucha relación con la poesía, con los poetas.
Uno de los detonantes afectivos, emotivos más importantes para mí fue Néstor
Perlongher. Con él encontré complejidades políticas, un lenguaje completo y
complejo pero rico de fisuras. Creo que tuve un enamoramiento con él. Yo tuve
con él primero un enganche como poeta más que con su trabajo crítico. (Lemebel,
“Lemebel oral” 77)
Thus, less interested in his theoretical work, Lemebel admires his poetics― its physicality
(exclamations, groans, farts), its deconstruction (of gender and sexuality), its familiarity (the
streets, the slang), etc. Lemebel goes as far as recognizing his own work as Neobarroso: “Más
que barroco, como dice Soledad Bianchi, mi escritura es barrosa” (Lemebel, “Lemebel oral”

On the relationships between Perlongher’s and Lemebel’s approach to the baroque, see Jorge Cid’s
“Vasos comunicantes del neobarroco: sobre las escenas y sentidos compartidos entre las obras de
Néstor Perlongher y Pedro Lemebel” (2017).
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112). In addition, without discarding the Neobaroque altogether, he recognizes its influence:
“Creo que el lenguaje en que está escrita [mi novela] aporta algunos tics barrocos a la geografía
maricucha y literaria del continente” (Lemebel, “Lemebel oral” 102). Thus, while recognizing
the Neobaroque and the Neobarroso as influential, Lemebel also identifies the maricucha
(effeminate) aspect of his writing. The loca is fundamental to his writing, it is this figure which
mainly offers Lemebel inspiration:
Cuando yo hablo de la ‘loca’, algunas personas piensan que hablo de una mujer,
porque loca es peyorativo cuando se trata de alguna mujer. Pero un hombre loco
es un genio. Yo rescato de ahí el ‘loca’ para la homosexualidad como forma
brillante de percibir y de percibirse, de rearmar constantemente su imaginario de
acuerdo a estrategias de sobrevivencia. La loca está continuamente zigzagueando
en su devenir político, está pensando siempre como subsistir, como pasar, a lo
mejor sin que se le note, o que se le note mucho. Y esa es una forma de pensar
deambulante, no es la forma fija, solida, del macho. La loca es hipótesis, una
pregunta sobre sí mismo (Lemebel, “Lemebel oral” 33).
In Lemebel’s neobarrocho writing, la loca allows one to explore possibilities about the self and
the other and to discover alternative forms of being. For sexual and gender minorities, the loca
offers opportunities for survival, moving between differing forms of self-expression, finding
different ways to exist and coexist in a world of variation and discordance.
Vulnerability and Emotions
Lemebel does not condemn structural violence by adhering blindly to liberal and
identarian modes of political organization. Instead, we find in his work an interest in creating
open and collaborative relationships through which intersections among the repressed and
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vulnerable can be found. In Bodily Vulnerability, Coalitions, and Street Politics (2014), Judith
Butler recognizes that a common cause ought to be shared for disparate groups to come together
in social protest, public demonstration and political mobilization: when looking at networks of
solidarity we must consider “what demand is being shared, or what felt sense of injustice and
unlivability, what intimation of the possibility of change heightens the collective sense of things”
(Butler 106). In Lemebel’s case, what brings dissimilar people together is the legacy of the
dictatorship― its patriarchal, normative and repressive discourse and governance. Once regimes
of power become unbearable, collaborative relationships develop around a common cause:
“there has to be an opposition to existing and expanding inequalities, to ever-increasing
conditions of precarity for many populations both locally and globally, and forms of
authoritarian and securitarian control that seek to suppress democratic processes” (Butler 106).
While the street may offer a space in which political organization can thrive, networks of
surveillance and punishment drive out unconventional and vulnerable others. As the privileged
enter the public space effortlessly, others are given restricted access or are relegated to the
margins. As a result, wanting to partake in collective organization and creative change, the
vulnerable often find themselves demanding the right to enter and move through the urban space:
Mobility is itself a right of the body, but it is also a precondition for the exercise
of other rights, including the right of assembly itself. Many people are mobilizing
around walking… Sometimes to walk, to walk alone at night if you are a woman
or trans, or sometimes to gather, even though police violence may be waiting, are
perilous acts… Such rights should be common and unremarkable, and sometimes
they are. But sometimes to walk the street, to exercise that small freedom, poses a
challenge to a certain regime, a minor performative disruption enacted by a kind
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of motion that is at once a movement in that double sense, bodily and political.
(Butler 108)
For Lemebel, being able to move through the cityscape is of utmost importance. By entering
differing spaces, trans bodies develop and strengthen their political voice, finding support and
congeniality among dissimilar groups. By accessing the cityscape, their unconventional bodies,
find ways to be acknowledged and appreciated. Nonetheless, in order to enter the street and
partake in collective organization and creative change, trans bodies are often forced to take great
risks. In Lemebel, rejected and scorned by society, we find trans bodies willing to put their lives
in jeopardy in order to be find a place in the public sphere.
Among other acts of courage, in order to enter a collaborative and reciprocal relationship,
Butler recognizes the need to be vulnerable and open to the other. The disadvantaged and the
marginalized learn to protect themselves from the dangers of violence, exclusion and
discrimination by rejecting their vulnerable selves: “Vulnerability may be a function of
openness, that is, of being open to a world that is not fully known or predictable” (Butler 114).
Placing trust in the other, requires one to be seen and heard― acts which often lead to rejection
and death: when the vulnerable protest “they are mobilizing precarity, and even sometimes quite
deliberately mobilizing the public exposure of the body, even when it means being exposed to
force or detention or possibly death” (Butler 115-16) Even still, aware of the dangers of
vulnerability, Butler sees potential in opening up to the other, encouraging us to be “open to a
history, registering an impression, or having something impressed upon one's understanding”
(Butler 114). While dangerous, Butler recognizes a myriad of possibilities for connecting with
the other, which may ease such an arduous and risky act: Butler asks as to make use of “our
tactile, motile, haptic, visual, olfactory, or auditory capacities [which] comport us beyond
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ourselves” (Butler 115). In order to give way to the other, one can use a variety of sensorial tools
which move us emotionally and physically into social and political action. In Lemebel, we find
in sound a way through which one is able to connect with others despite our many differences.
More specifically, through music one is allowed to be vulnerable, finding creative ways to
develop collaborative relationships without the need to risk one’s lives. Lastly, Butler recognizes
that exposing oneself to the dangers of society is in itself a mobilizing strategy. As such, one
does not need to turn to strength-force-violence to reach one’s goals― one does not need to fight
fire with fire. Similarly, in Lemebel, we find an interest in discovering methods that are different
than one's attacker. The courage associated with being vulnerable is itself the impetus of
resistance, which works best when mobilized as a collaborative, connected, and emphatic group:
“It is not that vulnerability is converted into resistance at which point strength triumphs over
vulnerability. Strength is not quite the opposite of vulnerability, and this becomes clear, I would
suggest, when vulnerability is itself mobilized, not as an individual strategy, but in concert.”
(Butler 116)
In Lemebel, when allowing oneself to be vulnerable, one allows emotions to take over.
These, help establish relationships and connections, becoming indispensable when creating
community and engaging in exchange of ideas. For instance, in the author’s work, we find
people who create networks of solidarity by identifying one’s emotions with those of others,
despite being different people and having different experiences. Sarah Ahmed, in The Cultural
Politics of Emotion (2014), recognizes pain as a way of connecting with the other:
The impossibility of feeling the pain of others does not mean that the pain is
simply theirs, or that their pain has nothing to do with me. I want to suggest here,
cautiously, and tentatively, that an ethics of responding to pain involves being
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open to being affected by that which one cannot know or feel. Such an ethics is, in
this sense, bound up with the sociality or the ‘contingent attachment’ of pain
itself. Much of the thinking on pain, however, contrasts the ungraspability of the
other’s pain with the graspability of my own pain. (Ahmed 30)
To be open, is to be vulnerable to the other, allowing ourselves to feel their pain, and allowing
them to feel ours. In addition, it is important to note that in the author’s work, while we mainly
find trans people interacting with vulnerable groups who suffer unique yet relatable pain, we also
find those who find the courage to speak to the perpetrators of their own pain. Ahmed suggests
that one recognizes one’s own persistence and resilience in the assailants. They become a
reminder of one’s own resistance and survival:
To those who were responsible for your pain, you can express only a certain kind
of attachment. This does not replace your grief, nor does it resolve it. You don’t
forget the hurt. But they do not become the other against which you define
yourself. They become part of the body you now inhabit – the different body, the
different community made up of bodies that are with other bodies, and with them
in a certain way. Even though this body confirms the loss of ‘what would have
been’, it is a body which speaks to your survival. (Ahmed 38)
In addition, there is the emotion of love, which we find constantly in Lemebel’s work. On
one hand, there are times in which our love for others have a significant impact in our ideological
inclinations and political actions. On the other hand, there are other times in which the love that
we have for our own beliefs and ideals overrule those of our lover’s. This, according to Ahmed,
seems more rational and practical― in doing so we stay true to ourselves:
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If love does not shape our political visions, it does not mean we should not love
the visions we have. In fact, we must love the visions we have, if there is any
point to having them. We must be invested in them, whilst open to ways in which
they fail to be translated into objects that can secure our ground in the world. We
need to be invested in the images of a different kind of world and act upon those
investments in how we love our loves, and how we live our lives, at the same time
as we give ourselves up and over to the possibility that we might get it wrong, or
that the world that we are in might change its shape. (Ahmed 141)
Moreover, in Lemebel, these political visions are oftentimes influenced by feminist thought. In
doing so, the author recognizes the freedoms of trans women as associated to the freedoms of all
women. In Lemebel’s vision, women ought to fight for other women, regardless of their
background. In doing so, as the author joins a feminist tradition, he hopes to spearhead it towards
a new direction. One in which inclusion and solidarity are fundamental. Lemebel is hopeful for a
future in which trans women will be thought of as part of the feminist tradition. His vision,
which he loves and is inspired by, lives on hope and expectations, since it is not yet a tangible
reality:
To have hope in feminism is to recognize that feminist visions of the future have
not been realised in the present. The hope of feminism can stay alive, as that
which moves and allows movement, not by letting the objects of feminist critique
go, but by turning towards those very objects, as signs of the persistence of that
which we are against in the present. As such, placing hope in feminism is not
simply about the future; it is also about recognising the persistence of the past in
the present. (Ahmed 187-88)
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A shared vision of the future develops among those who share experiences of love and of pain.
Once they come together, allowing themselves to be vulnerable in order to become emotionally
connected, they experience a sense of pleasure in the release of the self onto the other. Ahmed
sees this pleasure as queer, since it brings together bodies that have been kept separate by
repressive systems of power. The ability to connect with the other, however, does not disregard
the inescapable patriarchy. Instead, as we see in Lemebel, we find ways to reconfigure existing
norms in order to establish new ways of interacting with each other and learning from one
another. We are inspired by an imagined future, while working within the limits of the existing
order:
Queer pleasures are not just about the coming together of bodies in sexual
intimacy. Queer bodies ‘gather’ in spaces, through the pleasure of opening up to
other bodies. These queer gatherings involve forms of activism; ways of claiming
back the street… The hope of queer politics is that bringing us closer to others,
from whom we have been barred, might also bring us to different ways of living
with others. Such possibilities are not about being free from norms or being
outside the circuits of exchange within global capitalism. It is the
nontranscendence of queer that allows queer to do its work. (Ahmed 165)
Sound & Motion: Affective Experience and Politics
While published in 2001, Tengo miedo torero began its journey in the late 1980’s, in
which the novel is set. As Lemebel explains: “este libro surge de veinte páginas escritas a fines
de los 80, y que permanecieron por años traspapeladas entre abanicos, medias de encaje y
cosméticos que mancharon de rouge la caligrafía romancera de sus letras” (7). As such, it is a
story that originates in the thick of the Chilean military regime, wherein human rights abuses
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were exempt from punishment under the Amnesty law of 1978, dictatorial rule was protected
under the Constitution of 1980, and neoliberal policies further divided the nation under the vail
of the so-called “Chilean Miracle”. At the same time, it is a story that retells the ‘assassination
attempt against Pinochet by the left-wing Frente Patriótico Manuel Rodríguez- FMPR during the
año decisivo— signaling the end of the dictatorship. Along with the spirit of popular protest, the
story is written from a queer perspective. As a self-identified neobarroso author, Lemebel’s
writing is manchada or tainted by the lewdness of marginalized communities and the lower
classes. Still, like the beauty of caligrafía or calligraphy, it is recognized for its undeniable
artistic and creative prowess: as Roberto Bolaño put it, “Lemebel es uno de los mejores
escritores de Chile y el mejor poeta de mi generación, aunque no escriba poesía.” Lastly, in
romancera fashion, his work explores heroic action, amorous conflicts, sociohistorical events
and, most importantly, it does so in the santiaguino vernacular.28
Tengo miedo torero stars a trans woman who goes by la Loca del Frente. Reminiscent of
Manuel Puig’s El beso de la mujer araña (1976), she falls in love with a young revolutionary,
member of the Frente Patriótico Manuel Rodríguez, who stimulates and uncovers her political
inclinations while his sexual desires and utopian longings unravel as he becomes more intimate
with his emotions. Before him, la Loca del Frente is carried away by the thought of falling in
love and making love. Yearning companionship and emotional satisfaction, she listened to the
slow romantic boleros of olden days, hoping to capture through sound and lyric feelings of
affection and intimacy. The music, as she sings and moves to its rhythms, travels through the
open windows of her home and into the streets of her town. Through the sound of the music and
the movement of her body, her neighbors get a sense of who she is: “Solamente le falta el novio,

28

In addition, its musicality is sensed in the lyrical inclusion of popular songs.
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cuchicheaban las viejas en la vereda del frente, siguiendo sus movimientos de picaflor en la
ventana. Pero es simpático, decían, escuchando sus liricas pasadas de moda” (10). While lovecrazed, she is a woman of independent means whose only “shortcoming” is being single. In fact,
she is the sole tenant of a three-story home and makes a living as a sewing professional. Most
importantly, she accomplishes economic stability as a trans woman living under military rule.
Appreciated by her neighbors, her presence is felt across town through the sound of her oldfashioned music:
Esos temas de ayer que despertaban a toda la cuadra. Esa música alharaca que en
la mañana sacaba de la cama a los maridos trasnochados, a los hijos vagos que se
enroscaban en las sabanas, a los estudiantes flojos que no querían ir a clase. (10)
Her music, as a social expression of emotion, arouses those around her. In doing so, it leaves an
impression on her neighbors. It shapes their minds― creating an image of an untroubled and
affectionate trans person. Instead of being deviant and promiscuous, she is competent, caring,
loving and lovable. For this reason,
La Loca del Frente, en muy poco tiempo, formó parte de la zoología social de ese
medio pelo santiaguino que se rascaba las pulgas entre la cesantía y el cuarto de
azúcar que pedían fiado en el almacén. Un boliche de barrio, epicentro de los
cotorreos y comentarios sobre la situación política del país. El saldo de la última
protesta, las declaraciones de la oposición, las amenazas del Dictador. (11)
It is important to keep in mind that it is among the poor and working classes where La Loca del
Frente finds a home. These are the same people who, disenfranchised and persecuted, speak
against violent government repression and terror― and insist on Chilean democracy, justice, and
equality. Aware of the mechanisms of power and domination employed by the military
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dictatorship, networks of solidarity and mobilization develop among victims, regardless of
gender, sexual and racial differences. Thus, instead of punishing La Loca del Frente for her
gender identification, she is judged by the qualities that arise from her, the general impression
that we receive from her― which is perceived not through vision (her physical appearance and
gender presentation) but through sound (the musicality and emotionality associated with her). In
doing so, she and those around her develop intimate social relations and communal kinships
despite their differences.
For la Loca del Frente, music does not only serve as an extension of her. Through music
she is able to imagine a future in which she, as a trans person, could be loved. While seemingly
antiquated, the thought of developing affective relationships is especially significant for trans
people. As a group which often experiences family rejection and is further stigmatized by
society, to imagine and find love is both a survival strategy and a subversive action. For la Loca
del Frente, it was her father who first rejected her:
Del colegio lo mandaron llamar varias veces para que me viera un psicólogo, pero
él se negaba. La profesora decía que un médico podía enronquecerme la voz, que
solo un médico podía afirmar esa caminada sobre huevos, esos pasitos fífí que
hacían reír a los niños y le desordenaban la clase. Pero él contestaba que eran
puras huevadas, que solamente el Servicio Militar iba a corregirme. Por eso al
cumplir dieciocho años me fue a inscribir, y habló con un sargento amigo para
que me dejaran en el regimiento. (16)
Along with her father, la Loca del Frente is betrayed by the school, medical, and military
systems which see her only as socially unacceptable. Before being interned and further
traumatized, she runs away from home, seeking a way out of structurally violent social
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institutions and into alternative communities that provide affection and emotional ties while
creating systems of solidarity and kinship.
She is able to find these among the repressed, impoverished, and marginalized citizens of
Santiago: “La Lupe, la Fabiola, y la Rana, sus únicas hermanas… las únicas que tenía, y les
aguantaba sus chistes y conchazos porque en esa relación de primas comadrejas, los años habían
engendrado cariño” (71-72). Among them, la Rana takes on a motherly role by advising la Loca
del Frente and her sisters, enforcing rules and modeling good behavior, teaching life skills with
which to face the challenges of life, offering them shelter and food: “cuando ella era una
callejera la única que le había dado alojamiento y un plato de comida era la Rana… que la acogió
como una madre, aconsejándola que no se dejara morir… la encaraba la Rana, obligándola a
bañarse, prestándole ropa limpia” (72-73). After picking her up from the streets, saving her from
homelessness and the dangers of prostitution and drug abuse, she taught la Loca del Frente how
to embroider. In doing so, she helped her build the skills needed to support her life: “la Rana le
dio trabajo… la vieja Rana le había dado las armas para ganarse la vida bordando servilletas,
manteles y sabanas… Y la vida le fue cambiando al recibir partidas de trabajos caros para tiendas
pitucas y familias aristócratas” (73). Her success became clear once she was able to buy a place
of her own; flying the nest and becoming an independent woman. Under la Rana’s roof, la Loca
del Frente is provided with a healthy environment in which to connect with others who share
similar experiences. Within this trans-friendly space, la Loca del Frente is offered friendship,
education, and economic stability. In essence, she receives from la Rana and her sisters the type
of support that the government and her biological family were expected yet refused to give her.
Above all, for the first time in her life, she experiences affection, care, and respect.
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It is of no surprise that her connection to music and awareness of its ability to evoke
powerful emotional responses is also learned from her chosen family. Throughout the novel, the
protagonist recalls special moments with her sisters, periodically visits them and, when in need,
seeks help from them. In order to celebrate her lover’s birthday, she finds it important to have a
record player that is apt for a party. Without one of her own, she borrows one from la Rana, who
considers it a priced procession of, not only monetary value, but personal value:
Iba a necesitar para el cumpleaños de Carlos, un tocadiscos, como el que tiene la
Rana guardado debajo del catre para que no se lo roben los rotos. No creo que la
Ranita se cague por prestármelo. Ella sabe que soy delicada, sabe que se lo voy a
cuidar porque conozco su significado… A mí me gustaba este disco que cantaba
mi mamá cuando yo era chica, decía la Ranita, enchufando el aparato. (80)
Through music, la Rana is able to access specific memories, associations, and history. She
remembers her mother’s singing body and voice. Her presence is felt as the sound travels
through the room. At the same time, in mise en abyme form, we witness daughters who learn
from their mothers, and mothers who educate their daughters through song and dance:
Mira, escucha. Entonces la Rana entornaba sus ojos capotudos y se dejaba
envolver por el chasquido rezongón de la aguja tintineando en el aire los violines
y la comparsa angélica de esa evocación. Algo en la Loca del Frente se fragilizaba
en su alma… sobrecogida de emoción viendo a la Rana flotar en el alarde
maridiuca de esa voz, musitando en silencio la letra… Como anhelaba de nuevo
compartir con su amiga Rana esos lejanos días. (80)
Like her mother before her, la Rana welcomes her daughter to look (mira) and listen (escucha):
the lesson to be learned is not dictated― it is performed. Through sound and movement la Loca
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del Frente obtains knowledge, acquires skills, and develops habits: she learns to grasp aesthetic
qualities of sound and draw pleasure from them, she learns to enter liberating states of mind and
spirit, she learns to recall and materialize her trans ancestors, she learns to make the past
momentarily present, she observes trans beauty and develops self-appreciation. In doing so,
while becoming part of an adoptive family of women, she inherits an alternative epistemological
tradition: without relying on discursive thought and verbal communication, these women present
unconventional practices for observing and understanding themselves and the world, which
allow them to act upon their affective impulses, embody their gender identity, and develop a
sense of belonging.
In addition, as a coping strategy, music contributes to a positive life perspective in the
face of difficulties. By connecting to sound and engaging in movement la Loca del Frente builds
the necessary resilience to better encounter the difficulties of obtaining, creating, and
maintaining a home:
En sus mañanas de ventanas abiertas, cupleteaba el «Tengo miedo torero, tengo
miedo que en la tarde tu risa flote». Todo el barrio sabía que el nuevo vecino era
así, una novia de la cuadra demasiado encantada con esa ruinosa construcción…
Tantos años cerrada, tan llena de ratones, ánimas y murciélagos que la loca
desalojó implacable, plumero en mano, escoba en mano rajando las telarañas con
su energía marica falsete entonando a Lucho Gatica, tosiendo el «Béseme mucho»
en las nubes de polvo y cachureos que arrumbaba en la cuneta. (10)
Despite the poor condition of housing for those below the poverty line, la Loca del Frente makes
the best of it. While listening and moving to music, she pushes through the grime and decay
around her, without falling into disillusionment or despair. Music, as was shown by her mother,
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energizes life and renders it more beautiful. Moreover, in addition to helping la Loca del Frente
focus on the vitality and significance of life, music allows her to silence momentarily the everpresent broadcasting of sociopolitical news. Wanting to escape the chaos and calamities brought
on by the military dictatorship, after hearing snippets of distressing news and cries of help from
the Chilean people, she quickly turns to music:
Le daba susto escuchar esa radio que daba puras malas noticias. Esa radio que se
oía en todas partes con sus canciones de protesta y ese tararán de emergencia que
tenía a todo el mundo con el alma en un hilo. Ella prefería sintonizar los
programas del recuerdo (11).
Thus, listening and moving to music, for la Loca de Frente, serves as a strategy of resilience and
survival: through difficult times, music serves as companion that keeps her from feeling
hopeless― her desire to be loved is kept alive by the sound of music; isolated― her community
becomes aware of her presence though music; rejected― her ties to family are formed and
maintained through music; unappreciated― her sense of beauty and self are inspired by music.
In addition to helping her persevere through communal, familial and personal traumas, music
provides emotional relief in the face of financial, social, and political hardship. It takes great
effort and unconventional methods for trans women, who are often rejected by most social
institutions, to find a form of expression, a sense of belonging, and a way to make life bearable.
In the case of la Loca del Frente, it is through music that she finds ways to be vulnerable, be
acknowledged, and be loved despite the harsh realities of poverty and repression faced by gender
minorities in a masculinist and dictatorial society.
While I have focused on the significance of sound, I will now turn my attention to
movement. Thus far, we have witnessed the relationship between movement and sound: her
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neighbors observe the protagonist’s body as she moves to the sound of music, which reaffirms
her presence and offers insight into her personality. Similarly, she is motivated by her mother’s
performing body, which expresses a connection to sound and traces a relationship to an adoptive
family. In addition, we have observed how sound moves through space, constructing flows of
affective exchange which bring dissimilar people together. Now, I will look at the protagonist’s
movement through the city of Santiago, which reveals her social awareness and political
inclinations. While it is true that la Loca del Frente tunes out the news on her radio, by doing so,
she is not necessarily disregarding her civic duties (of keeping informed, for instance) or
showing disinterest in democratic pursuits. Instead, she is protecting herself, if only in passing,
from the mendacity and suffering being experienced throughout the nation under the
dictatorship.
While rare, there are instances in which la Loca del Frente exercises her political voice.
In order to deliver an embroidered tablecloth for one of her aristocratic clients, she takes a bus
northward, to the homes of the privileged and wealthy, where the main beneficiaries of the
dictatorship reside. On her way there, as she looks out of the bus window, her gaze focuses on
the young men who, under Pinochet’s regime, face growing unemployment: “acodado en el
vidrio del vehículo, vio pasar calles, esquinas donde los hombres jóvenes estiraban las piernas
desmadejados por el esquivo sol sin trabajo ni futuro” (55). While la Loca del Frente reflects on
their misfortune, a fellow bus patron turns to her and, without hesitating, begins to make
offensive remarks about the young men:
¿Qué le parece? Estos son los jóvenes de ahora, le murmuró una vieja de moño
sentada a su lado. Mire estos zánganos… Lo único que saben es andar tirando
piedras y prendiendo barricadas… Mire usted qué bonito, sus padres trabajan para
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que estudien y ellos haciendo desordenes y huelgas… No tienen ningún respeto,
dónde vamos a parar. (55)
La Loca del Frente, disturbed by the woman’s remarks, hesitantly responds: “Estarán
descontentos con algo, se atrevió a decir casi arremangando las palabras” (55). Still, the woman
continues her rant, challenging la Loca del Frente’s views: “¿No me va a decir que está de
acuerdo con ellos?” (55). Surely enough, la Loca del Frente becomes increasingly uncomfortable
and enraged: “acomodándose en el asiento se sintió molesto por el comentario de ese charqui
ahorcado en collares, esa vieja moño de cuete que siguió alharaqueando como si hablara sola”
(55). Finally, fed up, la Loca del Frente decides to speak out and bravely defend her country’s
youth:
Entonces no aguantó más y las palabras le salieron a borbotones; mire, señora, yo
creo que alguien tiene que decir algo en este país, las cosas que están pasando, y
no todo está tan bien como dice el gobierno. Además fíjese en todas partes hay
militares como si estuviéramos en guerra, ya no se puede dormir con tanto balazo.
(55-56)
As a trans woman, she has been silenced, excluded to the margins of society, expected to abstain
from political and social discourse. Nonetheless, perhaps because of her own experiences with
discrimination, la Loca del Frente feels inspired to intervene and advocate for a new generation
of political victims: “Mirando a todos lados, la Loca del Frente se asustó al decir eso, porque en
realidad nunca se había metido en política, pero el alegato le salió del alma” (56). Under the
restrains of dictatorship, self-censorship soon becomes instinctive and highly prevalent. The fear
of being detained and tortured for addressing controversial issues, especially in a public setting,
was common and particularly pertinent to Chile’s working-class and minority groups.
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That being said, the desire to speak up against the evils of Pinochet’s regime had
gradually intensified. Doing so, had begun to be encouraged and celebrated. In la Loca del
Frente’s case, the other bus patrons applaud her bravery and are inspired to confront the woman
whose comments had equally upset them: “Varios estudiantes que venían escuchando le
aplaudieron al tiempo que pifiaban a la mujer de los collares, quien refunfuñado se bajó de la
micro mientras lanzaba un rosario de amenazas” (56). While la Loca del Frente is taken aback by
her own impulsive and candid words, her daring and defiant nature is of no surprise― she is
someone who, despite having faced estrangement and destitution, finds a family, a vocation, a
home and a community, all the while being a trans woman who openly embraces her femininity
and identity under military rule. As such, due to her resilient and rebellious character, her
newfound interest in advocating for sociopolitical change seems fitting. What ignites her latent
revolutionary spirit, after all, is her lover’s presence― as a college-student-turned-guerrillamember, her love for him serves as a catalyst, which helps her tap into her strength and courage
to act against the dictatorship:
Uno tiene que defender lo que cree justo, se dijo, sorprendiéndose un poco de
pensar así. Quizás con un poquito de temor al decidirse a hablar de esos temas,
más bien de defenderlos en público. Y con un relajamiento de felino orgullo,
entornó los ojos pensando en Carlos, y lo vio sonreír alabando la proeza de su
gesto. (56)
Thus, it is both her identity as a trans women (de felino orgullo) and her lover’s affection (lo vio
sonreír), which spark an interest in her to get involved. In addition, it is her movement through
the city, with its many contrasts and inequities, which force her to react. In return for her
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bravery, she is applauded by her fellow citizens. Recognized for her political and civic
engagement, she is affirmed as part of their struggle.
Her sociopolitical awareness continues as she reaches her destination. In the affluent
barrio norte she encounters grand homes, pristine streets and fine greenery. The beauty and
safety of the community are ensured by the heavy presence of military police and servants. Her
client is none other than the wife of Enrique Ortúzar, the main author of the aforementioned
Constitution of 1980 who served both as president of the Comisión de Estudios de la Nueva
Constitución29 and as a member of the Consejo de Estado de Chile.30 After gaining permission
from a military officer to enter the home, la Loca del Frente begins to imagine the embroidered
tablecloth being used by Enrique Ortúzar and his colleagues, as they rejoice over their abuse and
violations of people’s rights:
Lo podía ver, podía sentir las risas de esos hombres con uniformes…
palmoteándose las espaldas con los salud por la patria, los salud por la guerra, los
salud por el 11 de septiembre porque habían matado a tanto marxista. A tantos
jóvenes como su inocente Carlos que entonces debe haber sido un niño cuando
ocurrió el golpe militar. (60)
Once again, due to her affection for her lover, she becomes all the more concerned for those
who, like him, are the target of persecution and censorship. While she was once able to quiet her
thoughts in order to endure the political violence around her, it is because of love that she now
finds herself compelled to speak up against the dictatorship and its leaders, even if doing so puts
her life at risk. Unable to distance herself from the cruelty of the regime, as the radio often helps
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Which came to be known as the Comisión Ortúzar due to his leadership in the project.
Both committees were established to draft and enact the Constitution of 1980, which remained in effect
after the dictatorship. The civil protests that began in October 2019 set forth a national plebiscite,
scheduled to be held in April 2020, in which voters will agree or disagree on instituting a new constitution.
30
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her do, her mind begins to picture the vicious bloodshed of the Chilean people. On the tablecloth,
which she added birds and angels as decorative accents, she begins to visualize a martial scene―
a spectacle of gore and slaughter:
En su cabeza de loca enamorada el chocar de las copas se transformó en estruendo
de vidrios rotos y licor sangrando que corría por las bocamangas de los alegres
generales. El vino rojo salpicaba el mantel, el vino lacre rezumaba en manchas de
coágulos donde se ahogaban sus pajaritos, donde inútilmente aleteaban sus
querubines como insectos de hilo encharcados en ese espeso festín. (60)
In her vision, the embroidered birds and angels personify the Chilean people who, having
witnessed and experienced forced disappearances and extrajudicial killings, find themselves
emotionally overwhelmed (se ahogaban). While some attempt to escape the chaos, they are
overpowered by political corruption and military violence (inútilmente aleteaban). As they
suffer, generals and bureaucrats reward themselves, celebrating their abuse and brutality:
Muy de lejos trompeteaba un himno marcial las galas de música que, altanero, se
oía acompasado por las carcajadas de los generales babeantes mordiendo la carne
jugosa, mascando fieros el costillar graso, sanguinolento, que goteaba sus dientes
y entinaba sus bigotes… Estaban ebrios, eufóricos, no solo de alcohol, más bien
de orgullo. (60)
Their repressive government, along with their violent military power, combine to form a sight of
murder and terror. Enjoying the taste of blood, they are seen as monsters who desecrate the
nation, responsible for its destruction and suffering. The degeneracy attributed to the lower
classes and minority groups, which is used to justify their abuse of them, is turned onto the
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generals and bureaucrats.31 More specifically, the disgust aimed at trans women for their
apparent caricaturization of femininity is reappropriated, presenting Ortúzar and his partners in
crime as demented and frightening clowns who use their teeth to rip through their victims’
bodies:
En su ordinaria flatulencia de soltarse el cinturón para engullir las sobras. Para
hartarse de ellos mismos en el chupeteo de huesos descarnados y vísceras frescas,
maquillando sus labios como payasos macabros. Ese jugo de cadáver pintaba sus
bocas, coloreaba sus risas mariconas con el rouge de la sangre que se limpiaban
en la carpeta. (60-61)
As rouge becomes blood and elation becomes depravity, Lemebel redirects trans monstrosity32 to
reveal the immorality and criminality of the generals and bureaucrats, while simultaneously
validating transwomanhood.
La Loca del Frente, terrified of her client and her guests, leaves the Ortúzar residence,
taking the tablecloth with her. While initially concerned about losing her client, she recalls her
lover’s words: “Todos los seres humanos somos iguales y merecemos respeto” (62). Once again,
her willingness to act is followed by thoughts of her lover, whose presence in her life motivates
her to speak out. By doing so, she finds value in advocating for herself and others: “apretando el
paquete del mantel bajo el brazo, sintió nuevamente y por segunda vez en ese día una oleada de
dignidad que la hacía levantar la cabeza, y mirarlo todo al mismo nivel de sus murciélagos ojos”
(62). While she had often been emotionally disturbed by the horrors of the dictatorship, her
lover’s presence inspires her to express, in words, her political inclinations. Thus, while her
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A similar reappropriation of trans monstrosity is discussed in Chapter 3.
See Susan Stricker’s My Words to Victor Frankenstein Above the Village of Chamounix: Performing
Transgender Rage, which has been discussed elsewhere in this text.
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movement through the city had exposed her to social injustice, and the sound of music had
helped her deal with violence and terror, it is by accessing words that she becomes active in
sociopolitical discourse. By quoting her lover, or speaking like he would, she begins to articulate
her own politics― expressing how her country ought to be governed.
It is important to remember that, before meeting her lover, she was subversive in her own
right. Through affective experiences, la Loca del Frente developed a home, established a family,
and integrated into a community, despite having been rejected by institutions of power for being
a trans woman. While she had not publicly expressed her objection to the dictatorship, she had
developed strategies to combat state ideologies and regulations. Her oppositional stance, while
not verbally communicated, is recognized in her own aversion from violence, her strong sense of
community, and her appreciation of others who, like her, are often looked down upon. Moreover,
she shows the ability to resist authoritative power structures within intimate and peripheral
spaces. In doing so, she does not only survive through the dictatorship, she actively objects to its
values, while reconfiguring social norms in order to achieve happiness and success. Even though
her intention is not to topple the government, she does effect social and cultural change,
presenting viable alternatives that are more equitable and inclusive than those of the dictatorial
regime. Through her lover’s influence, she enters the politico-discursive realm, which is often
reserved for those who, like him, are educated, middle-classed and cultured.
It should be noted that la Loca del Frente’s interest in political discourse is brought about
by her own volition. Her lover, in spite of their ensuing love, does not reveal his radical
inclinations or affiliation to the Frente Patriótico Manuel Rodríguez. He even lies to her, using
her house for clandestine meetings and as a sub-armory, while telling her that his friends are
simply studying and storing books at her home. Sensing his dishonesty, she feels both deceived
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by her lover and excluded from the group of student revolutionaries. Nevertheless, wanting to be
part of his life, and aware of how she is viewed by the group, she feigns ignorance:
Carlos no podía mentirle, no podía haberla engañado con esos ojos tan dulces. Y
si lo había hecho mejor no saber, mejor hacerse la lesa, la más tonta de las locas,
la más bruta, que solo sabía bordar y cantar canciones viejas” (21).
Unlike them, she does not actively engage in political conversation, nor does she create
relationships based on political pursuits. Their opinion of her, as with other people, is shaped by
their educational privilege and mindset, which relies on speech, reading, writing, calculation and
academic thought:
Carlos sacaba fotos, tomaba medidas, y hacia raros planos… Ella no entendía
mucho, no sabía de esas cosas universitarias. Y prefería no preguntar para no
meter la pata. Prefería hacerse la cucha, ya que él la creía tonta contestándole
siempre: Después te explico” (31).
Conversely, in order to create, maintain and strengthen her connection with the world, la Loca
del Frente accesses her emotions. In doing so, she develops intimate social relations, while
opposing dominant cultural practices and forms of power. Her distinct form of micropolitical
resistance, which makes use of emotion instead of intellect, presents alternative sociopolitical
possibilities. Her affective approach encourages community building, nonhierarchical systems of
governance, social multiplicity and inclusion, among other shifts from patriarchal sociopolitical
organization, dynamics, and structures. Thus, while her interest in political discourse is a result
of her lover’s presence, her use of it stems from a conscious decision to enter yet another space
from which she has been rejected in order to impart her own influence and vision onto it.
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While her lover’s presence (and her love for him) create a sense of urgency which
inspires her to stand up for others and herself, it is not him who provides her with the knowledge
and insight needed to become politically involved. Instead, for la Loca del Frente, it is emotional
relationships and affective impulses which ignite thoughts and actions. As such, while she
prefers to listen to music on the radio, when she gets a glimpse of the news, she is captivated by
testimonials of resistance and trauma. Receptive to emotional expression and experience, she
learns from the pain and suffering of the family members of the desaparecidos, in particular the
women who speak against state terror:
Todas las penurias de esa pobre gente a la que le habían matado a un familiar. En
todo ese tiempo, ese tema había logrado conmoverla, mientras escuchaba los
testimonios radiales… Partían el alma los sollozos de esas señoras escarbando
piedras, estilando mojadas por el guanaco, preguntado por ellos, golpeando
puertas de metal que no se abrían, revolcadas por el chorro de agua frente al
Ministerio de Justicia, sujetándose de los postes, con las medias rotas, todas
chasconas, agarrándose el pecho para que esa agua negra no les arrebatara la foto
prendida a su corazón. (27)
La Loca del Frente is moved by the sound of women who valiantly denounce institutionalized
torture and murder, undeterred by political retaliation and public humiliation. The love that they
have for their sons, brothers, husbands and fathers pushes them to come together, organize, and
speak out. As such, by prioritizing feelings of affection, la Loca del Frente takes on a political
stance as she defends the life of her lover (and others like him). Even as he keeps his affairs to
himself, refusing to speak to her about his guerrilla affiliation and activity, she is adamant about
keeping him from harm’s away, even willing to put her own life at risk when needed. Without
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actual knowledge or confirmation of the facts, she begins to suspect that her lover is more
radically involved than he leads on. Even as she pleads for clarification, he speaks only of his
political beliefs and his vision of an ideal nation, leading her to assume only the worst about his
welfare.
In addition to emotional expression and affective experience, la Loca del Frente learns a
series of activist possibilities from the women and their testimonies. After having daily visits and
communication with her lover, he suddenly goes away for three days. Worried about his
whereabouts, la Loca del Frente turns on the radio to find out more about attacks on the
resistance and, once again, is touched by the group of women standing up for the desaparecidos:
De tanto escuchar transmisiones sobre ese tema había logrado sensibilizarse,
emocionarse hasta vidriar sus ojos, escuchando los testimonios de esas señoras a
quienes les habían arrebatado al marido, a un hijo, o algún familiar en la noche
espesa de la dictadura. (emphasis mine 113)
By listening to their cries, she develops an emotional connection with the women33. Despite their
differences, la Loca del Frente sees her fears reflected in their voice. To be more specific, the
author refers to the Agrupación de Familiares de Detenidos y Desaparecidos- AFDD, which
denounce state terror through passive resistance:
Con acciones como el encadenamiento en lugares públicos y la huelga de hambre
(en lugares como parroquias y organismos internacionales) la AFDD logrará
cierta visibilidad en la escena pública (nacional e internacional)… Estas acciones
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I do not mean all women. Tengo miedo torero presents women who are loyal and closely linked to the
dictatorship, such as the wives of Ortúzar and Pinochet, and women who are out to destroy the
dictatorship by force and violence, such as Laura, Carlos’s official girlfriend. Here, I am specifically talking
about the women who mobilized and took to the streets in order to find their disappeared sons, fathers
and brothers, inspiring other groups to rise and speak out against Pinochet and his violent government.
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colectivas en situación de alto riesgo para la seguridad y hasta para la vida de
quienes se movilizaban era, sin embargo, indispensable para dar a conocer la
causa de la Agrupación. (Díaz and Gutiérrez Ruiz 197)
Moved by the families of the desaparecidos, she learns about their acts of resistance. Through
nonviolent strategies, the families express their emotional grievances, exposing state terror and
violence while questioning the dictatorship’s legitimacy. In addition to chaining themselves and
going on hunger strikes, the women also appeal to the emotions of the public by presenting signs
with photographs of their loved ones: “la Agrupación populariza las pancarta con las fotos en
blanco y negro de los desaparecidos, sus nombres y la pregunta transformada en consigna que la
hará conocida internacionalmente: «¿Dónde están?»” (Díaz and Gutiérrez Ruiz 197) Among
feminist groups, other strategies were used. For instance, within the Movimiento ProEmancipación de las Mujeres de Chile- MEMCH
Feminists appropriated the ideology that women and mothers enjoy a sacred
position in society. They did this to imply that men who physically and
psychologically violated that status of women were by extension disrupting their
own sense of masculinity. (Shayne 99)
In addition, “The members of the Mujeres por la Vida did not surrender their longtime
allegiances to their (political) parties, but they did emphasize their points of unity as opposed to
disjuncture” (Shayne 101). In doing so, “Mujeres wanted to project an image of women as
nonpartisan (and therefore apolitical)” (Shayne 101). Moreover, other organizations, like the
Comité de Defensa de los Derechos de la Mujer- CODEM, Movimiento de Mujeres PobladorasMOMUPO, and Mujeres de Chile
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Emerged as grassroots organizations that worked to unite and coordinate the activities of
smaller neighborhood groups… The focus on neighborhood organizations was more
politically significant than might be assumed. Because the dictatorship forced political
parties underground, political activities moved from the national/formal sphere to the
very local, community level. (Shayne 97-98)
Thus, along with her own practices of resistance, la Loca del Frente witnesses decentralization of
power, political disidentification, reappropriation of patriarchal discourse, affective protest and
collective vulnerability as viable alternatives to insurgent rebellion, guerrilla warfare, and rebel
violence― to which her lover subscribes.
Having been exposed to oppositional politics and civil disobedience, la Loca del Frente
feels equipped at handling political and military oppression, albeit in her own way. After
listening to the radio, she is emotionally overwhelmed by the thought of her lover’s
disappearance, especially as a member of the Frente Patriótico Manuel Rodríguez. Wishing to be
beside him, protecting him from danger, she recalls a time when she kept him from harm’s way.
Speaking to him during one of his visits, as he seems frantic and fatigued, seeing the opportunity
to help him, she volunteers her assistance: “¿Lo harías por mí? La loca soltó una honda
exclamación: Supieras de lo que soy capaz. Bueno, entonces escúchame con atención” (116).
While hesitant at first, her lover asks her to deliver a package to the city center, giving her details
about the location and recipient. Moving once more through the santiaguino landscape, as she
takes a seat on the bus, she realizes that the items being delivered are metallic: “Al sentarse y
poner la bolsa en su falda, un frío metálico cargó sus rodillas” (117). In order to calm her nerves,
she imagines that they are hand tools instead of weapons and ammunitions: “Deben ser
herramientas, alicates, martillos, tuercas, vaya uno a saber” (117). As she reaches her
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destination, the bus suddenly comes to a stop. The street fills with people being dispersed by tear
gas. Immediately she responds by asking her fellow bus patrons to close the windows and doors
in order to avoid the contact with the toxic lachrymator: “Cierren las ventanas, cierren las
puertas, gritó la loca, tosiendo hasta las tripas con ese ardor asfixiante” (117). In the middle of
the tumultuous scene, as the people around her panic, she helps a woman who has lost her shoe:
“Una mujer en la desesperación perdió un zapato, y la Local del Frente le ayudó a buscarlo
carraspeando bajo los asientos” (117). Then, as la Loca del Frente gets off the bus, she realizes
that she has left behind the package, forcing her to run after the bus which has resumed its route.
Hoping back in, desperately looking for the bag, a student helps her find it: “Buscando
desesperada la bolsa que dejo en el asiento. Pero ya no estaba, había desaparecido en la
confusión. ¿Busca esto?, le pregunto un estudiante apuntando con el dedo la bolsa que había
rodado bajo los asientos” (117). It is worth noting that her political awakening has come about
from her affective interactions and connections with both student revolutionaries and women
activists. Now, caught in the middle of conflict and violence, she helps and receives help from
those who have inspired her to rise and speak up.
Determined to help her lover, despite being a risky undertaking, she keeps her promise to
him, making sure to deliver the package, no matter what. As she walks through Paseo Ahumada,
approaching the designated meeting spot, she is suddenly surrounded by demonstrators which,
from all directions, begin to take over the streets: “PINOCHET-CNI-ASESINOS DEL PAÍS,
corrían desaforados, cayendo, parándose, tirando abanicos de panfletos que nevaban el
desconcierto de la loca, estática en medio de la trifulca” (118). Then, the protesters scream out,
warning everyone about the approaching line of armed police: “La máquina de escudos, cascos,
bototos arrasando todo con el rastrillo de los lumazos. Bajo el tamboreo de los palos en las
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espaladas, en los cráneos, caían mujeres, viejos, estudiantes y niños pisoteados por el suelo”
(118). As the officers approach her, terrified by their aggression and cruelty, she remains still.
Showing extraordinary courage, however, she unexpectedly begins to walk towards them: “¿Y
por qué me van a hacer algo a mí? Ni cagando pienso correr. Tendrán que respetar a una señora
mayor, a una dama decente” (118). Now, face to face, the officer in front of her raises his baton.
La Loca del Frente, fed up, remains defiant and undeterred:
¿Me deja pasar?, le dijo al primer uniforme que tuvo enfrente. Y el paco
sorprendido ante el descaro de esta pajarraca real, titubeo al empuñar la luma, al
alzar la luma para quebrar esa porcelana altanera. Con tanto desorden una ni
siquiera puede hacer las compras del supermercado tranquila. ¿Me da permiso?, le
insistió al paco que se quedo con la luma en alto hirviendo con las ganas de
aporrear esa coliflora pinturita. (119)
In a scene of heroism, a lone trans woman holds her ground, regardless of possible death.
Without flinching, as the officer’s baton remains in the air, she speaks to him casually. Once
apprehensive about listening to the news, la Loca del Frente now directly confronts the country’s
perpetrators fearlessly.
Her approach, while unconventional and unplanned, has a favorable outcome. Instead of
being attacked by the officers, “en un pestañazo la loca había roto el acorazado muro” (119). To
the surprise of the reader, she is allowed to move through the police line and on to her
destination. Confronted with violence, she now engages in resistance practices that are
experimental and nonviolent, that are creative and nonhierarchical, that are associated with
disparate social movements and activist ideologies. Recognizing the importance of affinities,
especially to feminist politics, la Loca del Frente builds from experiential overlaps and
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resonances an approach of her own, which also considers her own specific oppressions and
forms of resistance. Throughout her interaction with the police, la Loca del Frente makes use of
her femininity to combat their presence. She comes across as an older woman, dignified and
sophisticated, domestic and civil, brave and imposing. In doing so, she challenges the
masculinist values of the officers, being perceived as traditionally apolitical and without
significant social involvement. In addition, she interacts with them, treating them, not like
military police, but like everyday people. By detaching them and herself from their current
context, she reconfigures their relationships to each other, no longer seeing themselves as
counter-revolutionary or revolutionary. In order to briefly dehierarchize and dismantle this
dichotomy, she deliberately takes personal risks by exposing herself to police violence. By
making use of her vulnerability, she appeals to the officers, increasing the chances to walk away
unharmed. Similarly, as she has done so in the past, by feigning ignorance and disinterest, la
Loca del Frente is able to convince the officers that she is harmless. Aware that trans women are
not often seen as a serious risk to the military regime, she convinces them that she is not worth
their time or attention. After all, in their eyes, she is nothing but a pajarraca real, porcelana
altanera, coliflora pinturita. In reality, however, she is on a covert mission, delivering weapons
that will be used against the very regime that they stand to protect. By lettering her go, she
successfully fulfills her assignment, helping the Frente Patriótico Manuel Rodríguez in the
process.
By fulfilling her delivery, la Loca del Frente, as her name implies, becomes involved
with the Frente Patriótico Manuel Rodríguez, which formed to perform armed attacks against
members of the regime. While short-lived, she assists with political‐military organization,
offering her home as a temporary post for the rebels and bravely carrying a mission for them.
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From their insurgent determination and audacious demeanor, la Loca del Frente acquires
unforeseen courage. Owing their success to violence, the aggressive and hostile strategies of the
Frente Patriótico Manuel Rodríguez do not fully convince her. After all, she is the unguarded,
happy-go-lucky, love-crazed loca who is appreciated and recognized by her neighbors. As a
demonym, she is la Loca del Frente, the girl from across the street, the girl next door. Taking on
an additional connotation, she is the friendly, kind and helpful woman who invites her trans
girlfriends for tea, visits her trans mother on the weekend, and talks to her cis neighbors on her
way to deliver her embroidered work to a client. When subscribing to a movement which
promises social and political change, la Loca del Frente seems to gravitate towards feminist
movements. They fight for justice and human rights, through democratic frameworks which
reject violence, discrimination and inequality and demand political, social and cultural
representation and inclusion. Most importantly, for la Loca del Frente, it is the affective
collectivity and alliance employed by the mothers of the desaparecidos which she feels most
familiar with and inclined to follow. While she does not share their experience, they welcome
people like her, who share their resilience and kindness:
Al llegar cerca de la Catedral, un numeroso grupo de mujeres se juntaban en las
escaleras portando las fotos de sus familiares detenidos desaparecidos… Al
acercarse, una mujer todavía joven le hizo una seña para que se uniera a la
manifestación, y casi sin pensarlo, la loca tomó un cartel con la foto de un
desparecido y dejó que su garganta colisa se acoplara al griterío de las mujeres.
Era extraño, pero allí, en medio de las señoras, no sentía vergüenza de alzar su
voz marifluata y sumarse al descontento. Es más, una cálida protección le esfumó
el miedo. (147-48)
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Closely familiar with rejection, she finds a place in which her presence is recognized and valued.
While her lover keeps her in the dark, unable to join his ranks, she finds a movement that rises
from familial and communal love and care. After all, as a trans woman who faced multifaceted
rejection and discrimination, she reconstructs her familial, social and community networks
through kindness and affection. In the same way, she develops the courage needed to defend her
lover from the dictator’s hatred. It is through love and solidarity, for those like her34 and many
others, that she finds her political voice and activist spirit. It is her ability to connect with people,
finding commonalities and appreciating differences, which allows her to break barriers. In the
same way, she learns from a variety of activist strategies, finding parallels and overlaps with
dissimilar groups, in order to develop her own political expression and identity. Thus, while
helping her lover’s cause, she also supports and joins other movements, finding a place within
the various political discourses of resistance.
While la Loca del Frente is inquisitive and intuitive, her lover is rigid and idealistic. As a
member of the Frente Patriótico Manuel Rodríguez, he believes in the need for violent
opposition, armed struggle, assassinations political figures, persisting animosity, and strategic
mobilization. His movement relies on covert networks, secretive dealings, human and material
destruction. Their militaristic approach often blurs the line between government and antigovernment forces, both fighting what feels like an endless battle. Moreover, by requiring
specialized skills, knowledge and equipment, his approach tends to dismiss others who, like la
Local del Frente, seem unqualified and incompetent. In addition, while seeming more serious
and efficient, he falls short of achieving his most ambitious goal― the assassination of Pinochet.

34

I am not referring here to all trans people or all trans women. After all, Tengo miedo torero presents
trans people who are conservative and defend the dictatorship, such as la Lupe, a friend of la Loca del
Frente’s.
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In addition, when thinking of the future, if defeating the regime by force were possible, he
proposes visionary forms of sociopolitical organization that are idealistic. His optimism, while
motivating him to continue his rebel activity, is inconvenient and tragic. She, on the other hand,
has learned the power of love, solidarity, and nonviolence. Her approach, unlike his, allows her
to win the confidence of the armed forces (who lay down her weapons to let her pass) and of the
women’s resistance (who invite her into their social movement), if only momentarily.
At the end of the novel, the two lovers meet in Viña del Mar, and head to its beaches35 to
celebrate their reunion: after he had escaped the assassination attempt unharmed, in order to
guarantee her safety, she is asked by the Frente Patriótico Manuel Rodríguez to vacate her
apartment. Now, finally together, they rejoice in their love: “allí quedaron acezantes, uno junto al
otro, como dos garabatos de cuerpos extenuados en la playa desierta” (186). Looking into the
horizon, her lover visualizes the Cuban island, where he is now headed to avoid persecution:
“Carlos alzó la vista y pudo ver a la distancia la isla enjoyada de La Habana derritiéndose en un
espeso lagrimón” (193). His admiration for its ideals and values lead him to see Cuba as a
utopian fantasy. Fanciful stories about the island fill him with hope. Confidently optimistic and
cheerful, wanting the happiness of this moment to never end, he asks her to leave with him to
Cuba, where he hopes to live happily with la Loca del Frente. She, on the other hand, sees him as
an idealistic boy whose attachment to an impossible dreamland makes him naïve and unprepared
for the world:
Tu generosidad me conmueve, amor, y quisiera ver el mundo con esa inocencia
tuya que estira los brazos. Pero a mis años no puedo salir huyendo como, una
viaje loca detrás de un sueño. Lo que nos hizo encontrarnos fueron dos historia
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The seashore, where water and land meet, has also been used in Sarduy’s Pajaros de la playa as a
space of simultaneous unity and disunity.
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que apenas se dieron la mano en medio de los acontecimientos. Y lo que aquí no
aso, no va a ocurrir en ninguna parte del mundo… “Que podría ocurrir en Cuba
que me ofrezca la esperanza de tu amor…? (193)
La Loca del Frente is too old and too cynical to believe that moving to Cuba will be the answer
to their problems. While they care for each other, their interactions have only been possible
behind closed doors― or deserted beaches. Even if they were to reach Cuba, he is unwilling to
publicly recognize her as his lover: “¿Y qué dirían tus compañeros de partido? Lo entenderían
como parte del plan de salvataje” (193). He fails to stand up for her, even when she defends him
with her life― she even leaves behind her apartment, job, family, and community to be with him
at Viña del Mar.
We now become aware, more than ever before, of the hierarchical, exploitative and
unequal distribution of power found in their relationship. Incapable of fully loving a woman who
others deem unlovable, his traditionalist views come to light. His middle-class upbringing, his
college-educated mindset, and his militaristic competence make him susceptible to masculinist,
heterosexist, and exclusionary politics. While he cares for his nation, despite his utopian
aspirations, he is unable to sacrifice and care for all of its members― those who like la Loca del
Frente seem unqualified and unfamiliar to him. His love for a utopian Cuba is bigger than his
love for a political Loca. While her lover remains a flat character, unchanged by their love and
its potentialities, la Loca del Frente undergoes surprising development: she finds a calling in
activism, learning to stand up for victims in a solitary and nonviolent36 manner. More
importantly, aware that love in and of itself is not suffice, la Loca del Frente now seeks
reciprocal relationships in which mutual appreciation and cooperation bring feasible change.

On the success of nonviolent resistance, see Erica Chenoweth’s and Maria Stephan’s Why Civil
Resistance Works : The Strategic Logic of Nonviolent Conflict (2012)
36
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Instead of her love for Carlos, it is her revolutionary practice, which relies on affection, trust and
care, which changes her life in the present― it is both rewarding and pleasurable to stand up for
what is right. While doing so, she prefiguratively37 engages in collective and inclusive action,
finding creative and constructive solutions to sociopolitical problems now, for the sake of the
future.
Contagion & Transference: Care and Political Revolution
While Tengo miedo torero presents in Carlos an inflexible and idealistic lover, Lemebel
offers throughout his oeuvre a series of characters who learn from their loca lovers, cherishing
their time with them and profoundly changing their outlook on life. Here, I will briefly explore
Sergio and his lover in La Regine de Aluminios el Mono38 and Adolfo and his lover in El fugado
de la Habana39. The first is a military officer in dictatorial Chile and the second is a young artist
in post-utopian Cuba. Their interaction and affection for their loca lovers present transformative
possibilities in seemingly hopeless situations.
Sergio, along with his fellow officers, visits a brothel named Aluminios el Mono, which is
run by an older loca who goes by la Regine (alluding to her regency over the locale). While the
other officers enter the rooms of the HIV-ridden women, Sergio and la Regine establish a
romantic relationship. While she tries to charm her with her sensuous body, he is more so
concerned by the violence experienced in the streets of Santiago:

On prefigurative politics, see Paul Raekstad’s and Sofa Saio Gradin’s Prefigurative Politics: Building
Tomorrow Today (2020) and Chris Dixon’s Another Politics: Talking across Today's Transformative
Movements (2014).
38 Found in Lemebel’s Loco afán: crónicas de sidario (1996).
39 Found both in Lemebel’s Adiós mariquita linda (2004) and Loco afán: crónicas de sidario (1996). In the
former, it is part of a series entitled Todo azul tiene color, which recompiles chronicles on Lemebel’s trip
to Cuba. In the latter, it includes the subtitle “o un colibrí que no quería morir a la sombra del sidario”
marked off in parentheses.
37
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A la distancia, resplandores de fogatas desahuciaban la noche protesta.
Denotaciones, disparos y ladridos de perros rompían el peso plomo del aire. ¿No
se da cuenta? Pregunto el Sergio apuntando con los ojos el horizonte insomne por
el tamboreo de la balacera. (33)
He, unlike the others, “nunca quiso hacer el servicio militar, odiaba a los milicos y estaba en ésa
sólo por obligación” (32). While uncomfortable by the orgasmic cries of the brothel, and
overwhelmed by the horrors of war, he allows la Regine to calm his nerves:
Se dejó lamer el oído para no escuchar los timbales de pólvora. Dejo que esa
succión apagara los gritos de mujeres agarradas a los hombres que el arrastraba a
culatazos hasta los caminos… era como la lengua de una perra que limpia las
heridas de la noche, su gran abismo de cadáveres, aún vivo, lamiéndole las manos
agarrotadas por el arma. (33-34)
Noticing his disinterest in sex, they engage in conversation: “Nadie supo que habló el Sergio con
la Regine esa noche, pero nadie los volvió a separar” (34). Night after night, without engaging in
sex, they begin to learn about each other. Even after the dictatorship ends, they stay together:
“«No has visto ni verás llanto en mis ojos», murmuraba la Regine colgada de su milico… «Y
dicen que… tan chiquito y quiere casarse» con la loca porque lo tiene como un chiche” (30-31).
While most suspected that their relationship was strictly platonic, at the end, once la Regine lets
go of her brothel and dies from HIV in the arms of her lover, “una loca limpiando encontró el
condón seco con los mocos del Sergio, y lo fue a enterrar en la tumba de la Regine” (36). Like
their bodily waste, which fuses together after death, they became one― an old, poor, trans, sex
worker and a young, middle-class, cisgender, military officer. He, undoubtedly, walks away a
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new man, forever changed by his love for la Regine, never to be seen again: “Del Sergio nunca
más se supo, la acompañó hasta el último día” (36).
With regards to Adolfo, as an autobiographical chronicle, it is Lemebel with whom he
shares a night of love. As the official guest of the Sexta Bienal de Arte en Cuba,40 Lemebel
stands in the Plaza de la Catedral ready to partake in the event, when a handsome man
approaches her and introduces himself: “Me llamo Adolfo, soy pintor y quería conocerte, dijo. Y
me tuvo que repetir la frase, porque yo había quedado amnésica ante tanta belleza” (87).41
Assuming that he is a fellow artist, Lemebel asks him if he is there for the event. Adolfo,
however, wants very little to do with the event: “Todo es mentira, me dijo sin mirarme, como si
revelara en blanco y negro el arco iris bullicioso de las murgas y acróbatas pintados que venían
llegando para animar el bienal” (87). Disenchanted with the government, Adolfo sees the event
as a colorful show which conceals truths about the regime. Truths which he, early in life, was
forced to learn through suffering of his own: “Soy un fugado del hospital del sida… yo no sabía
lo que era ese lugar, por eso me presenté voluntariamente. Cuando se cerró la reja a mis espaldas
supe que había entrado en una cárcel donde pasé dos años sin ver el afuera (87).” While he is
now fearful about the possible repercussions for his escape, he recognizes that the sanitarium
system has changed. For instance, in order to leave, one only needs to sign a contract of celibacy.
Lemebel, boldly and provocatively, goes on to say:
¿Y si te enamoras?, le dije cortándole su mirada de plumas violentas. Entonces
puso cara de sorprendido. Eso ya no es para mí. ¿Quién podría amar a un sidoso
sin pena, con un amor que no esté pintado de compasión? Yo no tengo
compasión. Pero recién nos conocemos. ¿Y qué importa?, sólo tienes que
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Held in 1997.
I utilize the text as presented in Adiós mariquita linda (2004).
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amarme. Yo también soy una araña leprosa, le dije. Pero uno no puede
enamorarse de pronto. Inténtalo, sólo tienes que atreverte. (88)
With those words, they leave the plaza, and go on to enjoy a beautiful night of alcohol, music
dance, and passionate kisses, as a couple, through the streets of the Havana seaside. As he falls
for Lemebel: “acurrúcate en mi pecho y duerme y sueña y déjate llevar por el tumbar de mi
corazón que te pertenece, que me ganaste en la apuesta de enamorarnos esta noche” (92),
Lemebel gives him hope of being loved, insisting that he not grow desperate: “Mientras decía
que creyó en la revolución cuando aún él tenía futuro,” Lemebel responds by saying, “No debes
dejar que el individualismo te lleve por caminos reaccionarios… No te desesperes, no dejes que
la pasión arrebate el progresismo de tu alma” (emphasis mine 89). In doing so, Lemebel offers
him hope for the future, while assuring him that his political desires must never perish. He must
never again remain inactive, suffering in self-destruction. Instead an alternative form of political
innovation can be found, without being reactionary, but progressive― forward-thinking, openminded, and hopeful― the type of politics that will bring him happiness as he connects in
solidarity with others like him.
Conclusion
In Neobarrocho fashion, the author moves through Santiago de Chile, experiencing its
many (social) movements and (political) flows. The author’s trans-centered writing explores a
series of social and political strategies that are based on affective experience and transformative
possibilities. The protagonist’s lively, expressive, and emotive personality and approach allows
her to connect with unfamiliar and unexpected groups in order to define her own atypical
identity. Moreover, by disengaging from masculinist ideals and patriarchal systems of power, the
author finds in mutual solidarity and nonviolent interaction, constructive and inclusive
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organizational forms. Lastly, by emphasizing the importance of finding commonality and
variability among dissimilar groups -in a zigzagging motion- the author finds political
engagement to be a positive experience, instead of being a burdensome and self-destructive
endeavor that is performed seeking intangible and unachievable fantasies.
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CHAPTER 5
QUEER CORPORALIZATION AND MATERIALITY
Introduction
While I have focused on the artists’ literary and theoretical work, examining both welldiscussed and under-analyzed parts of their oeuvres, I now turn my attention to non-literary and
sub-literary pieces, which have been recently made available to the general public and that, as a
result, have not been widely studied. In this chapter, as I examine these objects, I will focus
mainly on the artists’ bodies, specifically on how these are given material form in photographic
imagery, epistolary writing, and performative production. First, I will study the images found in
El Oriente de Severo Sarduy, an exhibition of the artist’s visual work, curated by Gustavo
Guerrero with sponsorship from the Instituto Cervantes.42 Additionally, I will look at several
letters written by Néstor Perlongher to friends and colleagues that have been compiled by Cecilia
Palmeiro and published by Editorial Mansalva. Lastly, I will analyze Pedro Lemebel’s work as
part of the Yeguas del Apocalipsis, which has been digitally archived by Fernanda Carvajal and
Alejandro de la Fuente with the support of the Fondo Nacional para el Desarrollo Cultural y las
Artes. By doing so, I will look at the ways in which the artists’ bodies confront forces of
normativization that attempt to erase them.
In order to deactivate the practices through which sociopolitical power regulates the
body, the artists defy and alter their own physical materiality. In doing so, they disrupt approved
modes of understanding, signifying, and identifying the self. As feminized, racialized, and
classed bodies are condemned and made invisible, the artists reappropriate and reformulate their
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The inauguration of the exhibition was held in Madrid in 2008 before travelling to Paris, Fes, Tangier,
Tétouan, Casablanca, Rabat, Pekin, New Delhi and Manila. Subsequently, the Centro Virtual Cervantes
created a digital space for the exhibition which is freely accessible to the public:
cvc.cervantes.es/literatura/escritores/sarduy
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bodily identity in order to resist capture from normative structures and ideals. Their incessant
reconfigurations, which present an always unfinished and unstable body, offer opportunities for
contemplating and corporealizing unexplored desires and expressions. For instance, in Severo
Sarduy we will observe a body that, in exile, engages in corporal experimentation. Removed
from the heteronormative dictatorial government and patriarchal nuclear family that had at times
rejected his queer identity,43 Severo Sarduy finds spaces in which to provocatively intensify and
relieve gender dichotomies and cultural differences. In addition, Néstor Perlongher presents a
diseased and unstable body that, while initially oppressed and humiliated, finds creative ways to
reassess and reengage with pharmaceutical and technological power. With regards to Pedro
Lemebel, we find a body that engages in productions of feminine resistance which, untamed and
unabashed, combats systemic dominance and violence.
Through corporal experimentation, whereby their bodies take on unexpected and
paradoxical forms, the artists offer opportunities for sensing and imagining otherwise. As such,
their bodies ―transmutable and fluid, emotive and exuberant, undisciplined and indefinable―
turn to baroque forms of expression. As they do in their writing, by embracing the unification of
opposites (Neobaroque), the pleating of matter (Neobarroso) and spatial displacement
(Neobarrocho), when acting on the materiality of their bodies the authors demonstrate a
tendency towards the baroque. As such, they obscure the difference between the natural and the
artificial, reconfiguring their bodies in order to actualize their imagination. As they challenge
conventional logics, through bodily dynamism and variance they address the variability and
ever-changing nature of experience. Additionally, their interest in bodily ambiguity and
transformation, and their nonconformist representation and conceptualization of the self, speak to
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Chapter 2 discusses the ways in which Severo Sarduy experiences homophobic violence at home,
both from his family’s and his country’s patriarchs.
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their desire to reconfigure the many factors that shape everyday experience which, for these
authors, often includes gender and sexuality. As such, their bodies allow the authors to interrelate
baroque devices and queer desires, presenting mutual and reciprocal relationships between the
two, while offering unexpected bodily formations and expressive innovations.
Bodies of Excess
In Tecnologías del cuerpo: Exhibicionismo y visualidad en América Latina (2014), Javier
Guerrero explores the ways in which different authors make use of their bodies’ plasticity and
malleability to contest norms and offer new possibilities of existence. He finds such an approach
in marginalized bodies that “tiene(n) la posibilidad de retornar y contestarle, con su propia
materia, a las normas reguladores que producen su exclusión” (Guerrero 28). When exploring
such bodies in Latin American authors and artists, Javier Guerrero recognizes a series of
conditions which compel marginalized bodies to contest hegemonic and institutionally
sanctioned modes of expression. Among these, the act of travelling allows marginalized bodies
to rework the body: “estos cuerpos encuentran en su extranjería y en el viaje la posibilidad de
ensayar una nueva materia capaz de retornar y desestabilizar y a este aspecto me refiero tanto a
nivel simbólico como material” (Guerrero 36). We will see this clearly in Severo Sarduy who, by
entering foreign lands, is able to disrupt sexual and cultural norms associated with his body.
Furthermore, Javier Guerrero recognizes in the act of infection a possibility for reconfiguring the
body: when it comes to sickness he considers “su poder discursivo de visibilidad y su incidencia
en la plasticidad de los cuerpos” (Guerrero 43). In Perlongher, we will see how the disturbing
and frightening effects of sickness encourage him to turn to a series of unconventional
technologies which reignite and redefine his body. When it comes to Lemebel, violent
censorship of textual and verbal expression leads him to find in performance acts, which are
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ephemeral and intermittent, a way of making his body uncapturable and unclassifiable under the
systems of surveillance and punishment developed by the dictatorial regime. All in all, as their
marginalized bodies are placed in states of censorship, sickness, and foreignness
―circumstances in which the body becomes destabilized and compromised― the authors find
creative ways of manipulating their materiality in order to rearticulate and redefine their desires
and pleasures: “los cuerpos marginales se componen en un territorio caótico que les permite
organizarse, contaminarse y colar materias propias de su deseo” (Guerrero 36).
In order to express themselves through the body, they become exhibicionistas― they
expose the body, they take advantage of its visuality, in order to outwardly express their
resistance and subversion: these bodies “llaman continua y hasta compulsivamente la atención
sobre su materia para revertir los controles perpetrados por las culturas nacionales” (Guerrero
21). They are bodies that want to be seen, if only temporarily, in order to express their
unconventional desires and forbidden pleasures. These overexposures of the body, these
excessive and vivid forms of bodily expression, are recognized by Javier Guerrero as
Neobaroque in nature: “el gesto neobarroco de convencer a fuerza de mostrar parece ser el
principio material y plástico de estos cuerpos” (Guerrero 38). The body, no longer a site of purity
and harmony, is now dramatic, irregular, and distorted. The authors’ bodies relish in their
excessiveness and extravagance. They are “figura(s) absolutamente barroca(s)” (Guerrero 38).
As authors of the baroque, we find in their bodily expression the same exaltation and
exaggeration that we find in the literary work. As we explore their unofficial and unauthorized
work― that which remains unpublished and understudied― we find alternate expressions of the
authors, which are allowed a space in the ever-expanding contours of the archive. It is in the
archive, as Javier Guerrero presents in Piel de archivo (2015), in which the body of the author
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continues to develop itself, presenting new forms of expression that may contradict, expand, and
interrupt their official and approved work― that which has been accepted by elite culture:
El archivo tiene que ver con el exceso. Los archivos de escritores usualmente
incluyen lo que está fuera, lo que está de más, lo impublicable, lo que de alguna
manera excede las formas finales. El archivo entonces es un espacio que
contradice la obra de los artistas. Esto sucede, en especial, en aquellos archivos
latinoamericanos maricas en los que el cuerpo se inscribe como forma alterable,
capaz de transformarse póstumamente dentro del propio archivo. (55)
The Body of Sarduy
Public image
Coming hard on the heels of Boom writing, his work often mediates between the
celebrated writers of the 60s and 70s and those of the Post-Boom.44 As such, Severo Sarduy
often resembles the masculinist and elitist image portrayed by Boom writers.45 When presented
to the public, the renowned authors are often photographed in shirts and blazers, wearing glasses
and smoking cigarettes, posing in front of bookshelves. Similarly, when featured in newspapers,
Severo Sarduy offers an academic and affluent image of himself. For instance, when Diego
Vecchio interviews Severo Sarduy for El cronista, we are provided with the image of an
introspective and knowledgeable man of letters who comfortably belongs in the intellectual elite.
His body, centered on the page spread, is dressed in a tweed suit, silk tie and pocket square,
leather shoes and watch, sitting in a wooden chair of velvet upholstery, with interlocked hands

For more on the author’s place between these two movements, see Sarduy, the Boom, and the PostBoom (1987) by Roberto González Echevarría, Caroline A. Mansfield and Antonio Vera León.
45 Donald Shaw in The Post-Boom in Spanish American Fiction (1998) sees Boom authors as
representing “a privileged class that had access to universal culture and were thus utterly
unrepresentative of average people in Latin America” (26).
44
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resting over crossed legs. Along with his posture and attire, the title of the article serves to
highlight his status in the social and cultural domain: “Severo Sarduy y el Big-Bang: El cosmos
literario de uno de los escritores más brillantes de América Latina.” In similar dress, he poses for
features in El Sol (August 20, 1990), El Mundo (September 9, 1990), El País (September 21,
1990), Diario 16 (September 21, 1990), La Vangardia (September 25, 1990), El Periódico
(September 27, 1990), El Independiente (October 4, 1990), La Rioja (October 28, 1990), El
Observador (November 3, 1990), Cambio 16 (July 1, 1991), and so on.46 While intellectual
sophistication is often found in the language and ideas of elite culture, bodily comportment, selfpresentational practices and modes of interaction also define shared values and knowledges. By
obeying codes of conventionality and practices of normativization, Severo Sarduy creates a
marketable identity that attracts collegiate alliances and future readers. When appearing in
newspapers, he presents a polished academic and professional image that responds to the social
and cultural affiliations that he has developed as a recognized writer and editor (Sarduy worked
as editor at Éditions du Seuil and Gallimard).
Similarly, in Cartas a mi hermana en la Habana (2013), we are offered images of a man
of good upbringing, education, and professional success.47 In a family portrait, which is the first
image found after opening the book, the Sarduys are dressed in sophisticated attire: the mother
wears a dark gown with lace sleeves, the daughter wears a white dress that goes slightly below

46

The aforementioned newspaper articles can be found as clippings in the Roberto González Echevarría
Collection on Severo Sarduy and Other Latin American Writers at Princeton University’s Firestone Library
as part of their Manuscripts Division. Many are published with the publication of Cocuyo (1990).
47 Cartas a mi hermana en la Habana is a compilation of letters that are accompanied by testimony from
his sister, Mercedes Sarduy. The book is published by the Severo Sarduy Cultural Foundation, of which
Mercedes Sarduy is director. The foundation is “dedicated to compile any and all information related to
the author and to keep enlarging its current archives and document collection.” On their website one can
find a compilation of Severo Sarduy’s paintings in addition to a detailed listing of his literary works, which
include the many journals, magazines and newspapers to which he contributed: severo-sarduyfoundation.com
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the knee, the father wears suit and tie, and Severo follows suit with a bowtie.48 To legitimize his
earliest achievements, he is often shown in formal events and clothing, such as his school
graduation and a public recital, of which two photographs are included: the first showing a young
Severo Sarduy looking into an audience and the second showing said audience filling a large
room.49 His place in the educational system becomes official with documents that certify his
aptitudes, such as his primary school certificate which includes the Cuban coat of arms,
signatures from public officials and, over a picture of his face, a stamp that seals his inclusion in
the nation’s educational system. Similarly, below this document, we find a photograph of Sarduy
who, dressed in school uniform, lowers and removes a large flag of Cuba from its staff.50 In
addition, we find a scholarly profile from his high school years labelling him as “el prototipo del
estudioso. Amante de la buena lectura, lo mismo asimila obra de grandes filósofos, que se
embebe en la lectura mística de la Biblia, manantial que surte su elevado espíritu” (54).51 As
such, he does not only become a recognized part of the citizenry, but also a follower of the holy
scripture. Moreover, once he is in college, we are presented with copies of his enrollment in
Universidad de la Habana and an official identification card which includes his picture and blood
type.52 Overall, these documents, present us with an individual with great academic ability, a
good citizen, a responsible son, a religious devotee― a solid product of the Cuban middle class
who was scurried away by the violence of the Revolution: “Nos convertimos en un objetivo a
vigilar debido a que mi hermano, el escritor Severo Sarduy Aguilar, decide quedarse en el

48

Pg. 28.
The picture of his graduation can be found on pg. 52 while the pictures of his recital can be found on
pg. 58.
50 The copy of his school certificate and the photograph of him with the Cuban flag can be found on pg.
50.
51 The copy of his scholarly profile can be found on pg. 54.
52 The copies are both found on pg. 144.
49
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extranjero cuando la Isla comienza a mostrarse hostil a toda libre expresión” (15).53
Among the other photographs included in Cartas a mi hermana, we continue to find a
man who is defined by academic and professional achievement. His body is often directly
connected to literature and literary work. We may, for instance, find a speaking body, a writing
body, a reading body: he speaks at the Radio France Internationale studio,54 in the darkness of
his studio he writes over piles of paper,55 or he sits confidently on top of a bookshelves56. Along
with being a man of literature, he is well-travelled and connected: his body can be found in A
Coruña,57 Santander,58 Toledo,59 Paris,60 Chantilly,61 Bentota,62 among other cities of Eurasia.
Like before, if we are not offered images of his cultured body, we are presented with objects
which document his literary accomplishments: the cover of Colección de poetas de la ciudad de
Camagüey (1958),63 a cover of volume 2, number 3 of Ciclón (1956),64 an announcement to a
literary exhibition at Galeria Habana entitled 20 obras para una colección (1958),65 the cover of
Gestos published by Seix Barral (1963),66 an announcement of Severo Sarduy as the winner of

53

Regarding their middle-class status, Mercedes Sarduy describes her family in the following manner:
“Provenimos de una familia provinciana común y corriente. De las familias que planificaban su vida para,
de alguna manera, darle cierta seguridad al hecho de vivirla. Recuerdo a mi padre, trabajador ferroviario,
planificando junto a mamá, los gastos de la casa que incluían desde la factura de la bodega y el puesto
de viandas hasta la bicicleta de mi hermano y mis zapatos blancos para el despegue del verano. Esta
costumbre muy practicada en mi país por las llamadas ‘familias de antes’, aportaba al colectivo
hogareño, motivaciones, esfuerzos, logros y esperanzas. Valores esenciales que se aprendían mediante
los lazos de la educación familiar.” (16)
54 Pg. 276.
55 Pg. 146.
56 Pg. 122.
57 Pg. 172.
58 Pg. 172.
59 Pg. 174.
60 Pg. 184.
61 Pg. 252.
62 Pg. 320.
63 Pg. 60.
64 Pg. 150.
65 Pg. 154.
66 Pg. 254.
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the Prix Médicis Étranger (1972)67.
Private image
Cartas a mi hermana emphasizes Severo Sarduy’s academic erudition and professional
achievements, presenting us with a body marked by cultural and literary labor. Only rarely are
we provided with images of Severo Sarduy’s body being driven by desire and play. For instance,
there are two photographs in which the author’s sexuality comes to mind― those in which he is
in the presence of other gay men. In the first we find an image of Severo Sarduy speaking to
Roland Barthes and in the second we find Severo Sarduy standing next to François Wahl, his life
partner.68 On the one hand, as intellectual celebrities, they accentuate Severo Sarduy’s
professional achievement, reminding us of his affiliation with the Tel Quel group. On the other
hand, outspoken about their sexuality, they draw attention to Severo Sarduy’s own queerness,
recognizing the author as a gay man. Mercedes Sarduy herself speaks about François Wahl’s
significance on Severo Sarduy’s life:
No cabe duda de que la llegada de François Wahl, a la vida de mi hermano es
fundamental. François fue, desde ese momento, su compañero sentimental. Tanto
él como su familia le brindaron a Severo la posibilidad de sentirse acogido como
si fuera su casa, algo vital para un ser humano. (237)
Interestingly, while some of the photos included in Cartas a mi hermana can also be found in the
digital archive of the Severo Sarduy Foundation, only a few are included. Among them, under a
timeline of the author’s life, we find the very same photograph of Severo and François. This time
the handsome Frenchman is recognized as the author’s “compañero para siempre.” It is
important to note that the timeline, entitled Apuntes de una biografía familiar, only includes

67
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Pg. 310.
The first picture can be found on pg. 330 while the second picture can be found on pg. 238.
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images featuring the Sarduys, except for the one with François who unconsciously or not is given
a place in the family archive.
In Cartas a mi hermana there are an additional two photographs in which the author’s
body becomes lively, ludic and malleable― those in which he is in costume. In the first,69
playing along with his sister, he is a young boy dressed in traditional zapateo attire. His upper
body seems suspended; his wide chest and arched arms resembling the body of a dancer; his
shadow serving to highlight his body’s movement. Unlike other photos, his gaze is unfocused,
his attention is not placed on the camera; unaware of its presence his fluid movement is
innocently captured. Holding on to his sister’s hand, in the intimacy of the home, in a carpeted
and curtained room, his body moves comfortably and freely. In the second,70 brother and sister
are once again in costume. This time, with laughter and expressive poses, they are now young
adults who comfortably show off to the camera. Sarduy, again in traditional zapateo attire, now
wears a large plastic nose and a pointed moustache, inspiring folly and laughter.
In addition to the scenes of playful and juvenile dress-up, Mercedes Sarduy recalls the
theatricality of her hometown, which would transform itself according to a chosen theme. The
siblings’ performance and costumes, as a result, are seen as expressions of their local cultural
setting― an integral part of their identity as camagüeyanos. As Mercedes Sarduy recalls, the
performative impulse instilled and shared among the community would transform the appearance
of, not only the people, but the streets and homes which would be themselves creatively staged:
En nuestro tiempo, las calles se decoraban de acuerdo a temas escogidos por los
vecinos del barrio. La elección podía llegar al absurdo, pero ahí estaba su encanto.
La calle Padre Valencia fue “El Polo Ártico” (en pleno junio tropical). Todas las
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Pg. 94.
Pg. 96.
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fachadas fueron pintadas con lechada blanca y la calle se rellenó con papelitos
blancos que colgaban de un extremo a otro y la cubrían, a manera de nieve. Se
vendía, especialmente, cerveza Polar. (95)
She then recognizes Severo Sarduy’s particular interest in the memorable performative
occasions: “El último tema que disfrutamos en la calle Bembeta fue ‘El planatal de Bartolo’,
nombre tomado de una popular canción de los años 50. En aquella semana nuestra calle se
transfiguró en la gran finca que aparece en La simulación” (95). Mercedes Sarduy goes on to
quote her brother as he recalls this colorful event, which had become one of many celebrated
since childhood:
Otra calle, ésta de tierra. Ventanas de hierro, quicios disparejos. Lo hacemos todo
para el San Juan de fachada a fachada, banderillas de celofán, flores en la acera,
pollos y puercos: la cuadra se presenta al curso de adornos carnavalescos bajo el
abuso de lo rural; machetes y sombreros de guano resumen la apresurada
indumentaria dominguera de los vecinos. (citing original 10)
She identifies a second scene retold in La simulación,71 in which the streets of her hometown
acquire an alluring and picturesque appeal under the theme of “barrio chino”:
Seguimos rumbas y congas por las cuadras aledañas, venecianas sin disimulo
―góndolas en seco―, gallegas o chinas: una prima mía, hija de chino, recibe a
los notables encorbatados, con quimono y dos moños que atraviesan agujetas de
brilladera, sentada por el suelo de mimbre en una pagoda transparente, de bambú

Mercedes Sarduy recalls the event, confirming details from her brother’s own account: “En realidad
algunas calles de la ciudad llegaban a alcanzar un toque artístico y de buen gusto. Ese fue el caso de la
calle que se convirtió en un auténtico ‘barrio chino’. Las telas colocadas frente a las fachadas de la
vivienda daban la ilusión de casas de té. Las muchachas vestidas de chinas, brindaban té a los visitante.
En esa calle creo que era San Ramón, vivían unas primas de mamá.” (97)
71
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y papel celofán; esta modosa y apropiadamente enigmática; ofrece té. (citing
original 10)
As it is often the case with Severo Sarduy, what seems fictional is actually based on
personal experience and memory. Additionally, some scenes may recreate or distort the work of
various authors,72 while others may be imaginary and fictional. For instance, as she reads the
introduction of La simulación, in which the previous passages are found, Mercedes Sarduy
identifies a scene that she cannot corroborate.73 In it, Severo transforms into a woman, while his
father cheers him on:74
Es de tarde y quizás ha llovido. Se nos ocurre, con mi padre, disfrazarnos. Él, de
mamarracho o de ensabanado ―una careta de cartón pintarrajado o una sábana―;
yo, con los atuendos más relumbrones de una gaveta maternal heredada. Cuando
salgo a la calle, trastabillando como sobre zancos, mi padre cierra la puerta de un
tirón y grita: “!Alla va eso!”. Después, sale él y nos vamos bailando. (citing
original 10)
This scene, which sets the tone for his theorization of bodily and literary plasticity and mimicry,
is an important part of La simulación. As discussed in Chapter 2, Severo Sarduy speaks of the
trans body, among others, to explore the subversive and liberating potential found in imitation,
distortion, and displacement― a transformative praxis that can be performed on the text or on
the body-as-text. Severo Sarduy’s interest in the creative capacities of the body, is reflected not

See Carlos Riobó’s Sub-versions of the Archive: Manuel Puig's and Severo Sarduy's Alternative
Identities (2011).
73 Mercedes Sarduy explains her suspicion: “No recuerdo algo que seguro me hubiera divertido por el
hecho en sí o por algún comentario que lo evocara: haber visto a mi padre ensabanado o a mi hermano
vestido de mujer” (97).
74 Mercedes Sarduy recognizes the practice of cross-dressing as being a common part of public
celebrations and festivities in Camagüey: “Era común que en los carnavales, los hombres se vistieran de
mujer con vestimenta estrafalaria, sin maquillajes sofisticados o profundas transformaciones estéticas”
(99).
72
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only in its manipulable appearance, but its movements, its impulses, its desires.
In addition to childhood photographs of the author in costume, in the aforementioned
newspaper clippings, we may find neckties of interesting and colorful designs, which may speak
to the author’s playfulness in dress. For instance, in El Mundo (September 9, 1990), Diario 16
(September 21, 1990), La Vangardia (September 25, 1990) and Cambio 16 (July 1, 1991), he
uses ties with floral, brocade, damask, and other patterns. These designs, nonetheless, are often
dimmed by the black-and-white prints of the photographs. His professional appearance, instead
of showing off his idiosyncrasies, is used to emphasize his connection to literature, in the same
way that the articles’ titles, subtitles, and quotes highlight the author’s interest in the written
word: “Severo Sarduy, el escritor que descubre escritores” (Title, El Sol, August 20, 1990),
“‘Estoy harto de ser un escritor de minorías’” (Title, El Mundo, September 9, 1990), “‘El hombre
es un ser para el lenguaje’” (Title, El País, September 21, 1990) “Lo que yo pretendo con mi
literatura es hacer el amor con el lector” (Pull quote, El Independiente, October 4, 1990), “Severa
Palabra” (Title, El Independiente, February 7, 1991). Other times, the articles focus on his Cuban
origin: “Severo Sarduy, fiel a la lengua cubana” (Title, La Rioja, October 28, 1990),
“Desengaños cubanos” (Title, Cambio 16, October 28, 1990) "Um cubano barroco em Paris"
(Title, O Globo, undated). Only one publication found shows interest in his non-literary work
and persona: Diario 16 publishes an article written by Joaquín Arnaiz entitled: “Severo Sarduy:
«Cuando me siento ante mi mesa de trabajo no sé si voy a escribir o a pintar».” The article is the
only one to inform us, in its subtitle, about the author’s gallery exhibit: “Publica en España su
última novela, «Cocuyo», y expone sus pinturas en Paris”. In the same interview, the author
himself expresses slight frustration with the public’s disinterest in his paintings: “Severo Sarduy,
que acaba de inaugurar en Paris una muestra de sus pinturas, cuanta que ‘allí había más de
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trescientas personas, pero lo sorprendente del asunto es que terminé descubriendo que casi todo
el mundo que estaba allí venía a verme a mí y no a mirar mis obras’.”75 To this day, his triumph
as a writer overshadows his other artistic and creative endeavors.
I will now turn my attention to a series of photographs that, for the most part, appear in
El Oriente de Severo Sarduy. The digital project is conceptualized as a monographic that joins a
series of studies on other distinguished authors: Borges, Vallejo, Neruda, Mistral, Pizarnick,
among others. The project relies on a series of contributors, many being close friends of Severo
Sarduy, who write a series of articles on his work: François Wahl, Gustavo Guerrero, José
Lezama Lima, Guillermo Cabrera Infante, among others. As the title suggests, their gaze is
turned towards Severo Sarduy’s interest in Eastern culture. Within each article, a number of
photographs appears, seldomly related to the discussion of each author. Among the scattered
images, I will select those in which Severo Sarduy uses his own body as a form of artistic
expression. In addition to body language and posture, I will pay close attention to the ways in
which garments are arranged on his body. Most of the images are staged, relying both on
photography and performance to articulate his creative vision. This approach is not new, “The
body, photography, and the performance act constitute a kind of triad of concepts which interact
with one another. This triad has been at work since the beginning of photography” (Pontbriad
25). What interests me in these photographs is the way in which Sarduy reconfigures his body in
order to escape the cultural confines that attempt to define it. His body, no longer resembling the
marketable image of a distinguished author, no longer appeasing the bourgeois cultural industry,
becomes a destabilizing force that reveals alternative ways of thinking about and enacting the
self. The humor and eroticism that define his literary and theoretical writing are transposed onto

Many of his paintings can be found at Princeton University’s Firestone Library as part of their Graphic
Arts Collection.
75
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his body. Simply put, his creative imagination is given non-verbal bodily form.
I would like to begin with a series of images taken by Antonio Gálvez (1928), a
recognized Catalan photographer who is widely known for his surrealist photomontages. He is
the author of Mes amis les grosses têtes, a collection of seventy-five portraits of significant
cultural, literary and philosophical figures, in which Severo Sarduy is included.76 The collection
was exhibited in the Museo de Huelva in 2018 with the sponsorship of the Instituto Cervantes,
which also published an accompanying catalogue. In addition to the portrait of Sarduy, the
collection includes casual photos, such as Antonio Gálvez con Severo Sarduy, in which the two
artists hug. Along with these images, we find correspondence and poetry written for Gálvez by
Sarduy. For the purpose of this study, I will focus on the portrait, a black-and-white image in
which Sarduy draws attention to the plasticity of his body. The camera, in medium close up,
centers on Sarduy’s face and upper torso as he looks directly into the camera. His confident eyes
and calm smile draw our attention away from his chest, which is covered only by a long
necklace. Resting just below his sternum, as the hanging strands interlock to create a rectangular
design, the necklace brings our gaze to the lower margins of his ribcage, which Sarduy pushes
into with his fingers, as he sucks in his stomach. Sarduy’s unusual pose, along with Gálvez’s
surreal style, makes his flesh seem soft and malleable: While the firmness of his chest remains,
the flexibility of his abdomen is overemphasized, placing his hands at the exact point in which
the solidity and fluidity of his body meet. Moreover, the increased contrast of the portrait, which
darkens the shadows of the image, highlights the fingers’ deep impression on the flesh. It is
important to note that, while he is nude and his midriff appears malformed, Sarduy looks
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The collection includes photographs of Carpentier, Paz, Cortázar, García Márquez, among others. Like
Sarduy, under the eye of a fine-art photographer, their appearance is noticeably different than their
official/public image.
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playfully and confidently into the camera; pleased with the anticipated discomfort of the viewer;
daring us to contend with his self-distorted body.
El Oriente de Severo Sarduy includes a number of photos taken by Antonio Gálvez,
including two related to the official portrait. In the first,77 which appears to be part of the same
photo session, we find Sarduy sitting with his legs crossed at the knees, his upper body straight,
his shoulders raised, his arms evenly bended, as his hands grasp onto his hips. His overextension
and symmetry endow his body with a statuesque form that heightens his physical presence;
gaining a graceful, dignified, and feminine appearance. In contrast, his body hair, his strong
facial features, and his receding hairline give his body a rugged and masculine appeal. We find
additional tensions in his attire: his naked torso adorned with an artisanal necklace clashes with
his dark trousers, leather belt, and dress watch. First, the necklace, created through traditional
methods, varies from the items of clothing that are mass-produced. Second, the feminine
elegance of his upper body contrasts with the masculine plainness of his lower body. All in all,
we are presented with an unconventional body that embraces differences and oppositions culture
and in gender.
In the second photo,78 while also sitting down with his legs crossed, now fully dressed in
ordinary clothes, his upper body no longer takes an unusual pose. This time, part of what catches
our attention is what appears in the background. Behind him, large and imposing, we find a print
of what seems to be the official portrait. The use of mise en abyme encourages us to reflect on
the author’s corporality, its changing reality, its endless reconstructions― the infinite versions of
the self that the camera captures from photo to photo, each presenting a pause in time and space

Entitled Severo Sarduy en casa de Antonio Gálvez (1971), it appears in the essay “Severo Sarduy: una
necesaria relectura” by Juan Goytisolo.
78 Entitled Severo Sarduy en casa de Antonio Gálvez (1971), it appears in the essay “Sobre una tumba,
una rumba” by Guillermo Cabrera Infante.
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of an always-changing body. Additionally, as we look more carefully, we realize that what
appears to be the official portrait is actually an alternate version of the original onto which a
second image has been superimposed. Antonio Gálvez, as stated above, is known for his
photomontages. Mes amis les grosses têtes itself contains portraits of overlapping images, such
as those of Miguel Hernández, Gabriel García Márquez, Juan Goytisolo, among others. It is
likely that Antonio Gálvez played with different versions of his portraits before selecting a
final/official one. The alternate version of Sarduy’s, while it is partly covered by the foreground,
shows the image of a beautiful and seductive woman imprinted on his lower chest. Unlike
before, from the manipulation of the flesh, a female figure now emerges. The body’s plasticity,
to which we were exposed in the original, is now used to uncover Sarduy’s own femininity.
While we find in these images a body that embraces its queerness, Sarduy does take the
opportunity to express feelings of repression and confinement. For instance, in another
photograph taken by Antonio Gálvez, we find Sarduy laying horizontally on an armchair.
Without enough space, his legs and arms are held and bent in the air.79 His body, inappropriately
placed, is unable to comfortably rest. In his pose, Sarduy treats the chair as an unfamiliar
object― one which is unable to contain him. His body, twisting and turning, finds no place in
which to be itself. It is constrained and dominated. Its desires and emotions are stifled.
Nonetheless, as Sarduy continues his exploration of photography and performance, he finds ways
of embracing his femininity and queerness. While doing so, he shows inventive ways of
reformulating the body in order to reflect the eccentricities, contradictions, complexities and
incoherencies of the self.
Apart from those taken by Antonio Gálvez, in El Oriente de Severo Sarduy, we come

Entitled Severo en su casa (1971). It appears in the essay “Cartas a Severo Sarduy” by José Lezama
Lima.
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across photographs in which the author experiments with his bodily appearance and expression.
Focusing on three photographs, all taken at different times and places, we find him by windows
or on balconies, often overlooking Moroccan cityscapes. The first shows Sarduy looking straight
into the camera as the light from an open window shines brightly onto his naked chest. Around
his neck, we find a self-made choker necklace: from a piece of thin rope, which is tied at the
back, a set of decorative hoops hangs at the front. On his head, rests a self-made headdress: from
a large piece of cloth, various folds and twists are made, wrapping unevenly around the head.80
The second shows his body and head wrapped in a large yellow cloth. His body bends as it rests
on a balcony railing. Behind him, in the midground we find a street lined with palm trees while
in the background we find a view of Tangier’s white cityscape.81 Similarly, the last shows
Sarduy on a balcony, sunlight shines brightly on him as ivory buildings stand in the background.
While his body is wrapped in a bright orange fabric, his head is wrapped in a dark black cloth. In
addition, the same artisanal golden necklace that he wears in Antonio Gálvez’s portraits, now
lays diagonally across his headdress, shining brightly against the darkness of the cloth.82
In the images, the cloths and fabrics that adorn his body take on different forms―
imitating robes, turbans and veils. Nonetheless, his experimental and improvisational approach
distorts traditional forms of dress; disengaging and reconfiguring their social, cultural and
religious affiliations. Moreover, time and again, the body gains a regal and sophisticated charm
through graceful poses, rich colors, decorative accessories; all being accentuated by pale
backgrounds and bright lighting. We are presented with a beautified and ornamented body that
Entitled Severo Sarduy disfrazado (1968). It appears in the essay “Notas sobre el Oriente de Severo”
by José Rubén Gallo. In the same necklace and headdress, we find two photos of Sarduy in the François
Wahl Collection on Severo Sarduy found at Princeton University, this time with the sunlight behind him.
81 Entitled Severo Sarduy disfrazado (1968). It appears in the essay “El Oriente de Severo Sarduy” by
Gustavo Guerrero.
82 Entitled Severo Sarduy disfrazado (1972), It appears in the essay “Viaje al país de «Las mil y una
noches»”.
80
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becomes desired, feminized, fetishized and aestheticized. His body, in its unusual movement and
texture, is turned into an artistic object; an extraordinary depiction of the self that embraces
gender differences and abandons cultural norms. Despite these tensions, the eye of the viewer is
often drawn to Sarduy’s daring gaze which, looking straight into the camera, confidently
acknowledges his unconventionality while inviting us to embrace our own; this being the aim of
both performance and baroque art:
Beginning with the corporeal and the senses, performance transforms the
mind and thoughts of the participant, a transformation which is later
translated into the intellectual faculties involving language and action.
This strategy conforms thoroughly with baroque principles and their
insistence on communicating metaphysical concepts by way of the body,
the physical, and the sensual. (Austin 142)
When looking at contemporary performers, Kat Austin recognizes in liminal and baroque
spaces “an innovative way of exploring and understanding today's world of cultural collisions,
confusions, and complexities” (Austin 133). In the same way, Sarduy makes use of spatial
liminality and baroque decentralization to produce tension and contradiction. As we examine his
malleable body, it is important to note that the photographs are taken abroad, in cosmopolitan
cities that welcome tourists and travelers. As spaces of mobility and anonymity, these inspire the
blurring of differences between insider and outsider. Moreover, standing by windows and in
balconies, which interconnect the inside and the outside, Sarduy finds liminal spaces in which to
make use of his body’s mutability. Like other performance artists, he engages in playful,
spontaneous and subversive action by entering the “liminoid space, a space for transformative
theatrical play and invention, a space which becomes a laboratory of new ideas possessing the
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potential for eventual socio-political transformation” (Austin 141). Furthermore, through
subversive, unpredictable and transformative reformulations of the body, Sarduy decenters
systems of power while offering new forms of existence and consciousness. By reimagining
gender norms and displacing cultural referents, Sarduy abandons “the authority of the center in
favour of the inclusive power of plurality” (Austin 136). As ideal settings for subjective
transformation and creative desires, liminal spaces provide Sarduy with opportunities to assert
his queer unconventionality and baroque decentralization.
The same can be said of intimate spaces, such as the home, in which the author explores
subversive expressions and conveys transcendent hopes through performative and visual
experimentation. In El Oriente de Severo Sarduy we come across a photograph of the author in
his home at Saint-Léonard. This time, a long fabric contours to the body from shoulders to knees;
then flares out in dramatic fashion flowing onto the ground. More of the same dark fabric hangs
over the back, creating the illusion of a cape. On his head, we find a tall, large, elegant headpiece
of bronze and copper tones; large geometric designs of black color run through the fabric. While
the cloth does not cover the left side of his head, it spills over the right as it wraps around the
neck. By his feet, at the edge of the draped fabric, a young feline stands guard. Being a Siamese
cat, its presence brings an Asian flare to the image. On his face, red lines are drawn: an upsidedown triangle is placed on the forehead, as other shapes take over the eyes and chin. Reminiscent
of kabuki makeup, the designs serve to highlight the image’s theatricality. Lastly, standing in
front of the door to his home, the body of Sarduy is framed by its oversized casing, refocusing
our attention back on the author.83 His self-created body is both masculine and feminine,
Western and Eastern, atypical and simulated. In the comfort of his home, Sarduy finds a place in

Entitled Severo Sarduy en su casa de Saint-Léonard (1972). It appears in the essay “La entrada de
Severo en La Habana” by Nelda del Castillo.
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which to be creative, expressive, and spontaneous. His unconventional, experimental, and
controversial artistic creativity is now inscribed onto the body. By capturing his performance in
the photographic image, he encapsulates the elusive and ephemeral act, while inviting those who
come across it to partake in the playful and exploratory act. Even those who live with him, who
witness his performance first-hand, join in and participate. For instance, in the François Wahl
Collection on Severo Sarduy found at Princeton University we find an image in slide film of
Severo, François and a friend. The first, bare-chested with his head extravagantly wrapped,
kneels behind a red panel that covers his lower half. The second, with a laughing smile, stands
wearing a black dress- high neck, cinched waist, voluminous sleeves which tighten at the wrists.
The third, showing only their face and naked shoulders, is covered by a large scroll that trails in
front of them, presenting on the surface a charcoal drawing of a coy fish in water. Surrounded by
large trees and fields of grass, the surreal and uncanny presentation of their bodies, contrasts with
the serenity and purity of the natural world.
Lastly, when exchanging correspondence with friends, Sarduy finds in postcards an
intimate space in which to express his queerness. The Pedro Consuegra Papers Collection held
at Princeton University contains a series of postcards that were exchanged between various Latin
American queer artists, each signing off with female pseudonyms and using female pronouns.84
Severo Sarduy, who goes by la Chelo,85 enters a discursive space that is free of societal
restraints, in which his queer literature and queer self are celebrated among close friends.86 For
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Pedro Consuegra is a Cuban ballet dancer, choreographer, and master living in France. He is
recognized both at home and internationally, being the recipient of the Medal of the City in Marseille and
the Distinction for National Culture granted by Cuba's Ministry of Culture.
85 Chelo Alonso is a Cuban actress who often played femme fatales in Italian cinema. Due to her beauty
and spirit, she was known as “The New Josephine Baker” and “The Cuban H-bomb”. Like Sarduy, she
was born in Camagüey.
86 While looking at a different set of collections, in “Constelación de locas: Sarduy, Arenas, Puig a través
de sus postales” (2018), Alejandra Vela Martínez examines Sarduy’s exchange of postcards with fellow
queer Latin American writers.
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instance, we have a postcard that displays a Ragamala painting of two women who observe a
handful of men dancing on a mountain side. As we inspect the back of the postcard, written by
Néstor Almendros to Severo Sarduy, the two women in the painting are made out to be Auxilio
and Socorro, two of Sarduy’s most celebrated transgender characters who reappear throughout
his literary work. On another, a speech balloon is added to the image of Akhenaten, the nonbinary Pharaoh of Ancient Egypt, in which he approves of Sarduy’s third novel with the words “I
LOVE COBRA”. A novel in which, as seen in Chapter 2, a multi-gendered protagonist travels
through Eurasia. When reading the back of the postcard, Sarduy’s queerness is further
highlighted by the sender’s beautification of his body, gaining the same regal quality of the
genderqueer Pharaoh: “Severo, Divo: Hermosura viril, oro y azul turquesa, algo de metal
pulverizado, o de porosidad mineral atrapada en formas geométricas mudas a las que podemos
atribuir cualquier sentido.”
The Body of Perlongher
While Sarduy is admired for his literary ability, Néstor Perlongher’s exploration of queer
desire takes center stage early in his career. For instance, when interviewing him, Shock
magazine offers the following headline: “Este muchacho es HOMOSEXUAL y nos cuenta
TODAS sus INTIMIDADES” (January 1981). In addition, while he ultimately becomes a
recognized poet at home, his literary talent is often overlooked in Brazil, where he works as an
anthropologist: the Revista da Universidade Estadual de Campinas, where he held a
professorship, is surprised by his ability as a poet: “Perlongher surpreende como poeta” (Title,
Undated). The author, on the other hand, allowing his anthropological work to inform his literary
work and vice versa, celebrated and pursued both with excitement and pride: “Tras haber perdido
mi condición de inédito -que es algo así como perder la virginidad- en el plano de la poesía,
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ascenderé a la fama de las letras de molde en lo sociológico” (Osvaldo Baigorria, Buenos Aires,
August 21, 1978).
Among literary circles, Néstor Perlongher became widely known for Cadáveres, a poem
in which he insists on remembering the desaparecidos. The silencing and repression of victims
moves him to expose and condemn the violence and death brought on by the regime. Before
being added to Alambres (1987), the poem had circulated within the Argentine cultural
community. As a denunciatory poem, aware of the maddening sociopolitical reality and
intimately connected with the suffering of victims, it made a strong impression on both readers
and listeners:
Para algunos el fin de la dictadura fue cuando se llamó a elecciones democráticas,
para otros cuando Alfonsín recibió la banda presidencial. Pero para ‘nosotros’ fue
cuando Néstor Perlongher leyó en el hall del teatro General San Marín su poema
Cadáveres. (Moreno 234)
With the desire to be heard, by reciting his poem in front of a large audience, Perlongher enters
the performative realm. The poem -through its erratic rhythm and severe tone, its silences and
reiterations, its experimental forms and free verse- represents the author’s spoken speech, fluidity
of thought, and intuitive expression. Standing on the theatre stage, as his voice expresses the pain
of victims and survivors of the dictatorship, he engages in the vocal and physical dynamics of
performative poetry, highlighting his personal connection to the text, expressing emotional
intensity through the body:
La performance de Perlongher se trastoca en acontecimiento y abre una brecha de
posibilidades de relación, entre acción y poesía, entre performance y escritura,
entre practicas poéticas y practicas vitales, entre políticas del cuerpo y políticas
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poéticas. (Garbatzky 44)
His speaking body, which is present on stage, invokes silenced bodies that were forced to
disappear. Simply put, his presence calls attention the absence of dead, his voice contrasts with
the silence of the disappeared. Thus, while accentuating the emotivity of the text, his speaking
body goes far beyond poetic recitation. Perlongher elicits emotions from the audience, evoking
collective memory, encouraging them to come together and become one. While only testimonies
of his performance exist, Ediciones Ultimo Reino does offer an audio recording of Perlongher
reading Cadáveres, Madame S. and Riga.87 As he reads the poem, he is forced to relive the terror
and violence brought on by the dictatorship. While performative, the anxiety and distress within
his voice is sensed immediately; emotionally overwhelming the listener; bringing back memories
and reigniting grief.
Here, I will focus mainly on the ways in which Néstor Perlongher’s body is presented in
Correspondencia (2016), a compilation of letters written by the author to friends and family.
While the compilation organizes the letters in chronological order, my analysis will engage in
temporal jumps, creating connections between letters in order to show recurrent themes.88 For
the purpose of this study, I will analyze the author’s self-expression and self-definition, which
are often limited or broaden by a variety of factors: First, I will explore his defense of the
baroque, which he sees as integral to his creative expression. Second, as he advocates for the
rights of queer and trans people, I will look at the ways in which his body and personality take on
feminine presentation and qualities. Lastly, I will examine the ways in which academic work,
pharmaceutical experimentation, technological advancement, and spiritual devotion are used to
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resist physical and emotional collapse in the face of disease and eminent death.
Neobarroso
Baroque art explores the irrational, or that which seems irrational. It allows us to examine
that which evades existing classification systems, that which rebels against order, that which
transgresses norms. While baroque art may shock or astonish the reader, it is not meant to leave
us in a state of perpetual confusion and uncertainty. Instead, baroque art invites us to discover
new meaning through experimentation and creative thought. The Baroque encourages us to find,
in duplicity and contradiction, unforeseen knowledges and forms of expression. As such,
Perlongher recognizes in the Baroque a way of exploring the unexplored, of understanding the
misunderstood, of normalizing the abnormal. He reformulates the Baroque in order to shed light
on the lives, experiences, and cultures of queer people. The Neobarroso, as he denominates this
approach to the Baroque, helps him access and express his points of view, his artistic
expressions, his intimate thoughts, and his variable experiences: “Me embarro barroquizándome”
(Reinaldo Arenas, São Paolo, October 10, 1985). The Baroque now recreates, deforms,
transforms normative thought patterns in order to access and explore queer desire. Early in his
correspondence, Perlongher reflects on his literary style, recognizing its ambiguity and obscurity
as integral to his self-expression and aesthetic experience. While elaborate and convoluted, his
writing reflects his perceptions, emotions, and beliefs. His internal reality, defined by complexity
and ambiguity, is reflected in creative thought and action:
Me apresuro a aclarar que mi estilo -que es ciertamente caótico, a diferencia de tu
prolija precisión- no es intencionalmente confuso. Sucede que empiezo a escribir
y las palabras se me enmarañan y los textos se me pueblan de términos exóticos y
no puedo evitar ponerme un poco complicado (y supongo que también pesado).
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Una solución posible seria tachar y reescribir, pero en ese caso no terminaría
nunca. Te aconsejo, por experiencia propia, no preocuparte demasiado si no
entendés algo: puede suceder que tampoco yo lo entienda. (Unknown recipient,
Buenos Aires, May 31, 1976)
Feminization
The Neobarroso is primarily focused on exploring the marginalized, the atypical, the
Other. As he begins to examine the lives of sexual and gender minorities in his anthropological
and literary work, Perlongher identifies femme, feminine, and women bodies as significant sites
of resistance. As such, he embraces his own femininity and queer desire, pleased with contesting
and defying cisgender and heteronormative attitudes. In his correspondence, as he communicates
to friends and loved ones, he is offered a safe place in which to embrace his unconventional
sexual and gender expression. In his letters, he expresses his queerness without shame,
presenting a politically-dissent, gender-ambiguous, pleasure-driven body. At the same time,
when looking at feminist and queer groups, he becomes increasingly aware of the internal
divisions that impede his inclusive and nonconforming vision of society. As many adhere to
cisgender, heteronormative and elitist institutions, he takes an outspoken stance in defense of the
most vulnerable and under threat.
In his correspondence, Perlongher oftentimes effeminizes himself and the recipients of
his letters: “nos tocará seguir escribiéndonos: tocándonos el timbre como vecinas que se piden
azúcar” (Osvaldo Baigorria, Buenos Aires, April 25, 1981). Like Sarduy and his friends,
Perlongher uses variations of the same feminine sobriquet in his correspondence ―La Rosa,
Rosa L. de Grossman, Rosinha da Boca, La Rosa Coja, Rosita, Rose― among other assumed
names― Perla de Pernambuco, La Lujanera, La Otra. He seems to summon at every chance his
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glamorous and flirtatious femininity: for instance, before traveling to Buenos Aires, he inquiries
about safety and security in the following manner:
Dime nena, tendré que sacarme el aro para entrar al país? Las joyas, dejarlas
empacadas? llevar el tapado de piel a la heladería? Disimilar la ajorca, los collares
de perlas, las esclavas -y, acaso también- los dijes? Alguno que otro dije te podés
permitir, ahora la moda la tolera, me insinúan modistas retiradas. Habrá acaso
algún desfile de modas donde yo pueda lucir lo que me traigo? Me lo llevaré todo
puesto. (Sara Torres, December 7, 1982)
On another occasion, he compares his desire to hear back from a friend, with his desire to
become a woman: “Nena, y a vos como te van las cosas? Sé que esperar que me escribas es tan
insensato como mi necesidad de quedar embarazada para obtener la ciudadanía brasileña y poder
llamarme Janira dos Santos y haber nacido en Caraguatetubapeipiringa” (Sara Torres, São Paolo,
December 4, 1984) When speaking of romantic relationships, even his partners acquire feminine
qualities:
Yo esplendida me namoro con un alto caballero alto pendejo a quien había
conocido en el 79 pero su madre quemó las cartas que le envié y él no creyó en las
promesas de mi amor eterno (hallando que era solo sexosexosexo, y poco seso),
bueno, el encuentro fue muy tierno (tanto como una perdiz al chocolate). Y ayí
estamos aperdigonadas, ambas: es una princesa africana y vive en un terreiro de
candomblé (Sara Torres, São Paolo, March 23, 1983).
Other times, he speaks boldly against the criminalization and pathologization of queer
people. Naturally, his tone changes, becoming more serious yet equally fearless. For instance, he
recalls a lecture by Félix Guattari in which he decides to confront a fellow audience member:
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A una psicóloga que decía que ella no iba a la calle a perseguir homosexuales,
atendía a quienes la iban a consultar, le espeté: cuantos senos de travestis son
aplastados en los cajones de las comisarías, para que una bicha vaya a tocar el
timbre del psiquiatra, queriendo curarse?: ya que el dolor no viene de la locura
sino de esfuerzo por controlarla y aparentar normalidad. (Sara Torres, October 7,
1982)
He goes as far as recognized the multilayered marginalization experienced by trans people within
both gay activists groups and liberal feminist groups:
Entré en una polémica con una psicoanalista medio feminista a propósito de
Roberta Close, un travesti que fue erigido en modelo de mujer nacional, mira vos,
provocando la ira de las mujeres progresistas… Los travestis aprovecharon el
furor del gay lib (que las excluía por mujeres) para lanzarse a la calle: el pico del
gay fue también el close out de las Closes. Pero las mujeres progresistas no lo
entienden y la atacan. (Sara Torres, São Paolo, December 4, 1984)
In addition, in spite of Argentina’s transition to democracy, Perlongher recognizes that only
traditional heteronormative values have found a place within the neoliberal framework, limiting
gender and sexual diversity and creating division within the activist community: “Una esperaba
que destapada la olla de la represión venía la orgía, pero no: mataron todo, y eso se nota mucho”
(Néstor Latrónico, São Paolo, February 11, 1984). Moreover, the urban and lower classes, which
his work is often associated with, can at times lose their radical and reactionary edge, especially
when socioeconomic grievances become unresolvable and unbearable. As such, in some cases,
the author feels out of place, both within the privileged and the underprivileged:
Con la crisis económica, más el “avivamiento” de los explotados, la guerra social
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se ha agudizado tanto en el Brasil, que es desfilar por un océano de mendigos,
fantaseando manos y uñas ávidas abalanzándose sobre la bijouterie...
Concluyendo: en el área pobre me siento rata de otro pozo, y a las gays de clase
media no las soporto, ni ellas a mí” (Osvaldo Baigorria, São Paolo, May 7, 1984).
Medicine and Spirituality
When faced with sickness, we sense despair and inactivity in Perlongher. Before being
diagnosed with AIDS, he was confined to bed due to a leg injury. During this time, his physical
pain and forced seclusion kept him from accomplishing his artistic endeavors: “Como aún
continúa mi yéseo yertor marmóreo, los papeles se me amontonan… el tiempo aparente de la
yacencia libera se lo come el bajo del enclaustramiento, que lleva dos meses” (Daniel Molina,
São Paolo, December 18, 1986). After contracting AIDS, which deteriorates the author’s body,
Perlongher turns to unconventional spirituality and experimental medicine. First, he sends his
photo to a priest who claimed to have the gift of healing: “Por lo que más quieras, PIDE POR MI
AL PADRE MARIO. Yo te envió una foto” (Beba Eguía, Paris, December, 13 1989).89 Then, he
begins to take medicines that do not help much: “Minga, seguí tomando unas raras pastillas y
niente, la cosa sigue, y, me temo, avanza” (Beba Eguía, Paris, January 3, 1990). At one point, his
religious practice and medicinal treatment come in conflict: as a follower of Santo Daime, a
religion which originated in Brazil, he engages in spiritual ceremonies that require the drinking
of ayahuasca. According to their beliefs, certain allopathic medicines counteract the spiritual and
hallucinogenic properties of ayahuasca; presenting a personal struggle for Perlongher who
prefers alternative medicine and fears the effects of antiretroviral medication: “no hubo otra:
había que tomar el AZT! Para peor, complicando la difícil decisión, había aquí un joven del
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It was said that Father Mario could cure the sick by simply touching their body or an image of their
body.
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Daime insistiendo en la incompatibilidad entre Daime [ayahuasca that has been
transubstantiated] y AZT” (Sara Torres, Paris, May 14, 1990).
With time, by allowing each to influence his bodily functions and appearance, divine
power, spiritual ecstasy and pharmaceutical medicine begin to have a positive effect on his
health. First, understanding that his body will now be dependent on medicine, he begins to
follow his doctor’s orders: “Estoy un poco más optimista (ligeramente, sin exagerar) con relación
a mi salud… Pero completamente entregado a la medicina y tomando como 15 comprimidos
diarios, no soy yo, es una combinación química que deambula” (Beba Eguía, São Paolo, March
26, 1991), “Definitivamente transformado en una pieza (un apéndice) de la maquina médica.
Yendo prácticamente todos los días al hospital para quedar horas ensartado a un cable de suero y
medicamentos.” (Beba Eguía, São Paolo, July 4, 1992). There are instances, however, in which
his body’s T-cell count increases: “Continúan los sucesos milagrosos. Mis análisis de células T4
han subido mucho, ello es decir, ha aumentado su cantidad (son las que el virus se morfa)” (Beba
Eguía, São Paolo, May 7, 1991). Secondly, devoted to Santo Daime, he enters states of ecstasy
through which his body experiences intense emotion, loss of self-control, and creative
inspiration: “sobrevino un periodo de eléctrico éxtasis, de alta creatividad. Una euforia que por
momentos me preocupaba de tan fuerte y desencadenada… en esos accesos de trance ahogado en
llanto escribí” (Beba Eguía, São Paolo, May 7, 1991). Lastly, as a strong believer of Father
Mario, he experiences a physical miracle at the time of surgery: “Hete aquí que el increíble baño
de energía y de fuerza del Padre llegó y el cirujano desolóse con el espectáculo vacío de los
ganglios desinflamados: sacarlos no pudo que la divinidad se los había llevado” (Beba Eguía,
São Paolo, May 7, 1991). Repeatedly, he thanks each source for their individual effects on his
body and health: “gracias a Dios, al AZT, y al Padre Mario.”
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Academia and Technology
In many cases, underpaid and overworked, Perlongher discusses and reflects on the
devaluation of academic labor: “debo trabajar, en investigación de mercado, como supervisor:
recorrer de punta a punta la ciudad -lo cual me agota y vuelvo extenuado e imposibilitado, como
un proletario, de toda labor intelectual- por unos míseros pesos” (Néstor Latrónico, Buenos
Aires, November 15, 1981). Counterproductive academic norms make intellectual growth
increasingly difficult: “estoy muy cansada: mis idas a Campinas me extenúan, y son un tanto
estériles. El academismo extenúa. Y no hay muchas cosas nuevas, se aprende a patadas,
articulaciones, ligazones, eso sí. Pero que te permita pensar distinto (aunque sí más claro), no”
(Sara Torres, October 7, 1982). That being true, he does appreciate certain aspects of academic
work that bring him happiness and satisfaction: “estuve en una playa surrealista (con un puente
en ruinas) del litoral carioca participando de un encuentro sobre Sexualidad. En la academia se
viaja” (Osvaldo Baigorria, São Paolo, December 17, 1985). In addition to travel, he meets and
gains support from his own literary heroes, which include Sarduy:
En Río me crucé fugazmente con Severo Sarduy, el blondo desparramarse oleoso
por los sillones de plumas marinas, atisbando la ebúrnea jaba coralina. Severo
leyó raudamente mis mamotretos, elogió “Abisinia Exibar”, y quedó en
recomendar mi publicación en Barcelona para Editions Del Mall. (Roberto
Echavarren, São Paolo, January 10, 1986)
His stressed and over-exhausted body finds relief and productivity in computing
technology. Perlongher, overburdened with work, becomes all the more frustrated when his
typewriter breaks: “la depresión corre por abajo. En un típico acto de boicot destruí la máquina
de escribir olvidando des conectar el transformador. Eso pasó hace dos días. Duermo mal” (Sara
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Torres, February 16, 1990). While his sickened body had already decreased his ability to write,
he now finds himself helpless without a machine: “Yo ando cada día más yerto. No consigo
hacer nada. Tengo que resolver la falta de máquina de escribir. Cómo? Comprar un computador?
Me faltan fuerzas” (Beba Eguía, Paris, March 26, 1990). Without the money for neither one nor
the other, he decides to rent a typewriter with a French keyboard, which only makes matters
worse: “Escribo intentando encaramarme en la penosa mesita llena de maremotos u olas de
papeles... Fenomenal caos. Pero en una maquina alquilada con teclado francés, todas las letras
fuera de lugar” (Beba Eguía, Paris, May 23, 1990). Many months later, he settles on a getting a
computer that, while expensive, it promises to be a great tool: “Parece que un computador
carísimo puede llegar a mí, hoy me responden. Dicen que es lo último de lo anterior y lo 1ero del
futuro.” (Beba Eguía, São Paolo, January 6, 1991). In possession of the machine, Perlongher
suddenly begins to write with enthusiasm: “Nena, se me va a acabar el disquete de tanto
escribir… Estoy gracias a Dios creativo, escribiendo mucho” (Mariel Gracia, São Paolo, July 9,
1991). While his health deteriorates, the comfort and ease of technology inspires him to produce
more writing: “Como versa estoy escribiéndote con mi flamante computador que -albricias del
nacionalismo tecnológico- tiene ya sus acentos y hasta su amenazada ñ” (Sara Torres, São Paolo,
September 2, 1991). Towards the end, as Cecilia Palmeiro informs us, the author began to safe
his correspondence digitally, perhaps knowing the creative and affective value of their content.
Perlongher’s body
From the beginning, Perlongher’s was driven by queer desire and feminine embodiment.
In order to explore his own nonconformance and deviance, he reformulated the Baroque by
making use of its destabilizing and decentering nature. When faced with disease and bodily
decline, his interest in spirituality, medicine, and technology grew. Through each, he found ways
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of reinvigorating and reinventing the self. Still, he was forced to give up control over his own
body in order for these to work. Despite that, his enthusiastic and unyielding bravery allowed
him to face the dangers of experimenting with the body. All in all, Perlongher experiences the
world around him, its many ups and many downs, in constant communication with friends. By
staying in constant contact with loved ones, he is able to bounce off ideas, share funny
anecdotes, express his pain, and celebrate life.
The Body of Lemebel
From the moment that Pedro Lemebel enters the public stage, he abandons normalized
ways of thinking and speaking about the self, challenging us to prioritize inclusivity, diversity
and equity. Starting with his name, Pedro Lemebel declares his commitment to feminine
disobedience and his rejection of oppressive patriarchy by adopting his mother’s surname. In his
literary work, he advocates for the marginalized and the feminine, the underprivileged and the
vulnerable, the forgotten and the repressed. In his performative work, he welcomes us to be
critically courageous, publicly engaged and politically aware. Overall, through his artistic
playfulness and expressiveness, he encourages us to be fluid and creative in our thoughts and our
actions.
Denouncing Hegemonic Masculinity
Before becoming a renowned author, Lemebel gains notoriety working beside Francisco
Casas in the Yeguas del Apocalipsis artist collective.90 Together, they organized and conducted a
series of performative acts that had significant impact in Chile’s cultural scene during and after
the country’s dictatorship. Their acts would oftentimes disrupt social, cultural and political
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provides titles, dates, descriptions and photographs for each of their works: yeguasdelapocalipsis.cl
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events, causing outrage and confusion in the audience, while gaining interest in the media. Their
first act, entitled Coronación de espinas (October 21, 1988) took place during the award
ceremony in which Raúl Zurita received the Premio Pablo Neruda. As they entered the Casa
Museo La Chascona, they carried a crown of thorns that they bestowed upon Zurita. Including a
picture of the poet holding the crown, La Época (October 23, 1988) newspaper recalls the event:
La corona de espinas, de púas largas y afiladas, fue producto de una “acción de
arte” de dos integrantes del colectivo Las yeguas del Apocalipsis… El narrador
Pedro Mardones y el poeta Francisco Casas catalogaron su “acción de arte” como
la secuencia de un trabajo y dijeron que cada uno era dueño de darle la
interpretación quisiera.
Zurita’s unconventional approach to poetry, in addition to his Colectivo de Acción de Arte, likely
inspired Lemebel and Casas. By placing a crown on his head, they recognized their admiration
for him, while making reference to the religious aspect of his yet-to-be-completed trilogy―
Purgatorio (1979), Anteparaíso (1982) and La vida nueva (1994).
In the same year, nude and riding a mare into the Juan Gómez Millas Campus,
Refundación de la Universidad de Chile (1988) drew a great deal of attention. Like Fabián
Cháirez’s La revolución (2014),91 Lemebel and Casas eroticize, feminize, and homosexualize the
image of traditional masculine and militaristic figures― , the conquistador, the libertador, the
imperialista, the revolucionario― the republic of men. At the time, the university had been
occupied by students. By entering the academic space in this way, they expose its colonialist,
patriarchal and masculinist attitudes, while conveying solidarity with the students. Their support
for students continues with Tiananmen (June 17, 1989), an act in which they commemorate the
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many lives lost at the hands of the Chinese government, which violently halted on June 4 and 5,
1989 the pro-democracy student-led protests being held at Tiananmen Square. Their bodies,
covered in white powder, gain a ghostly appearance, as if bringing the victims’ bodies back from
the dead. With black logograms painted on their bodies, they re-verbalize the silenced speech of
the protesters. Attached to each of their fingers, we find long dark spikes that are lit up at the tips
by small flames. On the one hand, when brought together, they give the appearance of a candlelit
vigil. On the other hand, their claw-like hands enhance their bodies’ monstrous presence. In the
same vein, we are told that by placing their bodies inside bags of animal intestines they give their
bodies a bloody appearance, highlighting the inhumanity and slaughter of the Tiananmen
Massacre.
While showing solidarity for groups across the globe, Lemebel and Casas constantly turn
their attention onto the violence experienced at home. In La conquista de America (October 12,
1989), which was performed at the Comisión Chilena de Derechos Humanos, over a map of
South America that is covered by shards of glass from Coca-Cola bottles, they perform a cueca.
As their feet are pierced by the glass, the map becomes tainted with blood, showing the region’s
encounters with violence. Since the glass comes from Coca-Cola bottles, these do not only point
to US economic but political and military intervention in the region, which has increased
inequality and facilitated violence in Latin America. Through the cueca, a traditional Chilean
dance, they embody regional culture, that is destroyed by foreign and elitist institutions. At the
same time, the cueca is performed by the mothers, sisters, and daughters of the disappeared who
dance alone in order to mark the absence of their male family members. By including it in their
act, Lemebel and Casas show solidarity with other victims of the regime. Overall, Lemebel and
Casas interconnect the bloodshed of the Conquest with the violence of the Dictatorship, exposing
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a regional history marked by social turmoil, foreign imperialism, cultural destruction, elitist
greed, forced disappearances, and unacknowledged death.
Lemebel and Casas were equally invested in denouncing the violence of the military
regime and exposing the complicity and forgetfulness of the new government. In Tu dolor dice:
minado (December 8, 1993), as they read the list of victims included in the Rettig Report,
Lemebel and Casas sit by a table opposite to the audience, their naked backs turned, as their
faces appear on a small television screen that sits behind them facing the audience. Between
them and the audience, five-hundred glasses of water are found on the floor and two glasses of
dirt are found on the same table from which they read. The act is performed in a building that
served as the headquarters for DINA (Dirección de Inteligencia Nacional) and DINE (Dirección
de Inteligencia del Ejercito). In the same space in which organized murder was planned, we find
the names of the dead echoed by the voices of Lemebel and Casas. In doing so, they call on the
dead, creating a frightening and ghostly atmosphere in the room. Similarly, the disembodied
spirits can be sensed in the water that, as a symbol of life, now sits stagnant and idly within a
glass. The survivors, represented in the two glasses of dirt, are left behind needing the
unreachable dead water to produce life. Simply put, without able to bear the loss of the dead, the
survivors are left lifeless. Lastly, the distance taken from the audience represents the divide
between the government and its people. The television represents the media, which the
government uses to communicate the atrocities of the past, despite (or because of) its indirect,
manipulated and artificial nature. Their bodies’ exposed flesh alludes to those of the Chilean
people which remain vulnerable despite having a new government.
Embracing Disobedient Femininity
At times, their performance acts would reach the political stage by force. On August 23,
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1989, Lemebel and Casas entered the Teatro Cariola where artists and intellectuals presented the
future president Alwyn as their preferred candidate. As La Tercera recalls:
La intempestiva irrupción de dos extraños personajes en el acto de adhesión de
artistas e intelectuales a la candidatura de Patricia Alwyn, causó sorpresa en la
asamblea. Se trataba de dos sujetos vestidos con mallas de ballet que extendieron
un lienzo que decía “Homosexuales por el cambio”, y después desaparecieron sin
dar más señas. (August 28, 1989)
In this fashion, Lemebel and Casas place their bodies on the cultural and political stage,
demanding to be considered when discussing the future of the country. Aware of the institutional
marginalization of trans people, found within both the political right and left, their feminized
bodies denounce queerphobic violence, harassment, and exclusion. Moreover, their performative
bodies offer artistic expressions and activist strategies that deviate from official and
counterofficial discourse and conservative and liberal politics. Lastly, by pointing to their
marginalization, as more of their own died from HIV, they implicitly condemned the lack of care
and lack of knowledge about the disease:
The first cases remained such a novelty that a junior functionary from the Health
Ministry could dismiss them confidently in 1986 with the notorious phrase that
AIDS in Chile was “under control”—entirely fitting for a military dictatorship. He
suggested that the epidemic sprang from dubious sexual practices common in
other countries and that well-behaved Chileans had nothing to worry about.
(Frasca 215)
Lemebel and Casas, on the other hand, knew that the battle against HIV was far from
over. Through their performance acts they increased awareness about the epidemic and the
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government’s role in the contagion. They were particularly interested in recognizing HIV as a
virus that, without government intervention, had been allowed entrance into Chile. Under the
dictatorship, as infectious Westerns were received and welcomed, the disease spread
exponentially: “The virus… becomes a metonym for a First-World citizen who literally and
figuratively penetrates the Chilean nation” (Meruane 131). Without interest in combating HIV,
the dictatorial government did nothing to save the lives of the infected, which included many of
the artists’ friends. For Lemebel and Casas, such behavior from the government was not
surprising. The neoliberal policies that developed during the military regime were the product of
a group of US-trained economists whose believe in foreign ownership of Chilean industry
allowed foreigners to enter and exploit the country: “It is not just that the nation’s immune
system has failed but rather that the body politic—the dictatorship as an abusive representative of
the national community—has welcomed the enemy with open arms.” (Meruane 132)
For Lemebel and Casas, the influence of US culture on Chile serves as another form of
foreign intervention and domination. As such, in their performance acts, they often present HIV
and US culture as foreign powers that destroy queer life. In Estrellada II (September 30, 1990),
the artists turn their attention to US visual and cinematic culture. The artists, wearing fashionable
women’s clothes, begin by drawing stars on the ground with neoprene. Before lighting the stars,
they stand inside of them as they recite quotes from Rita Hayworth and Dolores del Río. Once
the fires die down, the artists are left encircled in ash. The stars, representing the Hollywood
walk of fame, serve as a symbol of the US entertainment business and visual culture. As is
common in classic Hollywood cinema, femininity is performed by white, cisgender, heterosexual
and English-speaking bodies. As the artists attempt to embody the romance, sexuality and luxury
of Hollywood actresses, their incompatibility leads to despair. Their dreams of achieving ideal
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beauty proves useless and disappointing. It is important to note that while they do quote Dolores
del Río, whose presence in Hollywood challenged views on race, they are left with same
emptiness and disillusionment. In De la nostalgia (August 19, 1991), the artists attend the
closing of the Cine Arte Normandie. As an homage, after watching the last showing, they walk
out of the theater wearing elegant dresses, beautiful wigs, and dazzling make up. They fake cries,
pouring eye drops over their faces, while moaning in effeminate sorrows. Once outside, they pee
over stars that they had drawn on the ground before the performance. They then jump into a
vehicle, dramatically waving goodbye to the many who gathered around to watch them. The
movie playing was Terry Gilliam’s The Adventures of Baron Munchausen (1988), starring Uma
Thurman as the goddess Venus. This time, as they imitate Hollywood actresses, they no longer
feel disheartened. Instead, they playfully mock them, turning their cinematic emotivity into feign
weeping. After the idyllic beauty of a mythological figure has been portrayed on the screen, the
artists’ performance emphasizes the image’s artificiality. The women on the screen do not reflect
the truth, at least not the artists’ truth. Their rejection of the Hollywood image is made all the
more clear as they pee on the pseudo-Hollywood stars. The artists’ unconventional beauty,
femininity and eroticism is not what Chile finds in the movie theater. Their womanhood is
defined by other standards.
In addition to using the camera to document their performance acts, Lemebel and Casas
delve into performance photography, creating a series of autonomous works of art. Among these,
their reinterpretation of Las dos Fridas is their most widely acclaimed piece. In the form of a
tableaux vivant, the artists recreate one of Kahlo’s masterpieces, seeing themselves reflected in
her unconventional beauty and physical disability. In the original, we find two figures holding
hands sitting on a bench in front of a grey sky. The first Frida, on the left, is dressed in Western
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clothes while the second Frida, on the right, wears a Tehuana dress. Each one holds on to an
artery that winds around them and connects to their exposed hearts. The first Frida clamps down
on her end of the artery with a hemostat in order to stop the bleeding while the second Frida
connects her end of the artery to a portrait of her husband. In their recreation of the painting, we
find the bodies of Lemebel and Casas replacing those of Frida. Lemebel, sitting at the left, wears
a Mexican castor while Casas, sitting on the right, wears a Victorian skirt. By switching places,
they point to their manipulation of the image. As they stare back at us, we realize that in their
make-up they have imitated Kahlo’s eyebrow. Their chests, along with their drawn-in hearts, are
exposed. Connecting them, we find an IV line that, as Casas clamps down with a hemostat,
Lemebel connects to a small mirror. Lemebel and Casas identify with Frida Kahlo, seeing in her
androgyny a depiction of themselves. She is recognized for her unconventional beauty: her
neutral skin tone, her strong jawline, her prominent nose, and her facial hair. In her paintings,
what she considered her masculine or androgynous features, are often on display: “Del sexo
opuesto, tengo el bigote y, en general, la cara”. In her beauty, we find the absence of an absolute
division between the sexes, which Lemebel and Casas relate to and admire. Through their wigs,
makeup, and skirts they feminize their bodies, while exposing their masculine chests and hairy
forearms.
In addition to her beauty, Lemebel and Casas identify with her lifelong physical and
emotional suffering. Frida Kahlo is recognized for her physical disabilities and relationship to
medicine: as a child, she contracted polio which made her loose muscle on her right leg; as a
teenager, she was in a bus accident that left her immobilized in a full body cast; as an adult, she
suffered from miscarriages, underwent various surgeries, had her right leg amputated, and died
of a pulmonary embolism. Despite her ailments and disabilities, she showed great resilience by
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achieving success as an artist: “A pesar de mi larga enfermedad, tengo alegría inmensa de
VIVIR.” Her ability to cope with physical and emotional stress is of great importance to Lemebel
and Casas. At the time, they observed their friends die from AIDS, standing by them as their
bodies withered away. As such, in their recreation of Kahlo’s double portrait, they explore the
individual and collective trauma of AIDS, the show appreciation for queer friendship and
kinship, and they denounce social and political negligence towards the victims. In the
photograph, an important element related to AIDS is the IV line. As a medical tool, it serves as a
symbol of neglect and pathologization experienced by queer people before and after the
pandemic. Within the IV line we find the infected blood. On the one hand, the blood alludes to
the painful death of those who contracted HIV. On the other hand, the disease brought queer
people together as they were abandoned and left to die. In sickness and in health, queer people
showed love and support for one another as they battled incessant physical and emotional pain.
In the photograph, in addition to the IV line, their holding hands underscore the bond created
among queer men while living through the AIDS crisis. Furthermore, while their unconventional,
vulnerable and sickened bodies are exposed to the viewer, in their solemn stare they show
dignity, courage, and strength. Lastly, when looking into Lemebel’s mirror, we find a reflection
of ourselves. As such, we are forced to think about the ways in which we have helped or
hindered the lives of queer people. At the same time, we are asked to find a connection to these
bodies with the hope of claiming a position of solidarity and shared identity. Originally taken on
December of 1989 by Pedro Marinello, the image is reused in future performance acts: in Las
dos Fridas en Galería Bucci (July 1990) they carry out a more masculinized version of the image
while the original is reflected onto their body by a projector; in Cuerpos contingentes (May
1991) they now sit on wheelchairs, marking the decrepitude of the sickened body, while their
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bodies are wrapped in barbed wire and stuffed birds, marking the imprisonment of the helpless
body.
In other photo performance projects, Lemebel and Casas offer images in which the lives
of queer and trans people are celebrated after death. In Instalamos pajaritos como palomas con
alambritos (1991)92, the artists are dressed in black as white doves are placed across their bodies.
While we are brought into the realm of death by the dark mourning vail that Casas wears, their
fishnet blouses and waist high stockings eroticize their bodies. The doves, as symbols of piece
and love, represent the friends who they have lost to AIDS. As such, while remaining feminine
and sensual, their queer bodies are now marked by the death of their loved ones. They now carry
with them the bodies of the dead s survivors of the pandemic. As such, Lemebel and Casas must
fight to advocate for the lives that were lost, restoring dignity and justice to the dead. Lastly, in
Lo que el SIDA se llevó (1989) we find a variety of feminine bodies. 93 In some, wearing plain
clothes and standing in natural poses, they may remind us of our mothers, our sisters, and our
daughters. In others, as they wear masks and their bodies are in motion, we find bodies in pain,
in glee, in love. As they all show the innocence, happiness, and glamour of those who died
because of AIDS, there are two photographs that make direct reference to the disease. In the first,
Lemebel lays in the arms of Casas, who screams in pain and sorrow. Lemebel’s lifeless body
emulates the dead, while Casas desperately cries at the loss of his friend. The second, shows
Casas in a wedding dress kissing Lemebel, who wears a skeleton mask. The kiss, which once
expressed affection and sexual desire, now signals the moment of infection. In their act of love,
they have sealed their faiths, transmitting the virus from one to the other.
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Taken by Pedro Marinello.
Taken by Pedro Marinello.
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Lemebel’s body
Before joining Las Yeguas del Apocalipsis, Lemebel had already engaged in
performative acts. In 1986, we find Lemebel standing in heels reading out loud his Hablo por mi
diferencia at the Mapocho train station, which he then takes to the Congreso del Partido
Comunista with the hammer and sickle drawn with makeup on his face. When speaking about
the latter, Nelly Richard notes that:
La lectura que hizo P. Lemebel de su manifiesto en zapatos de taco alto
desestabilizó la compostura de izquierda del Partido Comunista que, habituado a
la seca propaganda de la consigna y el panfleto, le asigno carácter de sedición
literaria a una prosa en la que se encertaban, como perlas en un collar, las
alegorías y metáforas de la carnavalización sexual. (85)
Lemebel, as shown above, was aware of the ways in which trans and queer bodies are excluded
from most spaces, including those who claim to be liberal, open-minded and inclusive. In the
zigzagging motion of his Neobarrocho style, he presents trans bodies that enter and exit spaces,
avoiding ideological capture. In other words, Lemebel was able to define transhood in his own
terms by entering official and unofficial spaces, by presenting a distinct way of thinking and
acting, by showing support for different sociopolitical movements without settling on one:
P. Lemebel supo evitar que estos cuerpos vagabundos quedaran atrapados en
algún paradero o casilla que los volviera fácilmente recuperables para la
sociología de la marginalidad: una sociología de la marginalizad cuyos recuentos
estadísticos quieren objetivar lo desigualitario del sistema con la exactitud del
dato, la presión de la cifra, sin tomar en cuan que se trata de vidas humanas ya
pulverizadas como restos en aquellos orillas de inadaptación al sistema que
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quedaron hace mucho fuera de todo cómputo numérico. De ahí que la creatividad
barroca sea uno de los pocos recursos que salvan a esos cuerpos de la indigencia.
Revistiendo de excedentes de sentido aquellas existencias que parecían
condenadas a la falta del todo. (82)
Thus, what Lemebel seems to inherit most from the Baroque is its unintelligibility. The trans
body is unlike any other ―it is not a copy, it is not simulation― it may resemble masculinity or
femininity, but it never settles on either one completely. As Lemebel continues to stage
performance expressly for the camera, many of his pieces are used as covers for his books. One
in particular calls my attention: the untitled photograph used by Seix Barral for its third edition
La esquina es mi corazón. In the image we find Lemebel’s unshaved body covered by a stuffed
caiman, he wears an extravagant headpiece with two large wings pointed upwards on both sides,
while wearing makeup he draws large black stripes around his eyes, one of his legs wears a
fishnet stocking, a red dress lays on the ground in front of him presumably after he has taken it
off. As such, while his body hair points to his masculinity, his femininity is found in the makeup,
stockings and dress. The sensuality of his body is accentuated by a South American reptile that
curves across his body. His makeup, while conventional below the eye, adds elements that are
reminiscent of indigenous face paint, alluding to his non-Western body. The headpiece, while
feminine, captures the presence of Hermes, Mercury and Roma which were often depicted in
winged helmets. All in all, we are offered a body that is neither masculine nor feminine, neither
Eastern nor Western. Unintelligible and unconventional he represents queer bodies for what they
are: they are alluring, mysterious, and beautiful.
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CONCLUSIONS
With the return of the Baroque in the 20th and 21st centuries, we come across the
Neobaroque, the Neobarroso and the Neobarrocho as aesthetic practices that find in baroque
nonconformance and decentralization a path through which queerness and transness can be
explored and expressed within Latin America. As such, when looking at Sarduy, Perlongher and
Lemebel as seminal figures of these aesthetic practices, we find visual and literary art that
recognizes in the most vulnerable and marginal of people experiences of oppression on multiple
intersecting fronts. Among these, we find sexual and gender minorities, recognizing the latter as
the most misrepresented. In general, unable to fully comprehend their multifacetedness and
recognize their humanness, their creative reconfigurations of gender are seen as a sign of
perversion and illness. While this has remained true in Latin America, human rights discourse
and activist movements have promoted a politics of solidarity and inclusion, while developing
transnational networks among queer and trans groups across the region.
When looking at queer baroque art in Sarduy, Perlongher and Lemebel, we find a series
of factors that are fundamental to understanding the experience of sexual and gender minorities
in Latin America at the turn of the 21st century. Having been personally affected by dictatorial
governments, the authors recognize the ways in which authoritarian rule and neoliberal policies
have impacted queer and trans people in Latin America, resulting in repression and censorship at
home and the formation of exilic communities abroad. Nonetheless, as the body is faced with
violent forces, we find ―through creative manipulations and transformations of the self― ways
to reject misogyny and hegemony by embracing inclusion and diversity. Similarly, while the
AIDS epidemic brought on a sense of fear and mourning for queer and trans communities, we
find strategies of resilience and survival whereby creative forms of self-actualization and models
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of dissidence develop. Lastly, despite physical and emotional challenges, within the Latin
American cityscape, we find a common space in which exclusion and invisibility are combated,
by valuing subversive and experimental cultural practices, while encouraging solidarity among
the marginalized and vulnerable.
In the authors’ work, the medical community resigns from its duties, attending to the
needs of the government, while pathologizing and experimenting on the sick, contributing to the
annihilation of minoritarian populations. In addition, within the LGBT+ community, we find
groups which adhere to the heteronormative values of the bourgeoisie. Unwilling to
acknowledge their own privilege, they produce divisions and tensions, which further marginalize
the most vulnerable. As a response, an alternative approach to politics that relies on solidarity
networks, non-violent action, and affective practices can be observed in queer and trans
communities. Artists have captured and explored these both in the literary and visual arts,
developing unofficial forms of expression, advocating for the marginalized and the feminine, the
underprivileged and the vulnerable, the forgotten and the repressed from a place of
understanding and love, offering a more accurate representation of themselves.
Implications
My research recognizes of the relationship between queer subjectivities and transgender
subjectivities, recognizing in both a desire to challenge heteronormative understandings of
gender, sex, bodies, and embodiment. At the same time, it stresses the differences between
gender nonconformance and nonnormative sexuality, acknowledging tensions between the fields
of feminist studies, queer studies, and trans studies. In addition, while my research recognizes
systemic injustice and inequality, without overemphasizing the victimization of sexual and
gender minorities, I have instead explored the ways in which queer and transgender people
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combat oppression, discrimination and inequality. As such, my research shows the ways in
which subaltern groups develop multiple and distinct strategies for denouncing and counteracting
misogynist, traditionalist, colonialist, authoritative, and violent discourses. Furthermore, my
research offers progressive and insightful knowledges and practices that are found within the
Latin American cultural, social and political context; offering epistemes which are different and
separate from dominant European and North American discourses. It does so, by exploring not
only literary but non-literary objects, contributing to the ongoing reconceptualization of the
visual, and how it affects queer and trans expression, representation, and experience in Latin
America. Lastly, by helping pose questions about the Baroque in new ways, my research allows
for a renewed understanding of early modern issues and their relationships to the present.
Future Research
Lastly, my research has focused on artists who have developed or inspired new baroque
movements. Nonetheless, there are other contemporary artists whose work has been recognized
as baroque yet, without a literary or artistic movement declared on their behalf, their adherence
to the baroque often goes unnoticed. Latin American artists, such as Fernando Vallejo (1942),
Mario Bellatin (1960) and Demian Schopf (1972), whose work has been understood as baroque
by Monika Kaup, Conxita Domenech, Gustavo Guerrero, among other critics, would offer
baroque practices outside of the Caribbean and Southern Cone traditions. Lastly, while this
dissertation engages with the archive, there are materials that I was unable to access in person.
Doing so would had undoubtedly enhanced my results and given new insights into the artists’
articulation of the Queer Baroque. I hope to gain the necessary funding to conduct this archival
research in order to enhance the work that I have initiated in Chapter 5 and throughout this
dissertation.
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APPENDIX

Severo Sarduy en casa de Antonio Gálvez, Centro Virtual Cervantes, Instituto Cervantes,
cvc.cervantes.es/literatura/escritores/sarduy/articulos/goytisolo.htm

Severo Sarduy en casa de Antonio Gálvez, Centro Virtual Cervantes, Instituto Cervantes,
cvc.cervantes.es/literatura/escritores/sarduy/articulos/cabrera.htm
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Severo en su casa, 1971. Centro Virtual Cervantes, Instituto Cervantes,
cvc.cervantes.es/literatura/escritores/sarduy/articulos/lezama.htm

Severo Sarduy disfrazado. Centro Virtual Cervantes, Instituto Cervantes,
cvc.cervantes.es/literatura/escritores/sarduy/articulos/gallo_03.htm
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Severo Sarduy disfrazado. Centro Virtual Cervantes, Instituto Cervantes,
cvc.cervantes.es/literatura/escritores/sarduy/articulos/guerrero_02.htm

Severo Sarduy disfrazado. Centro Virtual Cervantes, Instituto Cervantes,
cvc.cervantes.es/literatura/escritores/sarduy/exposicion/viaje.htm
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Severo Sarduy en su casa de Saint-Léonard. Centro Virtual Cervantes, Instituto Cervantes,
https://cvc.cervantes.es/literatura/escritores/sarduy/articulos/castillo.htm

Book cover of Nestor Perlongher’s Correspondecia, edited by Cecilia Palmeiro, Mansalva,
2016.
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Photograph from the Yeguas del Apocalipsis’ “Refundación de la Universidad de Chile”.
Archivo Yeguas del Apocalipsis. Registros, voces y relatos, edited by Fernanda Carvajal and
Alejandro de la Fuente, yeguasdelapocalipsis.cl/1988-refundacion-de-la-universidad-de-chile/

Photograph from the Yeguas del Apocalipsis’ “Tu dolor dice: minado”. Archivo Yeguas del
Apocalipsis. Registros, voces y relatos, edited by Fernanda Carvajal and Alejandro de la
Fuente, yeguasdelapocalipsis.cl/1993-tu-dolor-dice-minado/
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Photograph from the Yeguas del Apocalipsis’ “De la nostalgia”. Archivo Yeguas del
Apocalipsis. Registros, voces y relatos, edited by Fernanda Carvajal and Alejandro de la
Fuente, yeguasdelapocalipsis.cl/1991-de-la-nostalgia/

The Yeguas del Apocalipsis’ “Las dos fridas”. Archivo Yeguas del Apocalipsis. Registros,
voces y relatos, edited by Fernanda Carvajal and Alejandro de la Fuente,
yeguasdelapocalipsis.cl/1989-las-dos-fridas/
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Photograph from the Yeguas del Apocalipsis’ “Lo que el sida se llevó”. Archivo Yeguas del
Apocalipsis. Registros, voces y relatos, edited by Fernanda Carvajal and Alejandro de la
Fuente, yeguasdelapocalipsis.cl/1989-lo-que-el-sida-se-llevo/

Photograph used on the cover of Pedro Lemebel’s La esquina es mi corazón, Seix Barral,
2004.
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